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La�diversitat�conformacional�dels�àcids�nucleics�
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Figura�1.�Enllaços�de�pont��d’hidrogen�de�tipus��Watson�Crick�entre�A�T�i�G�C.�
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Figura�2.�Conformacions�bàsiques��de�la�doble�hèlix�de�DNA:�B�DNA,�A�DNA�i�Z�DNA.�
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Synthesis and Structural Characterization of Stable
Branched DNA G-Quadruplexes Using the Trebler
Phosphoramidite
Rub�n Ferreira,[a, b] Margarita Alvira,[a, b] Anna AviÇ�,[a, b] Irene G�mez-Pinto,[c]

Carlos Gonz�lez,[c] Val�rie Gabelica,[d] and Ramon Eritja*[a, b]

Introduction

Guanine (G)-rich DNA sequences are able to form a noncanoni-
cal four-stranded topology called a G-quadruplex. These struc-
tures are based on the G-tetrad, also called the G-quartet,
which consists of a planar arrangement of four guanine bases
associated through a cyclic array of Hoogsteen hydrogen
bonds in which each G accepts and donates two hydrogen
bonds. G-quadruplexes can be formed in the genome, for ex-
ample in telomeres[1] but also in other key biological contexts,
such as oncogenic promoter elements[2] and RNA 5’-untranslat-
ed regions (UTR) in close proximity to translation start sites.[3]

Thus, quadruplex motifs could act as topological switches that
might regulate gene expression. For all these reasons, struc-
tures of biological G-quadruplex DNA are a potential target for
drug design.[4] Moreover, G-quadruplexes also have biological
interest as therapeutic agents. Aptamers are short DNA- or
RNA-based oligonucleotides selected from large combinatorial
pools of nucleic acid sequences for their ability to bind to
a specific protein.[5] Among several structures, the G-quadru-
plex motif is present in several aptamers with biological inter-
est, such as the thrombin binding aptamer[6] and the anti-HIV-
1 aptamers.[7] Finally, G-quadruplex structures are also receiving
increasing attention because of their applications in supra-
molecular chemistry and nanotechnology. High-order struc-
tures, such as G-wires,[8] DNA nanodevices based on quadru-
plex–duplex interconversion[9] and biosensors[10] have been de-
scribed in the literature. A quadruplex can be tetramolecular,
bimolecular or unimolecular. Within these groups, these struc-
tures can be classified on the basis of the relative orientation
of the chains (parallel or antiparallel) and the way the loops
connect the different strands.[11]

Synthetic branched oligonucleotides have been used for
several purposes. Initially, most of the interest in this field fo-
cused on the study of branched oligoribonucleotides as splic-
ing intermediates of eukaryotic mRNAs.[12] Moreover, branched
oligonucleotides also show high affinity for single-stranded oli-
gonucleotides to form alternated strand triplexes.[13] Recently,
branched oligonucleotides have been used as building blocks
for the synthesis of new nanostructures.[14] Branched oligonu-
cleotides carrying four G-rich strands linked through their 5’-
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Guanine (G)-rich sequences can form a noncanonical four-
stranded structure known as the G-quadruplex. G-quadruplex
structures are interesting because of their potential biological
properties and use in nanosciences. Here, we describe
a method to prepare highly stable G-quadruplexes by linking
four G-rich DNA strands to form a monomolecular G-quadru-
plex. In this method, one strand is synthesized first, and then
a trebler molecule is added to simultaneously assemble the re-
maining three strands. This approach allows the introduction
of specific modifications in only one of the strands. As a proof

of concept, we prepared a quadruplex where one of the
chains includes a change in polarity. A hybrid quadruplex is
observed in ammonium acetate solutions, whereas in the pres-
ence of sodium or potassium, a parallel G-quadruplex structure
is formed. In addition to the expected monomolecular quadru-
plexes, we observed the presence of dimeric G-quadruplex
structures. We also applied the method to prepare G-quadru-
plexes containing a single 8-aminoguanine substitution and
found that this single base stabilizes the G-quadruplex struc-
ture when located at an internal position.

106 � 2012 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim ChemistryOpen 2012, 1, 106 – 114



or 3’-end have been synthesized using a clever combination of
symmetric and asymmetric doubler phosphoramidites, and the
resulting compounds form very stable quadruplexes.[15]

Inspired by these results, we decided to synthesize G-quad-
ruplex branched oligonucleotides carrying modifications on
one of the four strands. We used the tetrameric, G/thymidine
(T)-containing parallel quadruplex [d(TG4T)]4 as a model com-
pound to set up our synthetic strategy, since it is well-studied
and its structure is well-characterized.[16–18] Moreover, this
model compound has been used to assess the effects of sub-
stituting guanine for modified guanine derivatives on the sta-
bility and kinetics of quadruplex formation.[19] For example,
previous work addressed the effect of 8-aminoguanine substi-
tutions on the tetramolecular [d(TG4T)]4 quadruplex.

[20] Thermal
denaturation studies showed that an 8-aminoguanine replace-
ment is not equally favorable at all positions, but might accel-
erate parallel quadruplex formation when inserted in the inter-
nal region. However, due to the tetrameric nature of the struc-
ture, it is not possible to assess the effect of a single substitu-
tion in the quadruplex.

Here, we report the preparation of molecules composed of
four oligonucleotide strands, whose ends are attached through
a tetra-end-linker. This was achieved by first synthesizing one
strand, then adding the trebler phosphoramiditethe and syn-
thesizing the other three strands simultaneously (Scheme 1).
Using the tetrameric [d(TG4T)]4 parallel quadruplex as a model
compound, we synthesized very stable quadruplexes with
modifications in only one of the strands (Scheme 1). These re-
sults are relevant for the preparation of stable quadruplexes
with potential biological activity.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of oligonucleotides

The synthesis of the branched oligonucleotides designed to
form a monomolecular G-quadruplex was performed in an au-
tomatic DNA synthesizer (Scheme 1). The sequence of the
strands was chosen based on the hexamer d(TG4T), which is
known to form a stable parallel tetramolecular quadruplex that
has been well characterized in previous studies.[16–18] In this
study, an additional T was inserted to prevent steric hindrance
of trebler with the nearest G-quartet. The main structural fea-
ture of these oligonucleotides is the attachment of four strand
ends through a three-branched linker after the synthetic com-
pletion of one of the strands. The branched structure was in-
corporated into the molecule with commercially available tre-
bler phosphoramidite (Scheme 1). By selecting standard or re-
versed phosphoramidites at different synthesis steps, three
structures with different strand orientations were prepared
(Scheme 1). The synthesis of oligonucleotide 1 started with
a solid support carrying a T linked via a succinyl linker through
its 5’ end (reversed-T). The first TG4TT strand was assembled
using reversed phosphoramidites. Trebler phosphoramidite
was then added followed by the assembly of the remaining
three strands using standard phosphoramidites. After the as-
sembly of the sequence, the final detritylation was not per-
formed in order to facilitate reversed-phase HPLC purification.
Ammonia deprotection generated a major eluted product con-
taining three DMT groups. This product was collected and
treated with acetic acid to obtain the desired compound,
which was then characterized by MS. Oligonucleotide 1 has all

Scheme 1. Outline of the method for the preparation of G-quadruplexes proposed in this study (see Table 2 in the Experimental Section for oligonucleotide
sequences). *G denotes the position of 8-aminoguanine residues. For standard DNA synthesis, a cycle for each nucleotide addition consists of the following
steps: 1) 3% trichloroacetic acid/dichloromethane; 2) 5’-DMT-nucleoside-3’-phosphoramidite, tetrazole; 3) capping with acetic acid and N-methylimidazole; 4)
oxidation with 0.01m iodine solution. The same steps are applied in the reversed DNA synthesis but with the use of 3’-DMT-nucleoside-5’-phosphoramidite as
monomers.

ChemistryOpen 2012, 1, 106 – 114 � 2012 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.chemistryopen.org 107
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four strands in the same orientation and was designed to form
a monomolecular parallel G-quadruplex structure.

Oligonucleotide 2 was prepared in a similar way. This time,
the first strand was assembled using a 3’-end T-linked solid
support and standard phosphoramidite. Trebler phosphorami-
dite was then added, followed by the assembly of the remain-
ing three strands using standard phosphoramidites. Oligonu-
cleotide 2 had one of the strands in antiparallel polarity com-
pared with the other three strands.

Oligonucleotide 3 was prepared using the standard 3’–5’ di-
rection of synthesis as described for oligonucleotide 2, howev-
er, after the addition of the trebler, the assembly of the remain-
ing three strands was performed using reversed phosphorami-
dites. Thus, oligonucleotide 3 had the four strands in the same
orientation as oligonucleotide 1, but linked through the 5’-
end, while in oligonucleotide 1 the strands were linked
through the 3’-end. Two additional oligonucleotides carrying
one single 8-aminoguanine in each position of the first strand
(4 and 5) were prepared. Insertion of an 8-aminoguanine resi-
due was performed with 8-amino-dG phosphoramidite protect-
ed with a dimethylaminomethylidine group.[21] The synthesis of
8-amino-guanine oligonucleotides is straightforward and re-
quires no changes from regular procedures, with the exception
of the addition of 2-mercaptoethanol to the cleavage and de-
protection solutions to prevent further oxidative damage.[21]

The addition of 8-aminoguanine to the parallel structure was
performed to determine the effect of a single substitution in
each position of the parallel quadruplex.

It is important to mention that during the synthesis of oligo-
nucleotides 3–5, the removal of the DMT group after DMT-on
HPLC purification was very slow. The usual treatment (80%
acetic acid, 30 min, RT) was not sufficient to remove the three
DMT groups linked to sterically hindered secondary alcohols.
Instead an increased temperature was required (80% acetic
acid, 30 min, 55 8C).

Analysis of the structure of oligonucleotides 1–3

CD spectra of aqueous solutions of oligonucleotide 1 show
a weak positive band with a maximum around 260 nm and
a negative band at 240 nm, thereby indicating the presence of
residual parallel quadruplex (Figure 1). The addition of K+

(5 mm), Na+ (100 mm) and NH4
+ (100 mm) enhanced the CD

signal, indicating a strong stabilization of the parallel quadru-
plex. CD spectra of aqueous solutions of oligonucleotide 2 in
water suggest that the sequence is unstructured. Upon addi-
tion of NH4

+ (100 mm), two positive bands with maxima
around 260 and 295 nm were enhanced. This spectrum resem-
bles that expected for a quadruplex with three strands in one
direction and one strand in an antiparallel direction (3+1 quad-
ruplex).[22] This observation suggests that for oligonucleotide 2
in NH4

+ , the trebler remains on one side of the G-quadruplex
and that the four strands keep the 3+1 orientation given by
the synthesis. In contrast, the positive band around 295 nm
disappeared and the 260 nm band increased when K+ (5 mm)
or Na+ (100 mm) is added instead of NH4

+ . This indicates the
formation of a parallel quadruplex in the presence of K+ and
Na+ ions, and it is consistent with the literature on similar
tetra-end-linked quadruplexes.[15a] Our findings show that the
branching unit has enough flexibility to allow the antiparallel
strand to be antiparallel in water and NH4

+ solutions or to be
in the parallel orientation in the presence of K+ and Na+ ions.
CD spectra of oligonucleotide 3 were very similar to those of
oligonucleotide 1, thus indicating the formation of a parallel
quadruplex under all conditions studied, including water, with
strong stabilization by the addition of K+ , Na+ and NH4

+ ions.
The thermal denaturation of quadruplexes formed by oligo-

nucleotides 1–3 and nonbranched [TG4T]4 was studied by UV
spectroscopy (Table 1). In the presence of KCl (5 mm), all quad-
ruplexes were stable at temperatures up to 80 8C. In the pres-

Figure 1. CD spectra of oligonucleotide 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right) dissolved in water (c), 5 mm KCl (c), 100 mm NaCl (c) and 100 mm NH4OAc
(c).

Table 1. Melting temperatures (Tm).

Oligonucleotide Tm [8C][a]

K+ [b] Na+ [c] NH4
+ [d] H2O

[e]

TG4T >80 58 67 –
1 >80 >80 >80 –
2 >80 55 67 –
3 >80 >80 >80 50
4 >80 – – 52
5 >80 – – >80

[a] Measured by UV spectroscopy; [b] 5 mm KCl; [c] 100 mm NaCl,
[d] 100 mm NH4OAc, [e] Measured by CD spectroscopy. In water after
HPLC purification and desalting, could contain some residual TEAA.
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ence of Na+ ions (10 mm sodium cacodylate, 100 mm NaCl),[23]

tetra-end linked quadruplexes 1 and 3 were stable up to 80 8C.
The tetramolecular [TG4T]4 quadruplex had a melting tempera-
ture (Tm) of 58 8C similar to the Tm value of oligonucleotide 2
(55 8C). This result indicates that the quadruplex formed by 2
in the presence of Na+ ions is the least stable. In the presence
of NH4

+ ions (100 mm NH4OAc), similar results were obtained.
Only parallel tetra-end linked quadruplexes (1 and 3) were
stable at temperatures up to 80 8C. The tetrameric [TG4T]4
quadruplexes had a Tm value of 67 8C equal to that of oligonu-
cleotide 2.

ESI-MS was performed in order to study the stability of
these quadruplexes in the gas phase, and hence without the
boiling temperature restriction. However, this analysis is possi-
ble only with G-quadruplexes produced from ammonium solu-
tions. In the gas phase, the number of trapped ammonium
ions indicates the gas phase stability of these branched G-
quadruplexes.[19a] Figure 2 (center) shows the bidimensional
mass/mobility plots obtained for oligonucleotide 1. The 2D

plot allows the discrimination of monomeric and dimeric struc-
tures (the dimer is discussed below). To analyze the monomer,
we extracted the mass spectrum corresponding to the m/z
region 1535–1550. The extracted mass spectra of oligonucleo-
tides 1–3 are shown in Figure 2a–c, and the numbers indicate
the number of ammonium ions preserved. Oligonucleotide 2 is
the least able to preserve the inner ammonium ions in the gas
phase (Figure 2), and hence is the least stable, in agreement
with melting experiments in solution. Interestingly, the gas
phase data indicate that 1 is more stable than 3, although
both oligonucleotides have solution Tm values above 80 8C.
Overall, the relative stability of quadruplexes in the gas phase
ranks 1>3>2.

The imino proton region of the NMR spectra of oligonucleo-
tides 1–3 confirms the formation of a quadruplex structure
(Figure 3). NMR spectra were acquired in Na+ and K+ buffers.
Under both conditions, the spectra of the three oligonucleo-
tides exhibited imino signals at d values in the range of 10.4–
11.5 ppm, characteristic of imino protons involved in the

Figure 2. Left : ESI-MS of a quadruplex formed by oligonucleotides 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c) and the distribution of the number of NH4
+ ions preserved in the G-

quadruplex at �6 charge state; the mass spectra were smoothed using a mean function, 2*10 channels, using MassLynx 4.0. Center: 2D ESI-MS and drift time
distribution of oligonucleotide 1. Right: ESI-MS of a dimer formed by oligonucleotides 1 (d), 2 (e) and 3 (f) ; the mass spectra were smoothed using a mean
function, 2*30 channels, using MassLynx 4.0.
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Hoogsteen N1H�O6 hydrogen bonds of G-quartets. These
imino signals were observed at high temperatures, indicating
that the three quadruplexes were very stable, being more
stable under K+ than Na+ conditions. The relative stability be-
tween the three oligonucleotides was in agreement with UV-

melting experiments (1> 3> 2). At low temperatures, NMR
signals were broad, suggesting the presence of more than one
species in equilibrium. In quadruplex 1, signals became sharper
upon temperature increase. This effect was more pronounced
in K+ buffer and is probably due to the dissociation of multi-

Figure 3. Top: General scheme of a tetra-end-linked quadruplex showing the numeration of the residues as mentioned in the text. Bottom: exchangeable
proton region of 1H NMR spectra at different temperatures of oligonucleotides 1, 2 and 3 in 10 mm sodium phosphate buffer (upper rows) or 10 mm potassi-
um phosphate buffer (lower rows).
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meric species. To determine the oligomerization state of the
samples, we performed native gel electrophoreses (see below).

NMR spectra of 1 in K+ buffer conditions were of sufficient
quality to acquire 2D experiments. On the basis of NOESY and
TOCSY spectra, four spin systems with relatively sharp signals
were clearly identified, and they were sequentially assigned to
residues 1–4. NOE cross-peak patterns for these residues indi-
cate that the four chains are equivalent and the guanines
adopt an anti-conformation. The remaining nucleotides (G5, T6
and T7) presented a broad signal and their NOE cross-peaks
were almost invisible at low temperatures (Figure 4). At higher
temperatures, these residues exhibited multiple cross-peaks in
the NOESY spectra (Figure 4), suggesting the presence of sev-
eral conformers in this region of the molecule. The presence of
these conformers is possibly related to a conformational heter-
ogeneity that affects the nucleotides near the linker. This is

consistent with the number of signals and their relative intensi-
ties observed in the 1D spectra at this temperature (Figure 3).

Methyl-imino cross-peaks in the exchangeable proton region
of the NOESY experiment allowed for the assignment of H1 of
G2 (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Also an imino–
imino sequential cross-peak between H1G2 and H1G3 was
clearly observed. Other exchangeable protons corresponding
to G4 and G5 were also observed, but could not be specifically
assigned. The number of exchangeable proton signals and
their cross-peak pattern indicated the formation of four gua-
nine tetrads.

In summary, the NMR experiments indicate that at high tem-
perature oligonucleotide 1 forms a symmetrical parallel quad-
ruplex, most probably monomeric, where the four chains are
equivalent and all guanines adopt an anti-conformation. Al-
though oligonucleotide 1 exhibits a single global fold, some
conformational heterogeneity occurs in residues close to the
linker. This is probably due to steric constraints provoked by
the linker, which impede the interconversion between different
conformers. At low temperatures, NMR signals are broader
suggesting an equilibrium with other species of higher molec-
ular weight.

Presence of dimeric quadruplex structures

Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) has been
widely used to detect oligomers and aggregates. Electropho-
retic analysis was carried out using the tetramolecular quadru-
plex [d(TG4T)]4 as a reference. First, native PAGE was performed
to assess the oligomerization state of the quadruplexes studied
by NMR (oligonucleotides 1–3). In all cases oligonucleotides re-
sulted in two major bands suggesting that they form not only
monomeric species but also dimeric structures (Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information). Also, in all cases the band corre-
sponding to the monomer was the major band (60–70%). ESI-
MS showed that branched oligonucleotide sequences (1–3) to
some extent form dimers in ammonium acetate (100 mm). The
ESI-MS spectra recorded for three sequences are shown in Fig-
ure 2d–f. Quadruplex 3 had a lower signal-to-noise ratio as
a result of the presence of residual salts, but in all three cases,
the presence of a dimeric quadruplex as a minor component
was confirmed by mass spectrometry.

We propose two hypothetical dimeric structures for the
dimer formed by these branched oligonucleotides. The associ-
ation of two molecules allows the formation of two parallel
quadruplexes, each containing one strand belonging to the ad-
jacent molecule (e.g. , interlocked structure B shown in
Figure 5). The second model proposed is based on previous
observations reported in the literature (structure A in Figure 5).
Crystallographic studies of d(TG4T) quadruplexes performed by
C�ceres et al.[24] revealed the stacking of T tetrads between
neighboring quadruplexes packed in a head-to-head fashion.
Recent NMR studies on UG4U revealed the existence of a dimer-
ic quadruplex structure in the presence of K+ and NH4

+ but
not Na+ ions.[25] ESI-MS studies on telomeric sequences per-
formed by Collie et al[26] revealed that telomeric RNA form

Figure 4. Fragments of NOESY spectra (250 ms mixing time) of oligonucleo-
tide 1 at 5 8C (bottom) and 45 8C (top) in 10 mm potassium phosphate
(pH 7).
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higher-order dimeric assemblies, initiated by cation-mediated
stacking of two parallel G-quadruplex subunits.

This dimer, consistent with two G-quadruplex subunits, each
with three NH4

+ ions, plus one NH4
+ ion stacked between the

two subunits was observed by ESI-MS experiments. This result
suggests a structural model for the dimer involving the cation-
mediated stacking of G-quadruplex subunits (structure A in
Figure 5).

Analysis of the stability of oligonucleotides carrying 8-ami-
noguanine

CD studies and thermal denaturation were performed in order
to study the effect of 8-aminoguanine substitution on the sta-
bility of the quadruplex. As described above, in the presence
of K+ ions (5 mm KCl), all quadruplexes were stable up to 80 8C
as no changes in the UV spectra were observed. For this
reason, oligonucleotides 3–5 were dissolved in water and CD
thermal denaturation was performed (see the Supporting Infor-
mation). Under these conditions, the samples contained some
residual triethylammonium acetate (TEAA) from HPLC purifica-
tion. Even in the absence of K+ and Na+ ions, the CD spectra
of oligonucleotides 3–5 showed the presence of a parallel
quadruplex structures: a positive band with a maximum at
260 nm and a negative band with a minimum at 240 nm. In
the absence of K+ and Na+ ions, unmodified oligonucleotide 3
had a Tm value of 50 8C (Table 1). The introduction of an 8-ami-
noguanine residue in the external position of the quadruplex
(oligonucleotide 4) produces a quadruplex with similar stability
(52 8C). In contrast, the substitution of a single G by 8-amino-
guanine in the internal quartet (oligonucleotide 5) induced the
formation of a very stable quadruplex, as only a partial melting
was observed at 80 8C.

Conclusion

Here, we have used the trebler branching unit to synthesize
molecules containing four G-rich DNA strands linked by one of
the ends. These molecules form very stable parallel G-quadru-
plex structures even in the absence of stabilizing cations. NMR
experiments confirmed that oligonucleotide 1 forms a symmet-
rical parallel quadruplex, where the four chains are equivalent
and all guanines adopt an anti-conformation. The methodolo-
gy described here allowed the synthesis of quadruplexes with
single modifications in one of the strands. Oligonucleotides

with 8-aminoguanine substitutions provide more stable struc-
tures when the replacement is carried out in the internal
region of the quadruplex. This system has also allowed the
synthesis of quadruplexes with a single antiparallel strand. In
this case, all-parallel or 3+1 structures are observed depend-
ing on the cation present in the solution. Surprisingly, in addi-
tion to the monomolecular G-quadruplex, bimolecular struc-
tures are also observed. These bimolecular species were not
detected in previous studies on branched G-quadruplexes[15]

and could be interesting for biomedical applications, as it has
been observed that in HIV-binding aptamers these species are
relevant for the HIV inhibitory properties.[7] The method de-
scribed here provides an excellent platform to obtain defined
and stable G-quadruplex structures that could provide advan-
tages to the conventional tetramolecular quadruplex in the de-
velopment of applications, such as convenient functionaliza-
tion as well as thermodynamic and biological stability.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of oligonucleotides

The oligonucleotide sequences used in this study (Table 2) were
prepared on either a 0.2 mmol scale for oligonucleotides 3–5 or
1 mmol scale for oligonucleotides 1, 2 using commercially available
phosphoramidites and polystyrene (LV200) or controlled pore glass

(CPG) solid supports. The trebler phosphoramidite was obtained
from Glen Research (Sterling, VA, USA). 2’-Deoxyguanosine was
protected with an isobutyryl group and 2’-deoxycytidine and 2’-de-
oxyadenosine with a benzoyl group. Reversed phosphoramidites
were from Link Technologies (Lanarkshire, UK). The phosphorami-
dite of 8-amino-2’-deoxyguanosine was protected with two dime-
thylaminomethylidene groups obtained from Berry Associates
(Dexter, MI, USA). Oligonucleotides were purified by HPLC using
a Nucleosil C18 column (120–10 , 250�4 mm, Macherey-Nagel,
D�ren, Germany). Elution was performed with a mixture of solution
A (5% CH3CN in 0.1m aq triethylammonium acetate (TEAA)) and
solution B (70% CH3CN in 0.1m aq TEAA) at a flow rate of
3 mLmin�1 in 20 min (15–80% B, DMT off conditions).

The first part of oligonucleotide 1 was prepared using reversed 5’-
phosphoramidites. The coupling time for reversed 5’-phosphorami-
dites was increased to 3 min, while that for the trebler phosphora-
midite was increased to 15 min. After trebler phosphoramidite in-
corporation, the three remaining strands were assembled using
standard 3’-phosphoramidites. Oligonucleotide 2 was prepared
using standard 3’-phosphoramidites for the entire synthesis. The

Figure 5. Hypothetical dimerization of the quadruplex-forming structures.

Table 2. Oligonucleotide sequences used in this study.

Quadruplex Sequence[a]

1 5’-TGGGGTT-3’-TB-[3’-TTGGGGT-5’]3
2 3’-TGGGGTT-5’-TB-[3’-TTGGGGT-5’]3
3 3’-TGGGGTT-5’-TB-[5’-TTGGGGT-3’]3
4 3’-TG*GGGTT-5’-TB-[5’-TTGGGGT-3’]3
5 3’-TGG*GGTT-5’-TB-[5’-TTGGGGT-3’]3

[a] G*: 8-amino-G nucleotides. TB: trebler linker [�O�phosphate�CH2�
C(CH2OCH2CH2CH2O�phosphate�)3] .
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first parts of oligonucleotides 3–5 were prepared using standard
3’-phosphoramidites. 8-Amino-2’-deoxyguanosine phosphoramidite
was used to introduce the 8-aminoguanine residue at the desired
positions. The coupling time for 8-aminoguanine phosphoramidite
was increased to 5 min. After the incorporation of the trebler phos-
phoramidite the three remaining strands were assembled using re-
versed 5’-phosphoramidites. Generally, solid supports were treated
with concd aq NH3 (1 ml) at 55 8C overnight. Supports carrying oli-
gonucleotides 4 and 5 were treated with concd NH3 (1 ml) contain-
ing 2-mercaptoethanol (0.1m) at 55 8C for 24 h. After filtration, the
solid supports were washed with H2O (3 ml), and the combined
solutions were evaporated in vacuo to dryness. The residues were
dissolved in H2O, and the oligonucleotides were purified by HPLC.
The purified products were treated with 80% aq AcOH at RT for
30 min, except for oligonucleotides 3–5, which were treated at
55 8C for 30 min because 3’-dimethoxytrityl (3’-DMT) is more resist-
ant to detritylation. AcOH was extracted with Et2O (3�5 ml), and
the resulting compounds were desalted using a NAP-10 column
and analyzed using a 4800 Plus MALDI TOF/TOF Analyzer (AB Sciex,
Framingham, MA, USA). At 260 nm, yields were around 2 OD units
for the 0.2 mmol scale and 15 OD units for the 1 mmol scale.

Oligonucleotide 1: [M�H]� calcd: 9227.5, found: 9227; oligonucleo-
tide 2 : [M�H]� calcd: 9227.5, found 9227; oligonucleotide 3 :
[M�H]� calcd: 9227.5, found: 9227; oligonucleotide 4 : [M�H]�

calcd: 9242.5, found 9236; oligonucleotide 5 : [M�H]� calcd:
9242.5, found 9233.

Thermal denaturation experiments

UV spectroscopy : The thermal melting curves for oligonucleotides
1–5 and d(TG4T)4 were performed following the UV-absorption
change at 240, 260 and 295 nm in a temperature range of 20–
95 8C with a linear temperature ramp of 0.58Cmin�1 on a JASCO V-
650 spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier temperature con-
trol. The measurements were conducted in 5 mm KCl, 100 mm
NaCl, 100 mm NH4OAc or Milli-Q H2O. Oligonucleotides (5 mm)
were annealed by heating to 95 8C and slowly cooling to RT before
measurement.

CD spectroscopy : CD spectra were obtained from a spectropo-
larimeter (Jasco) equipped with a Peltier temperature control. CD
spectra were registered between 220 and 320 nm in either Milli-Q
H2O, 5 mm KCl, 100 mm NaCl or 100 mm NH4OAc. CD thermal de-
naturation experiments were performed in the temperature range
of 10–90 8C using a heating rate of 0.5 8Cmin�1 and monitoring the
CD values at 260 nm. Oligonucleotides (5 mm) were annealed by
heating the samples to 95 8C and slowly cooling to RT before re-
cording CD spectra and melting profiles.

NMR spectroscopy

Samples for NMR measurements were dissolved in H2O/D2O (9:1,
200 mL) containing either NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 (10 mm) or KH2PO4/
K2HPO4 (10 mm). Oligonucleotide concentrations were ~300 mm for
oligonucleotide 1, and ~150 mm for 2 and 3. 1H NMR spectra were
collected at temperatures ranging from 5 to 55 8C on a AV-600
spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a cryo-
probe. Water suppression was achieved by including a WATERGATE
module in the pulse sequence prior to spectra acquisition.

ESI-MS and Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)

The ESI-MS experiments described were recorded in ion mobility
mode using a SYNAPT G2 HDMS (Waters, Manchester, UK). The ca-
pillary voltage was set to �2.2 kV; cone voltage=30 V; extraction
cone=4 V; source pressure=3.15 mbar; source and desolvation
temperatures=40 8C; trap and transfer voltages=4 V. The helium
cell is supplied with helium at 180 mLmin�1, and the ion mobility
cell is supplied with N2 to reach a pressure of 3.88 mbar in the IMS
cell (instrument pirani reading). The wave height was 40 V and the
wave speed was 1000 ms�1. The bias voltage for ion introduction
into the IMS cell was 35 V. Both instruments were calibrated in col-
lision cross section with oligonucleotides, as described previous-
ly.[27] Oligonucleotides 1, 2 and 3 (200 mm) were folded in NH4OAc
buffer (100 mm) and injected at a final strand concentration of
5 mm and at a rate of 140.0 mLh�1 at RT.
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Figure S1. Native gel electrophoresis of A) oligonucleotide 3 and B) oligonucleotides 1

and 2. In both cases [d(TGGGGT)]4 was used as reference (Ref) for comparison of 

relative migrations.  

Gel electrophoresis experiments were performed on 15% native bis/acrylamide gels at 

4ºC. The electrophoresis was run at this temperature at 200 V in a SE-600 Hoefer 

Scientific apparatus using TAE Mg2+ (40 mM Tris, 2mM EDTA, 20 mM AcOH, and 

12.5 mM magnesium acetate) as running buffer. The final concentration of 

oligonucleotides 1, 2, 3 and [d(TGGGGT)]4 sample solutions were 25 μM. The samples 

were annealed in 5 mM K+ buffer and then dissolved in loading buffer containing 50% 

glycerol in TAE Mg2+ buffer to obtain the final concentration. After the electrophoresis, 

oligonucleotides were stained by STAINS-ALL (Sigma).  

A
B
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B



Figure S2. Imino proton region of the NOESY (100ms mixing time) spectra of 

oligonucleotide 1 in H2O (5mM K+ concentration, pH 7, T= 5 ºC). The corresponding 

region of 1D spectrum is shown on the top. 
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Figure S3. CD spectra of sequences 3-5 registered at different temperatures in the range 

10-90 ºC. The spectra show a decrease of the CD signal upon heating.  

Figure S4. Melting profile of sequences 3-5 monitoring the CD values (mdeg) at 260 nm 

in the range 10-90 ºC using a heating rate of 0.5 ºC/min. 
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a b s t r a c t

We survey here state of the art mass spectrometry methodologies for investigating G-quadruplexes, and
will illustrate them with a new study on a simple model system: the dimeric G-quadruplex of the 12-mer
telomeric DNA sequence d(TAGGGTTAGGGT), which can adopt either a parallel or an antiparallel struc-
ture. We will discuss the solution conditions compatible with electrospray ionisation, the quantification
of complexes using ESI-MS, the interpretation of ammonium ion preservation in the complexes in the gas
phase, and the use of ion mobility spectrometry to resolve ambiguities regarding the strand stoichiom-
etry, or separate and characterise different structural isomers. We also describe that adding electro-
spray-compatible organic co-solvents (methanol, ethanol, isopropanol or acetonitrile) to aqueous
ammonium acetate increases the stability and rate of formation of dimeric G-quadruplexes, and causes
structural transitions to parallel structures. Structural changes were probed by circular dichroism and
ion mobility spectrometry, and the excellent correlation between the two techniques validates the use
of ion mobility to investigate G-quadruplex folding. We also demonstrate that parallel G-quadruplex
structures are easier to preserve in the gas phase than antiparallel structures.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Native electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)
allows unambiguous determination of the stoichiometry of
supramolecular assemblies, either from synthetic or biological
origin [1–3]. For biomolecules, ‘‘native’’ mass spectrometry re-
quires that (1) the sample is prepared in solvents and buffers that
preserve the native fold, and (2) that the mass spectrometer is
tuned so as to just desolvate each complex and then preserve it un-
til it reaches the mass analyser. The second point stems from the
fact that mass spectrometry is inherently a destructive technique:
the molecule is destroyed to be analysed. Nevertheless, several
groups have shown, based on theory and experiments, that many
structural elements of proteins and nucleic acids can be conserved
in the gas phase sufficiently long to be probed before destruction
(for a review, see reference [4]). Fortunately, G-quadruplexes are
the nucleic acid structures that are the most prone to be preserved
in the gas phase [5–7], thanks to the enhancement of hydrogen
bonding (between guanines forming G-quartets) and electrostatic

interactions (between the central cations and the G-quartet bases)
in vacuo.

As a result, native ESI-MS has become widely used to study
G-quadruplexes in solution, to determine the number of strands
involved in assemblies or to detect and quantify complexes with
ligands. A recent review comprehensively covers the literature on
mass spectrometry of G-quadruplex DNA until 2009 [8]. Other re-
cent reviews on the characterisation of DNA-ligand interactions by
mass spectrometry include extensive discussion of ligand binding
to G-quadruplexes [9,10]. In the present contribution, we decided
to explain in detail the mass spectrometry-based methodologies
we currently apply routinely for G-quadruplex analysis (with no
ligand attached). We will also discuss in detail (1) how to quanti-
tate G-quadruplexes using mass spectrometry, (2) how to probe
structural transitions using ion mobility spectrometry, and (3)
how to interpret ammonium ion preservation in the detected
ions. Finally, we also discuss the first criterion of ‘‘native’’ mass
spectrometry, namely the structure adopted in electrospray-
compatible solution conditions.

All these points will be illustrated with a new mass spectromet-
ric study of dimeric G-quadruplex formation from the 12-mer telo-
meric DNA sequence d(TAGGGT)2. In potassium solution, this
sequence forms a mixture of interconverting antiparallel and par-
allel dimers (Fig. 1) [11]. A parallel fold was also found by X-ray

1046-2023/$ - see front matter � 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2012.03.021
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diffraction when this sequence was crystallized from K+ solution
[12]. Because ESI-MS cannot be carried out in the presence of mil-
limolar NaCl or KCl concentrations, volatile ammonium salts must
be used to ensure a suitable ionic strength for the nucleic acid to
fold. This means that for G-quadruplex nucleic acids, these exper-
imental conditions do not satisfy the first criterion for native mass
spectrometry, because the structures adopted in NH4OAc are not
necessarily the same as those adopted in KCl. In the particular case
of the 12-mer d(TAGGGT)2, only low amounts of dimer form in
aqueous ammonium acetate [13], and a previous ion mobility
study on the close analogue d(TTAGGG)2 showed that the dimer
formed in ammonium acetate was mainly antiparallel [14].

In an effort to render the G-quadruplex structures amenable to
investigation by ESI-MS more native-like, we decided to explore
how the G-quadruplex structures change in ammonium solutions
when electrospray-compatible co-solvents are added. There is in-
deed increasing evidence that molecular crowding conditions, usu-
ally simulated by the addition of co-solutes such as polyethylene
glycol, favour parallel structures in the human telomeric sequence
[15,16]. The G-quadruplex conformational transitions induced by
co-solutes is generally understood as an effect of water activity
[17,18]. Ethanol [19,20] or acetonitrile [20,21] were also found to
favour the parallel structure in the intramolecular telomeric G-
quadruplex. The present article reports dimeric G-quadruplex for-
mation by 12-mer telomeric sequences in ammonium, in the pres-
ence of common electrospray co-solvents such as methanol,
ethanol, isopropanol or acetonitrile. We found that all co-solvents
increased the stability and the rate of dimeric G-quadruplex forma-
tion, and caused structural transitions towards parallel structures
from ammonium acetate solutions.

2. Materials

2.1. Chemicals

Oligodeoxynucleotides dT6 and d(TAGGGT)2 were purchased
from Eurogentec (Belgium) and used without further purification.
For all ESI-MS experiment, the sequence dT6 (monoisotopic mass
1762.318 Da) was used as an internal standard for normalising
peak intensities. Ammonium acetate (BioUltra � 5 M, for molecu-
lar biology) was provided by Fluka (Sigma–Aldrich NV/SA, Bornem,
Belgium), Water was nuclease-free grade from Ambion (Applied
Biosystems, Lennik, Belgium). Methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol and
acetonitrile were provided by Biosolve, HPLC grade.

2.2. Circular dichroism (CD)

CD spectra were recorded on a JobinYvon CD6 dichrograph
using 1-cm path length quartz cells (Hellma, type No. 120-QS,
France). The final concentration of oligonucleotides was 5 lM in
a solution containing 100 mM ammonium acetate. For each sam-
ple, three spectra were recorded from 220 to 350 nm with a scan
rate of 0.25 nm/s.

2.3. Electrospray ion mobility mass spectrometry (ESI-IMS-MS)

All mass spectrometry experiments were performed on Waters
(Manchester, UK) instruments equipped with electrospray ionisa-
tion, a travelling wave ion mobility cell, and a time-of-flight mass
analyser. The two instruments (Synapt G1 HDMS and Synapt G2
HDMS) were used in negative electrospray ionisation and ion
mobility modes. Each instrument was calibrated in the mobility
mode in order to convert drift times into collision cross sections,
using oligonucleotides of known collision cross sections, as de-
scribed previously [22].

On the Synapt G1 HDMS, the capillary voltage was set to
�2.2 kV; cone voltage = 30 V; extraction cone = 4 V; source
pressure (pirani reading) = 3.15 mbar; source and desolvation
temperatures = 40 �C and 60 �C, respectively; trap and transfer
voltages = 6 V and 4 V, respectively. The ion mobility cell is filled
with N2 at 0.531 mbar (pirani reading), and an electric field is
applied to the cell in the form of waves (wave height = 8 V) that
pass through the cell at 300 m/s. The bias voltage for ion
introduction into the IMS cell was 15 V, unless otherwise
mentioned.

On the Synapt G2 HDMS, the capillary voltage was set to
�2.2 kV; cone voltage = 30 V; extraction cone = 4 V; source pres-
sure (pirani reading) = 3.25 mbar; source and desolvation temper-
atures = 40 �C; trap and transfer voltages = 4 V. The helium cell is
supplied with He at 180 mL/min, and the ion mobility cell is sup-
plied with N2 to reach a pressure of 3.88 mbar in the IMS cell
(instrument pirani reading). The wave height was 40 V and the
wave speed was 1000 m/s. The bias voltage for ion introduction
into the IMS cell was 35 V.

The main difference between the instruments therefore lies in
the ion mobility cell. The Synapt G2 HDMS has a higher resolution
in ion mobility mode than the Synapt G1 HDMS. However, due to
the higher nitrogen pressure and despite the presence of the he-
lium cell at the entrance of the ion mobility cell, the ions undergo
more energetic collisions prior to their entrance in the mobility cell
of the Synapt G2. We will show in the results and discussion sec-
tion how this can affect the preservation of the structure of the
G-quadruplexes in the gas phase.

The d(TAGGGT)2 stock was single strand concentration of
200 lM in water and annealed by heating to 85 �C and slowly cool-
ing to room temperature before use. To follow the kinetics of dimer
formation, the samples were prepared at room temperature
(22 ± 1 �C) and injected at a final single strand concentration of
5 lM dT6 and 5 lM d(TAGGGT)2 at a rate of 140 lL/h. The kinetics
of dimerization was tested in 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% volume per-
centage of co-solvent (methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol and acetoni-
trile), the rest of the solvent being aqueous ammonium acetate
(100 mM). Adequate volumes of aqueous single strand, water,
and co-solvents were pre-mixed and allowed to equilibrate
10 min at room temperature. Ammonium acetate (from a 1 M
stock solution) was added last, to initiate G-quadruplex formation.
The mass spectral recording was started simultaneously with
ammonium addition. The sample was thoroughly mixed and
loaded into the 250-mL syringe, the spray was initiated as quickly
as possible by manually pushing the syringe, and the flow rate was
then stabilized at 140 lL/h. The time lapse between ammonium
addition and spray stabilization is typically 1 min. The dimer for-
mation can also be triggered either adding the co-solvent, but this
is less adequate for accurate kinetics analysis, because the solution
temperature transiently changes due to the endothermicity (in the
case of ACN) or exothermicity (in the case of alcohols) of solvent
mixing. All time-resolved experiments reported here for the deter-
mination of the response factors (see Section 4) were therefore
triggered by ammonium acetate addition, and performed on the
Synapt G1 HDMS spectrometer.

Fig. 1. Schematic structures of the dimer of dTAGGGTTAGGGT in the antiparallel
fold (A) and in the parallel fold (B), according to Ref. [11].
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3. Effect of electrospray-compatible organic co-solvents on
G-quadruplex assembly in ammonium acetate solution

ESI-MS of nucleic acids from purely aqueous ammonium ace-
tate in the negative mode often gives low ion signals, as compared
for example to ESI-MS of proteins in the positive ion mode. This is
probably one of the reasons why ESI-MS of nucleic acid complexes
is much less widespread than ESI-MS of protein complexes. A typ-
ical trick to enhance ion response in ESI-MS is to add to the sample
some organic co-solvents more volatile than water in order to aid
droplet desolvation and increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Since
the early days [23], we took the habit to add 20% or 10% methanol
to analyse nucleic acid complexes by ESI-MS, and most mass spec-
trometrists adopt similar recipes, using for example 10% isopropa-
nol [24,25] or 20–25% methanol [26–30]. Some papers even report
fair MS spectra of G-quadruplexes higher-order assembly and li-
gand binding using up to 50% methanol [31–33]. In contrast, pub-
lished G-quadruplex MS spectra recorded in purely aqueous
ammonium acetate solutions [34–36] often show lower signal-
to-noise ratio. Porter and Beck recently mentioned that slight sol-
vent-induced changes in G-quadruplexes were evidenced by ion
mobility spectrometry, but the solvent effect was not extensively
studied [37]. It is therefore very tempting to systematically add
low amounts of organic co-solvents to perform ESI-MS of nucleic
acid complexes, and in our past methodological reviews we were
also recommending adding 10–20% methanol ‘‘just prior to ESI-
MS analysis’’ [10,38].

However, in a recent ESI-MS study of the self-assembly of the
tetramolecular [dTG5T]4 G-quadruplex, we observed that the
methanol content had a dramatic influence on the rate of G-quad-
ruplex formation: the higher the methanol percentage, the faster
the G-quadruplex assembly [39]. This prompted us to systemati-
cally check before publishing results obtained in 20% methanol
that similar results were also obtained with 100% aqueous solu-
tion. Most often the results agree and the spectra obtained with or-
ganic co-solvent show only high signal-to-noise ratio, but
sometimes the results are not equivalent, as strikingly demon-
strated below.

Here we studied the effect of common electrospray co-solvents
like methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), isopropanol (iPrOH) or
acetonitrile (ACN) on the dimeric G-quadruplex formation by a
12-mer. At this point, we cannot conclude that we have a G-quad-
ruplex structure from the sole fact that we detect a dimer. Further
evidence that we are indeed in the presence of G-quadruplex
structures come from ion mobility spectrometry experiments
(see Section 5), from the ammonium ion preservation (see Sec-
tion 6) and from correlations with other solution-phase methods.
The telomeric sequence (TAGGGT)2 does not form significant
amounts of dimer when annealed at 5 lM strand concentration
in purely aqueous 100 mM NH4OAc. A dimer forms however when
co-solvents are added to this solution, as revealed by the electro-
spray mass spectra (Fig. 2). The amount of dimer increases with
the percentage of organic co-solvent (see Fig. 2 from A to D for
EtOH). The spectrum obtained in purely aqueous solution is shown
in Fig. 1E for comparison. The other co-solvents, at 60% volume
percentage (Fig. 2F (for MeOH), G (for iPrOH), H (for ACN)), also
favour the dimer formation. In all cases, the mass-to-charge ratio
of the peaks corresponding to the dimer indicate the preferential
preservation of two ammonium ions, presumably the two ions
trapped in between the three G-quartets. Ammonium ion preser-
vation will be further discussed in Section 6.

Very similar monomer/dimer spectral intensity ratios were ob-
tained after days of reaction or immediately after annealing, show-
ing that the effect of co-solvent is not only a kinetic effect, but also
a thermodynamic effect. Structural transitions are also observed
within the population of dimer, depending on the solvent and on

the reaction time, as will be discussed in detail in Section 5. To
conclude the present section, we emphasise that the addition of
co-solvents to the electrospray samples prior to analysis should
be given greater attention than in the past, now that several
studies in solution documented that co-solvents can dramatically
affect G-quadruplex structure and self-assembly state [17–21,39].
Addition of co-solvents, actually dehydration [17,18], favours
G-quadruplex structures. Therefore, the co-solvents not only
increase all ESI-MS signals thanks to better droplet desolvation,
but they also increase the G-quadruplex signals simply because
more are formed in solution.

4. Quantitative mass spectrometry: determination of absolute
concentrations of monomer and dimer from relative peak
intensities

The factor relating the peak intensity of a compound to its con-
centration is called the response factor [40–46]. In order to deter-
mine the absolute concentrations of monomer and dimer from
their relative intensities, we therefore need to determine the rela-
tive response of the monomer and the dimer. To this aim, we use
the internal standard method described in more detail elsewhere
[46]. For all nucleic acid response factor determinations, we use a
short polythymine oligonucleotide, here dT6 at 5 lM concentra-
tion, as internal standard. To determine the monomer and dimer

Fig. 2. Electrospray mass spectra of 5 lM telomeric sequence dTAGGGTTAGGGT
recorded 1 day at room temperature after preparation in (A) 20/80 (v:v) EtOH/
aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM, (B) 40/60 (v:v) EtOH/aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM, (C) 60/
40 (v:v) EtOH/aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM, (D) 80/20 (v:v) EtOH/100 mM aqueous
NH4OAc, (E) 100% aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM, (F) 60/40 (v:v) MeOH/aqueous
NH4OAc 100 mM, (G) 60/40 (v:v) iPrOH/aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM, (H) 60/40 (v:v)
ACN/aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM. M stands for the monomer, D stands for the dimer,
which is observed predominantly with two ammonium ions preserved.
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relative response with respect to this internal standard, we need a
range of conditions where their relative abundances vary and
where the total strand concentration (and therefore the mass bal-
ance equation) is known. The ideal situation is therefore to follow
the dimer and monomer signals with respect to the internal stan-
dard in a kinetics experiment: the sample is identical throughout
the experiment, except that the monomer is the most abundant
at the beginning and the dimer is most abundant at the end of
the recording.

In 100 mM ammonium acetate, the 12-mer sequence d(TAG-
GGT)2 is mainly present as a monomer. The dimer formation can
be triggered either by adding the co-solvent, or by adding the
ammonium acetate. Both types of experiments were performed,
and the relative intensity of dimer formed at the end point was
the same, but transient temperature variations of the solution
upon water-co-solvent mixing are detrimental to accurate kinetics
studies. All kinetics experiments shown here and used to extract
rate constants were therefore triggered by ammonium acetate
addition. This procedure should be preferred to avoid large tem-
perature changes of the solution shortly after solvent mixing, be-
cause the temperature of the solution might affect electrospray
response. The relative response factors of the dimer compared with
the single strand were determined following a previously de-
scribed procedure, except that here the additional ion mobility
separation further helps to extract the signals of individual species.
This step is therefore described in detail below.

The peak areas of each species was extracted as a function of the
‘‘retention time’’ (here the reaction time) using Driftscope 2.0, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The 2D-graph in panel A represents the ion
abundance (darkness) as a function of the mass-to-charge (m/z) ra-
tio on the x-axis and the drift time in the ion mobility cell on the y-
axis. The projection on the x-axis is the mass spectrum (top of pa-
nel A). Driftscope software allows to extract ion signal of a portion
of the 2D plot as a function of the ‘‘retention time’’ (here, equal to
the reaction time). For example, panel B shows the signal of the
internal standard, which is constant over the reaction time. Ion
mobility separation is particularly useful to distinguish species
that overlap in mass/charge ratio, such as the [monomer]3� from
the [dimer]6� (rectangles C and D, respectively) and allows to ex-
tract the different signals, even if one of the species is less abun-
dant. The total dimer and monomer signals as a function of
reaction time are obtained by additioning all their respective
populations.

The response factors were then determined as described previ-
ously [46], by solving the matrix expressing the mass balance
equation ([M] + 2[D] = 5 lM) at each time point. We determined
the ratio between the response of the dimer (sum of peak areas
of charge states 6-, 5- and 4-) and the response the single strand
(sum of peak areas of charge states 4- and 3-), for the sequence
d(TAGGGT)2 discussed in detail here, as well as for the derivative
sequences d(TTAGGG)2, d(AGGGTT)2 and d(GGATTT)2 (not shown).
We found that the dimer/monomer response ratio was equal to
1.3 ± 0.4 for all sequences, co-solvents, and relative volume per-
centages. Consequently, the relative response is not very sensitive
to the antiparallel/parallel structure (see below) of the G-quadru-
plex. It also demonstrates that the increased sensitivity when a
co-solvent is added to water is due to an increase of signal for both
the monomer and dimer, by a similar factor. The response factors
above were calculated for the peak areas of all charge states. We
therefore highlight again that, although we find responses of sim-
ilar order of magnitude for the monomer and the dimer, relative
peak heights of the most intense charge states (readily evaluated
at the naked eye in the mass spectra) do not necessarily reflect rel-
ative abundances in solution. The concentrations of monomer and
dimer, respectively, were recalculated using the response factors
and are shown in Fig. 3E.

5. Parallel G-quadruplex structures are preserved in the gas
phase: comparison between circular dichroism spectroscopy
and ion mobility spectrometry

The CD spectrum provides information about the strand orien-
tation (parallel, antiparallel, or hybrid) of G-quadruplexes, because
the stacking of consecutive G-quartets is related to the strand ori-
entation and to the syn/anti orientation about glycosilic bonds
[47]. Purely parallel-stranded structures exhibit a positive CD peak
around 260 nm and a negative peak around 240 nm, whereas
purely antiparallel-stranded structures exhibit a positive peak
around 295 nm and a negative peak around 260 nm. Fig. 4A and
B show the circular dichroism spectra of the structures formed
by the sequence d(TAGGGT)2 after 5 min, 1 h, or 1 day at room
temperature in ethanol (4A) or methanol (4B). Clearly, a mixture
of parallel and antiparallel G-quadruplexes is formed first, and
the mixture slowly converts to a parallel structure at longer times.
Also, the conversion to a parallel structure in solution is much fas-
ter in ethanol than in methanol. Results obtained in acetonitrile
and isopropanol (not shown) resemble those obtained in ethanol.

The different folding of this sequence in different solvents
constitutes an ideal case to validate whether ion mobility spec-
trometry can be used to obtain structural information. Mass spec-
trometry and ion mobility spectrometry should ideally provide
snapshots of the solution-phase conformations. The condition is
that each structure is preserved in the gas phase. The ion mobility
cell separates ions according to their mobility, i.e. the ratio be-
tween their velocity in a bath gas and the electric field causing that
movement. The ion mobility depends on ion properties such as its
charge (the mobility increases, and thereby the drift time de-
creases when the charge z increases) and its collision cross section
(the mobility decreases, and thereby the drift time increases when
the collision cross section – noted CCS or X – increases). The colli-
sion cross section is the orientationally averaged surface of the ion
that is exposed to collisions with the bath gas, and is expressed in
Å2. Antiparallel and parallel structures can therefore be differenti-
ated by ion mobility spectrometry provided that (1) these struc-
tures have significantly different collision cross sections and that
(2) the structures formed in solution are preserved by the multiply
charged anions in the gas phase on the time scale of the experi-
ment (several milliseconds).

A previous publication has predicted by theoretical calculations
that the dimer of d(TTAGGG)2 would have a CCS of 785 Å2 in its
antiparallel form, and a CCS of 845 Å2 in its parallel form [14].
Our dimer of d(TAGGGT)2 has the same base composition, and sim-
ilar CCS values are anticipated. The distribution of CCS were deter-
mined for the dimer ½dðTAGGGTÞ2�5�2 after 5 min, 1 h and 1 day,
with two different instruments: the Synapt G1 HDMS (Fig. 4C: eth-
anol and D: methanol) and the Synapt G2 HDMS (Fig. 4E: ethanol
and F: methanol). On both instruments, we see that the contribu-
tion corresponding to a parallel G-quadruplex dimer in the gas
phase (845 Å2) increases when the abundance of the parallel struc-
ture in solution, as indicated by the CD spectra, increases. How-
ever, the contribution of the parallel G-quadruplex is much more
clearly seen with the Synapt G2 instruments, thanks to its higher
mobility resolution.

In summary, the mass spectra show that a dimer can form both
in ethanol and in methanol (Fig. 2C and F in 60% ethanol and meth-
anol, respectively). The ion mobility spectra (Fig. 4) reveal that the
structure(s) formed in methanol tend to be less parallel than in
ethanol, and these interpretations have been validated by circular
dichroism experiments. The dimer structure also changes with the
reaction time. In all solvents, antiparallel or mixed structures form
first. The population then slowly shifts to a parallel fold, and this
conversion is slower in methanol than in the other solvents. Refin-
ing the interpretation of the ion mobility peak positions and
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widths would however require additional modelling on the
different structures potentially formed by each sequence, and is
beyond the scope of the present paper. For example, two ion
mobility peaks (830 Å2 and 847 Å2) can be distinguished for
½dðTAGGGTÞ2�5�2 dimer with the high-resolution instrument, and
both arise when the population of parallel structure increases.
Molecular modelling would allow proposal of structures compati-
ble to each of these average collision cross sections, but we antic-
ipate that further developments are needed first on the
parameterization of collision cross section calculations for nucleic
acids.

6. Inner ammonium ions preservation is correlated with the
structure: antiparallel structures are more labile in the gas
phase than parallel structures

From the ion mobility results, we concluded that the parallel
structure was preserved when transferred from the solution to
the gas phase, but the results for the antiparallel structure were
less clear. The reason is that, in addition to a modification of the
collision cross section distribution depending on the solution
structures, we also see a modification of the distribution of number
of preserved ammonium ions depending on the solution condi-
tions. The insets of panels Fig. 4C–F show the ammonium ion dis-
tributions from which the CCS distributions were reconstructed.
When the predominant structure in solution is a parallel quadru-

plex, the ammonium ion distribution becomes more biased to-
wards two ammonium ions. Moreover, quite strikingly, the
ammonium ion number distribution varies from instrument to
instrument (compare in Fig. 4, C with E and D with F). In this sec-
tion, we will first discuss, for those not familiar with mass spec-
trometry instrumentation, what makes the mass spectra appear
so different although the samples are the same. Then we will dis-
cuss how ammonium ion distributions and collision cross section
distributions can be interpreted in terms of structure.

Why do (G-quadruplex) mass spectra look different (in terms of
ammonium ion preservation) when recorded on different instru-
ments? The answer to this very general question (read the previous
sentence without the parentheses) is that ions can acquire differ-
ent amounts of internal energy [48] for different amounts of time,
depending on the collisions they undergo in the instrument. Inelas-
tic collisions indeed redistribute part of the relative translation en-
ergy into vibrational energy of the ion [49]. The relative translation
energy depends on ion speed before the collision, and therefore in-
creases when a potential (voltage) difference is increased in a re-
gion of the instrument where collisions can occur. Therefore, the
distribution of internal energy acquired by the ion population de-
pends both on the hardware configuration of the instrument
(pumping system, shape of metal pieces between which voltage
differences are applied), and on the experimental parameters (val-
ues of voltages and pressures, nature of the collision gas) [50].
When the internal energy distribution of an ion population

Fig. 3. Illustration of the utility of drift time separation in the ion mobility cell to distinguish single-stranded monomer (M) and G-quadruplex dimer (D(NH4)2) and extract
their respective peak areas. (A) 2D graph showing the total ion abundance (darkness) as a function of them/z and of the drift time, obtained in the kinetics experiment, from 0
to 50 min, of 5 lM d(TAGGGT)2 folding in 40/60 (v:v) EtOH/100 mM aqueous ammonium acetate. Note that the mass spectral intensities differ from those of Fig. 1B because
the latter were acquired after 1 day of folding. Panels (B–D) shows the extracted ion signals as a function of the reaction times of the internal standard dT2�

6 , the monomer
M3�, and the dimeric G-quadruplex DðNH4Þ6�2 , respectively. (E) Time evolution of the concentrations of monomer and dimer, recalculated using the average relative response
factor found in EtOH (Rmonomer(3- and 4-)/Rdimer(4- to 6-) = 1.25).
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increases, in other words the ions get more vibrational energy and
start exploring more conformations on their energy landscape,
starting with free rotations at low internal energy and more and
more energy-costly changes as the energy increases. Ultimately,
this can lead to conformational changes, chemical reactions such
as proton transfer, and irreversible dissociation [4]. The conse-
quence is that, because of internal energy differences, not only
mass spectra, but also ion mobility distributions can look different
when recorded on different instruments.

A change in the ion mobility distribution when the internal en-
ergy is increased indicates an isomerization in the gas phase
involving conformations of sufficiently different collision cross sec-
tions. ‘‘Ammonium ion’’ loss when the internal energy is increased
actually indicates a proton transfer from the ammonium ion to the
DNA strand followed by the irreversible loss of NH3. Both are con-
sequences of internal energy increase upon voltage increase. Let us
now examine whether ammonium ion loss and conformational
changes are linked. The dimer [d(TAGGGT)2]2 provides an excellent
model system, because depending on the solvent, either a purely
parallel structure (in ethanol) or a mixture of parallel and antipar-
allel structures (in methanol) can be formed in solution after 1 day.
Fig. 5 shows the 2D mass/mobility plots of the [dimer]5� sprayed
from methanol (Fig. 5A–D) or from ethanol (Fig. 5E–H), when the
IMS bias voltage of the Synapt G1 HDMS instrument is increased.
The bias is the voltage difference accelerating the ions towards
the ion mobility cell. A non-zero voltage is needed for the ions to
enter the mobility cell, which is at higher pressure than the zone
upstream. However, the higher the bias voltage, the more energetic
the collisions occurring just before the entrance in the mobility
cell.

The bidimensional separation allows correlation of ammonium
ion loss (differentiated based on the m/z; x-axis) upon internal

energy increase with conformational changes, indicated by
changes in the collision cross section (CCS; y-axis). At low voltage
(low internal energy, Fig. 5A and E), the ion structures are the
least likely to have been disturbed. The two ammonium ions
are indeed mostly preserved (both from the methanol and the
ethanol sample), and the collision cross section distributions indi-
cate a purely parallel structure preserved in ethanol (Fig. 5E) and
a mixture of parallel and antiparallel from methanol (Fig. 5A). The
latter interpretation is validated by both the fairly good agree-
ment with calculated collision cross sections of parallel and anti-
parallel structures (845 Å2 and 785 Å2, respectively), and the
circular dichroism data of the respective starting solutions (blue
spectra in Fig. 4A and B for ethanol and methanol, respectively).
When the internal energy is increased, ammonium loss is ob-
served mostly in the case of the methanol sample (in Fig. 5, bias
voltage increased from A to D), and much less in the case of the
ethanol sample (in Fig. 5, bias voltage increased from E to H). The
collision cross section analysis of each mass spectral peak reveals
that, independently of the starting solvent, the parallel structure
is preserved in the gas phase at high voltage with two
ammonium ions. In the methanol sample, the fraction that has
lost ammonium ions at moderate voltage had come mostly from
the antiparallel structure. At 15 V (Fig. 5B), an intermediate is
seen, with 1 ammonium ion and a presumably antiparallel struc-
ture. In all cases, the species with zero ammonium ions have al-
ways an even smaller collision cross section, presumably
indicating a collapse into a globular structure following the
ammonia loss.

Now that the influence of the internal energy on the ammonium
ion preservation and structure preservation has been explained in
detail, we can understand the origin of the differences obtained be-
tween the Synapt G1 HDMS instrument (Fig. 4C and D, with a bias

Fig. 4. Comparison between the dimers formed in ethanol and methanol, as a function of folding time. (A and B) Circular dichroism spectra in (A) EtOH and (B) MeOH
recorded 5 min (black), 1 h (red) and 24 h (pink) after preparation in 60/40 (v:v) co-solvent/aqueous NH4OAc 100 mM. The arrows indicate the peaks attributable to parallel
(para) and antiparallel (anti) strand arrangement, respectively. (C and D) Collision cross section population obtained with the Synapt G1 HDMS instrument for the [Dimer]5�

(total from 0 to 2 ammonium ions preserved) sprayed from the same sample solutions; (C) EtOH; (D) MeOH. The CCS distributions were normalised by their total area. The
insets show the distribution of number of preserved ammonium ions in the corresponding mass spectra. (E and F) Same as C and D but obtained with the higher-resolution
Synapt G2 HDMS instrument.
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voltage = 15 V) and the Synapt G2 HDMS instrument (Fig. 4C and D,
with a bias voltage = 35 V). The Synapt G2 instrument imparts
more internal energy to the ions that the Synapt G1. This is due
to the higher pressure in the IMS cell that requires using higher
bias voltages to ensure ion transfer. The bias voltage of 35 V is
the minimum value to obtain decently intense ion signals. Fig. 6
shows the 2D plots obtained with the Synapt G2, to be compared
with those obtained with the Synapt G1 on the same samples
(Fig. 5). The minimum internal energy imparted to the [dimer]5�

in the Synapt G2 (Fig. 6) is equivalent to that imparted at approx-
imately 25 V on the Synapt G1 (Fig. 5D and H). Hence, the higher
mobility resolution attainable in the Synapt G2 HDMS comes at
the price of more internal energy imparted to the ions before the
analysis, which might disrupt the most fragile structures (here
the antiparallel structure). This highlights the importance of
instrument choice and of carrying out voltage-dependent experi-
ments to grasp internal energy effects on the mass spectra and
the ion mobility spectra.

In summary:

(1) Only the structures with ammonium ions preserved
between their G-quartets are likely to have structural ele-
ments preserved from the initial solution.

(2) Ammonia loss is closely linked to, and most likely just pre-
cedes the loss of G-quadruplex structure upon internal
energy increase. Importantly, because ammonia loss is irre-
versible, no interconversion from one G-quadruplex struc-
ture to another G-quadruplex structure can occur in the
gas phase. However, both structures can be disrupted upon
ammonia loss.

(3) Parallel structures in the gas phase are more resistant to
ammonia loss than antiparallel structures. Although this
was suggested in previous works by comparison between
different sequences [13], this is now shown unambiguously
with two structures formed from the same sequence.
Ammonia loss requires proton transfer to the DNA, and the
probability of ammonia loss depends on the accessibility
proton exchange partners close to the terminal G-quartets.
Therefore, faster ammonia loss for antiparallel structures
may be due to the presence of more accessible lateral or
diagonal loops, and/or to an intrinsically higher degree of
conformational fluctuations of antiparallel structures com-
pared to parallel structures in the gas phase.

(4) Ammonium ion preservation depends not only on the struc-
ture, but also on the instrument and on experimental
parameters such as voltages. Therefore, before concluding
on G-quadruplex structure based solely on the preservation
of inner ammonium ions, a voltage-dependent analysis must
be performed, and ideally ion mobility spectrometry should
be used to interpret the results. Conversely, moderately acti-
vating conditions can be exploited to intentionally disrupt
some structures while preserving others. For example, the
ammonium ion distribution obtained with the Synapt G2
instrumental conditions (Fig. 4E and F) actually easily allows
to discriminate the parallel dimer (2 ammonium ions pre-
served) from the antiparallel one (0 or 1 ammonium ions).

7. Conclusions and outlook

In conclusion, the results above demonstrate the strong correla-
tion between ammonium ion preservation and structure preserva-
tion in the gas phase. Parallel G-quadruplex structures are
generally found to be more stable in the gas phase than antiparallel
structures, both in terms of ammonium ion preservation and tridi-
mensional structure preservation as measured by ion mobility
spectrometry. However, antiparallel structures are more labile in
the gas phase, and one cannot straightforwardly conclude from
the absence of preserved ammonium in the gas phase that no
G-quadruplex structure was present in solution. Future work will

Fig. 5. Influence of the bias voltage of the Synapt G1 HDMS instrument (from 10 V
at the top to 25 V at the bottom) on the ammonium ion distribution and on the
collision cross section of the dimers formed (A–D) after 1 day in 60% methanol or
(E–H) after 1 day in 60% ethanol. The guidelines in red indicate the masses of the
dimer with 2, 1 or zero ammonium ions preserved, and the guidelines in blue
indicate the interpretation of collision cross sections in terms of dimer structure
(see main text).

Fig. 6. 2D plot of ammonium ion distribution and collision cross section of the
dimers observed on the Synapt G2 HDMS spectrometer (bias = 35 V), formed after
1 day in (A) 60% methanol or (B) 60% ethanol.
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specifically address the question of antiparallel structure
preservation.

The last two sections of the manuscript explained how to inter-
pret bidimensional mass spectrometry/ion mobility spectrometry
experiments in terms of structure. The present mixture was fairly
simple (one strand forming a monomer and a dimer, plus another
strand as internal standard), and only a single peak, the [dimer]5�

of the DNA sequence d(TAGGGT)2, was analysed in detail. Similar
analysis can in principle be carried out for each peak resolvable
in a mass spectrum. The power of mass spectrometry compared
to other spectroscopic techniques in solution clearly lies in the pos-
sibility of carrying out such structural studies on each species pres-
ent in a complex mixture, and we hope we have provided some
guidelines for mass spectrometry and ion mobility data
interpretation.

We have shown that the addition of co-solvents in ammonium
acetate can influence G-quadruplex formation and structural tran-
sitions. The main result is that electrospray-compatible organic co-
solvents can favour the formation of G-quadruplexes, and that the
structure obtained depends both on the nature of the solvent and
on the reaction time. The temporal evolution of the abundance of
dimer of each structure has been studied in detail by ESI-IMS-MS
for different sequences and solvents, and the results of this ther-
modynamic and kinetic analysis as a function of the water activity
will be published elsewhere. Organic co-solvent addition is an easy
way to generate different folds in solution and make them amena-
ble to mass spectrometry and ion mobility analysis. Future work
will also be devoted to study the ligand binding preference for anti-
parallel versus parallel structures, using ESI-IMS-MS.
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ABSTRACT�

Background:�G�quadruplexes�are�higher�order�DNA�structures�formed�from�guanine�rich�sequences,�and�
have�been�identified�as�attractive�anticancer�drug�targets.�Elucidating�the�three�dimensional�structure�of�
G�quadruplex�with�9�amino�acridines�and�the�specific�interactions�involved�in�binding�selectivity�are�the�
key�to�understanding�their�mechanism�of�action.��

Methods:�Fluorescence�titration�assays,�competitive�dialysis�and�NMR�studies�have�been�used�to�study�
the� binding� specificity� of� 9�amino� acridines� to� DNA.� Structural� models� of� the� complexes� with� the�
telomeric�DNA�G�quadruplex�based�on�NMR�measurements�were�developed�and� further�examined�by�
molecular�dynamics�simulations�and�free�energy�calculations.�

Results� and� conclusions:� Selective� binding� of� 9�amino� acridines� for� G�quadruplex� sequences� that� are�
found�on�the�promoter�regions�of�oncogenes�and�the�human�telomere�sequences�were�observed.�These�
compounds� bind� between� A� and� G�tetrads,� involving� significant� ���� interactions� and� several� strong�
hydrogen� bonds.� The� specific� interactions� between� different� moieties� of� the� 9�amino� acridines� to� the�
DNA�were�examined�and�shown�to�play�a�significant�role� in�governing�the�overall�stabilities�of�DNA�G�
quadruplex�complexes.�Both�9�amino�acridines,�with�similar�binding�affinities�to�the�G�quadruplex,�were�
shown�to�induce�different�level�of�structural�stabilization�through�intercalation.�This�unique�property�of�
altering� structural� stability� is� likely� a� contributing� factor� for� affecting� telomerase� function� [1,� 2]� and,�
subsequently,�the�observed�differences�in�the�anticancer�activities�between�the�two�9�amino�acridines�
[2].�



General�significance:�9�amino�acridines�bind�selectively�to�G�quadruplex�by�end�stacking�and�enhance�
their�overall�structural�stabilities.�These�findings�will�assist�in�understanding�the�parameters�influencing�
the�G�quadruplex�–�ligand�interaction�and�will�serve�as�a�platform�for�rational�drug�design.��

�

Keywords:��9�amino�acridine,�G�quadruplex,�NMR,�Molecular�Dynamic�simulation,�DNA�binding�drugs,�
oligonucleotides,�anticancer.�

�

1.�Introduction�

In� the� last� years,� tricyclic� acridine�containing� compounds� have� been� investigated� as� small� molecule�
chemotherapeutic�anticancer�agents�[3,�4].�Studies�on�the�mechanism�of�action�of�acridine�drugs�have�
shown�these�compounds�are�potent�inhibitors�of�topoisomerase�and�telomerase�function�in�replicating�
cells,�which�ultimately�leads�to�apoptosis�and�cell�death.����

Topoisomerase� alters� DNA� topology� through� the� decatenation� and� relaxation� of� the� supercoiled�
chromosomal�DNA� [5].�By�unwinding� the�double�stranded�DNA,� this�essential�enzyme�enables�normal�
cellular� DNA� replication� and� transcription� [5].� DNA� topoisomerases� exist� in� various� eukaryotic� and�
prokaryotic�forms�[6]�and�are�classified�in�two�large�groups,�namely�type�I�and�type�II.�Anti�cancer�drugs�
targeting�topoisomerase�can�also�be�classified�as�either�catalytic�inhibitors�or�“topoisomerase�poisons”�
depending�on� their� mechanism�of�action� [7].�The� latter� can� be� further� sub�classified� into� two�groups:�
non�intercalating�compounds�such�as�etoposide,�and�intercalators�such�amsacrine�and�doxorubicin�[8].�

The�telomere�is�a�highly�repetitive�DNA�region�located�at�the�end�of�a�linear�chromosome.�Its�function�is�
to� protect� the� terminal� ends� of� chromosomes� from� being� recognized� as� damaged� DNA� and� allows�
faithful� chromosome� replication� during� the� cell� cycle� [9,� 10].� Human� telomeric� DNA� contains� tandem�
repeats�of�the�sequence�5’�TTAGGG�3’.�This�guanine�rich�strand�can�fold�into�a�four�strand�G�quadruplex�
structure� involving� G�tetrads,� which� are� currently� an� attractive� target� for� the� development� of� anti�
cancer�drugs�[11,�12].��

A�wide�range�of�small�molecules�have�been�studied�as�G�quadruplex�binding�and�stabilizing�ligands�[13].�
Most� of� these� share� common� structural� features,� namely:� (i)� a� planar� heteroaromatic� chromophore,�
which� stacks� by����� interactions�onto� the�G�quartet�motif� at� the� terminus�of�a�G�quadruplex;�and� (ii)�
short�alkyl�chain�substituents�usually�terminated�by�an�amino�group�that�is�fully�cationic�at�physiological�
pH.� The� precise� nature� of� these� substituents� has� been� found� to� influence� G�quadruplex� affinity� and�
selectivity�[14,�15].��

Ferguson� and� coworkers� have� recently� described� a� series� of� 9�aminoacridine� compounds� that� inhibit�
topoisomerase� II�activity.�These�compounds�have�been�shown�to�be�active�against�a�variety�of�cancer�
cells�in�vitro�and�in�vivo�[16].�Mechanistic�studies�have�shown�these�compounds�bind�DNA�and�block�the�
formation�of�covalent�DNA�Topo�II�complexes,�stalling�the�cell�cycle� in�the�G1�>S�phase.� �This,� in� turn,�



induces� apoptosis� and� programmed� cell� death.� � Previous� studies,� however,� have� shown� that� acridine�
compounds� are� also� capable� of� binding� telomeric� G�quadruplex� structures� with� high� affinity.� [17,� 18]��
This� is� yet� another� route� by� which� compounds� of� this� type� may� disrupt� DNA� replication� in� rapidly�
dividing� cancer� cells.� In� this� study,�we� examine� the� binding�affinity�of� several�9�amino�acridines� to� G�
quadruplex� DNA� using� competitive� dialysis� and� spectroscopic� techniques.� � High� field� 2D�NMR�
experiments�are�also�performed�to�provide�insight�to�the�structural�interactions�that�stabilize�the�drug�
DNA� complex.� � Finally,� the� NOE� data� is� applied� to� generate� structural� models� for� evaluation� using�
molecular�mechanics�and�dynamics�techniques.�

2.�Materials�and�methods�

2.1.�Oligonucleotide�synthesis�

All� the� standard� phosphoroamidites� and� reagents� for� DNA� synthesis� were� purchased� from� Applied�
Biosystems�and�from�Link�Technologies.�The�synthesis�of�the�oligonucleotides�was�performed�at�1��mol�
scale� on� an� Applied� Biosystems’� DNA/RNA� 3400� synthesizer� by� solid�phase� 2�
cyanoethylphosphoroamidite� chemistry.� The� studied� sequences� are� listed� in� table� 1.� The� resulting�
oligonucleotides�were�purified�by�HPLC�and�desalted�in�a�Sephadex�(NAP�10)�G25�column.�
�
2.2.�Competitive�dialysis�studies�

A� 100� μl� of� a� 50� μM� oligonucleotide� in� potassium� phosphate� buffer� was� introduced� into� a� separated�
dialysis� unit� and� a� blank� sample� containing� only� buffer.� All� dialysis� units� were� allowed� to� equilibrate�
during�24h�at�room�temperature� in�a�beaker�containing�the�1�μM�solution�of�the�appropriate�acridine�
derivative.�At�the�end�of�the�dialysis�experiment,�the�amount�of�ligand�bound�to�the�DNA�was�quantified�

by�fluorescence�after�the�digestion�of�the�oligonucleotide�(�ex�and��em�were�set�to�265�nm�and�435�nm,�
respectively)�[19].�
�
2.3.�NMR�Spectroscopy�

The� NMR� spectra� were� recorded� by�Bruker� AV�600� spectrometer� operating� at� a� frequency� of� 600.10�
MHz�for�1H�and�242.94�MHz�for�31P�nuclei,�equipped�with�a�z�gradient�triple�resonance�TXI�and�5mm�BB�
probe.� 1H� and� 31P� spectra� (broad�band� 1H� decoupled� mode)� were� recorded� at� variable� temperature�
ranging� from� 5°C� to� 75°C.� Chemical� shifts� (�)� were� measured� in� ppm.� 1H� and� 31P� NMR� spectra� were�
referenced�respectively�to�external�DSS�(2,2�dimethyl�2�silapentane�5�sulfonate�sodium�salt)�set�at�0.00�
ppm�and�MDA�(methylenedisphosphonic�acid)�set�at�16.8�ppm.�Estimated�accuracy�for�protons�is�within�
0.01�ppm,�for�phosphorous�is�within�0.03�ppm.��

Standard� homonuclear� 2D�NMR� experiments� were� performed� to� assign� the� resonances� of� the�
complexes,� including�DQF�COSY,�TOCSY�and�NOESY�[20,�21].�The�mixing�times�were�set�at�150�ms�and�
300�ms� for�NOESY�and�60�ms� for�TOCSY.�For�samples� in�H2O,� the�excitation�sculpting�sequences� from�
standard� Bruker� pulse� program� libraries� were� employed.� Typically,� 2048� x� 1024� data� points� were�

acquired�using�TPPI�and�transformed�to�a�final�4K�4K�real�data�matrix�after�apodisation�with�a�90°�and�



90°�shifted� sine�bell� squared� function� in� f2�� and� f1�domain,� respectively.� Baseline� correction� was�
achieved� by� a� 5th�degree� polynomial� function.� 1H� assignments� for� ligands� were� performed� by� using�
ROESY� (spin� lock� 300ms)� and� TOCSY� experiments.� The� sequential� assignments� in� free� and� bound�
oligonucleotides� were� performed� by� applying� well� established� procedures� for� the� analysis� of� double�
stranded� and� quadruplex� structures.� The� program� Sparky� [22]� was� used� to� assign� the� NOESY� cross�
peaks.�The�G�quadruplex�Htel�and�duplexes�ds6,�ds8�and�ds32�were�previously�assigned�[23,�24]�

The�samples�for�NMR�measurements�were�dissolved�in�500��l�H2O/D2O�(9:1)�containing�25�mM�KH2PO4,�
KCl�150�mM�and�EDTA�1�mM�(pH�6.7)�for�the�G�quadruplex�Htel�and�containing�10�mM�KH2PO4,�KCl�70�
mM�and�EDTA�0.2�mM�(pH�7.0)�for�the�double�helix�ds6,�ds8,�ds26�and�ds24.�The�final�concentration�of�
the� oligonucleotides� was� ranging� between� 0.2�0.7� mM.� A� stock� solution� of� 1� and�2� was� prepared� in�
DMSO�d6�at�the�concentration�of�20�mM.�

NMR�titration�was�performed�by�adding�increasing�amounts�of�1�and�2�to�the�oligonucleotides�solution�
at� R=� [Ligand]/[DNA]� ratio� equal� to� 0,� 0.25,� 0.5,� 0.75,� 1,� 2� and� 3� and� in� inverse� order,� by� adding�
increasing�amounts�of�DNA�to�a�solution�of�1�from�R�=�40�to�R�=�1.0.�

2.4.�Fluorescence�assays�

The�study�of�the�interaction�equilibrium�of�1�and�2�and�the�G�quadruplex�Htel�or�the�duplex�ds6�consists�
of� recording� the� fluorescence� spectra� of� a� 1� μM� solution� of� the� drug� after� the� addition� of� increasing�
amounts�of�oligonucleotide�(from�0�to�25�μM)�in�potassium�phosphate�buffer�(185�mM�NaCl,�185�mM�
KCl,�6mM�Na2HPO4,�2mM�NaH2PO4,�1mM�Na2EDTA�at�pH7).�

The�emission�spectra�of�the�resulting�solutions�were�recorded�from�300�to�500�nm�at�265�nm�excitation�
wavelength� at� 25C.� The� macroscopic� binding� constant� corresponding� to� complex� formation� was�
calculated�from�the�multivariate�analysis�of�fluorescence�data�recorded�in�the�range�300�425�nm�using�
the�hard�modeling�program�Equispec�[25].�

2.5.�Molecular�Modeling�

The�model�was�built�based�on�a�G�quadruplex�NMR�structure�5’�TTAGGGT�3’�HtelT,� in�complex�with�a�
quinacridine�based� ligand� (N,N’�(dibenzo[b,j][1,7]phenanthroline�2,10�diyldimethanediyl)dipropan�1�
amine)� (PDB� code� 2JWQ)� [26].� After� the� separation� of� the� coordinates� of� ligands� and� DNA,� polar�
hydrogens�were�added�with� the�GROMACS�package� [27]�using� the�GROMOS�53a6� force� field� [28].The�
structures� of� 1� and� 2� were� refined� using� a� systematic� conformer,� search� followed� by� geometry�
optimization�of�the�lowest�energy�structure�with�MOPAC�(PM3�Methods,�RMS�gradient�0.0100)�[29].�

Molecular� docking� experiments� were� performed� with� Autodock� 4.0,� which� uses� an� empirical� scoring�
function�based�on�the�free�energy�of�binding�[30,�31].�The�9�aminoacridines�(1�and�2)�and�the�DNA�G�
quadruplex� were� further� processed� using� the� Autodock� Tool� Kit� (ADT)� [32]:� Gasteiger�Marsili� charges�
[33]�were�assigned�to�1�and�2�and�Cornell�parameters�were�used�for�the�phosphorous�atoms�in�the�DNA.�
Solvation�parameters�were�added�to�the�final�docked�structure�using�Addsol�utility.�Structures�with�less�
than� 1.0� Å� root�mean�square� deviation� (rmsd)� were� clustered� together� and� representative� model� of�



each� cluster� was� selected� based� on� the� most� favorable� free� energy� of� binding.� Visual� inspection� was�
carried�out�to�select�the�final�structure�with�the�expected�mode�of�intercalation,�minor�groove�binding,�
or�others�(major�groove�binding,�interaction�with�phosphate�groups,�etc.).�

In� the� current� study,� we� used� the� pseudo�bond� ab�initio� QM/MM� approach� as� implemented� in�
Gaussian�03�[34].�For�the�QM/MM�calculations,�the�DNA�ligand�system�resulting�from�the�docking�study�
was�first�partitioned�into�a�QM�subsystem�and�an�MM�subsystem.�The�reaction�system�used�a�smaller�
QM�subsystem�consisting�of�the�ligand�and�bases�within�3.5�Å,�whereas�the�rest�of�the�system�(the�MM�
subsystem)� was� treated� using� the� AMBER� force� field,� together� with� a� low� memory� convergence�
algorithm.�The�boundary�problem�between�the�QM�and�MM�subsystems�was�treated�using�the�pseudo�
bond�approach.�With�this�G�quadruplex�substrate�QM/MM�system,�an�iterative�optimization�procedure�
was�applied�to�the�QM/MM�system,�using�B3LYP/3�21G*�QM/MM�calculations,�leading�to�an�optimized�
structure� for� the� reactants.� The� convergence� criterion� used� was� set� to� obtain� an� energy� gradient� of�
<10�4,�using�the�twin�range�cutoff�method�for�nonbonded�interactions,�with�a�long�range�cutoff�of�14�Å�
and�a�short�range�cutoff�of�8�Å.�

2.6.�MD�simulation�

All�simulations�were�carried�out�using�IMPACT�(New�York,�NY)�with�the�OPLS2005�force�field�[35]�and�the�
TIP3P�water�model� [36]�at�298,�400�and�500K.�Two�potassium� ions�were�manually�overlayed� into� the�
central�channel�between�the�G�quartet�planes�in�the�complex�models.��Each�DNA�complex�was�solvated�
in�a�rectangular�box�with�a�10�Å�water�buffer�from�the�DNA.�Na+�and�Cl��counterions�were�added�at�5�Å�
from�the�box�boundary�to�neutralize�the�total�charge�of�the�system.��

Each� system� was� initialized� by� a� 1000�step� conjugate� gradient� energy� minimization.� The� simulations�
were� carried� out� under� the� periodic� boundary� condition� using� particle� mesh� Ewald� [37].� The� SHAKE�
method� [38]� was� employed� to� restrain� all� hydrogen� bonds.� Atoms� involved� in� NOE’s� bonds� were�
restrained�to�their�experimental�value�at�(500�kcal/mol�Å).�Snapshots�of�the�simulated�trajectories�were�
collected�at�1�ps�time�intervals.��

3.�Results�and�discussion�

3.1.�Competitive�dialysis�studies�

In�order� to�evaluate� the�selectivity�of� the�compounds� for�DNA�structures�or�sequences,�a�competitive�
dialysis� experiment� was� performed� using� 11� oligonucleotides� representing� several� nucleic� acid�
structures�[39�41]��We�used�T20�and�the�C�rich�complementary�strand�of�bcl�2�as�model�compounds�for�
single� stranded� DNA� sequences.� As� duplexes� we� used� the� self�complementary� sequences�Dickerson�
Drew�dodecamer�and�a�26�mer�(ds26).�A�parallel�and�an�antiparallel� triplex�were�also�selected.�Finally�
several� DNA� sequences� known� to� form� G�quadruplex� were� selected:� TG4T� [42]� is� a� tetramolecular�
parallel�G�quadruplex,� the�TBA�[43]� is� the�antiparallel� thrombin�binding�aptamer,� the�HT24� [44]� is� the�
human� telomerase� sequence,� the� cmyc� and� bcl�2� [45]� are� promoter� sequences� � of� c�myc� and� bcl�2�
protooncogenes.�



Competitive� dialysis� experiments� show� clear� differences� on� the� affinity� of� ligands� to� a� different� DNA�
structures� (figure� 1).� Higher� affinities� are� found� in� G�quadruplex� sequences� present� on� the� promoter�
regions�of�c�myc�and�bcl�2�oncogenes�and�the�human�telomere�sequence.�Ligand�2�has�a�clear�selectivity�
for� G�quadruplex�forming� DNA� sequences� while� compound� 1� has� also� an� affinity� for� duplex� ds26� as�
show�in�figure�1.�

3.2.�NMR�9�amino�acridines�DNA�experiments�

NMR�studies�were�performed�to�confirm�and�elucidate�the�structure�of�the�complexes�formed�between�
compounds�1� and�2� and� DNA.� The� oligomers� ds6,� ds8,� ds24,� ds26� and� Htel� were� used� as� models� for�
double� stranded� DNA� and� G�quadruplex� parallel� structures� respectively.�

31P� and� 1H� resonance�
experiments� were� performed� to� derive� both� the� mode� of� binding� and� the� details� of� the� molecular�
structure.�Assignment�of� the�phosphorous,�of� the�exchangeable�and�non�exchangeable�protons� for�all�
oligonucleotides�was�carried�out�on�the�basis�of�previously�reported�assignments�[23,�24].��

The� sequential� assignments� in� free� and� bound� oligonucleotides� were� performed� by� applying� well�
established�procedures�for�the�analysis�of�double�stranded�and�G�quadruplex�structures.�1H�assignments�
for�1�and�2� in�absence�of�DNA�were�performed�by�using�ROESY,�NOESY,�TOCSY�and�COSY�experiments.�
Complete�assignments�are�reported�in�Table�2�and�3.��

3.2.1.�NMR�9�amino�acridines�and�G�quadruplex�experiments�

Titration�experiments�performed�with�1�and�2�on�the�solution�of�Htel�show�that�the�proton�resonances�
of�the�drug�become�broad�and�move�up�field�with�respect�to�the�free�drug,�just�after�the�addition�of�a�
small�quantity,�i.e.�with�R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�0.25.��Increasing�the�R�value�from�0.25�to�3,�the�shielding�of�
the�drug�protons�carries�on�and�it�spread�over�the�whole�drug�molecule.�In�order�to�better�identify�the�
drug� protons� in� the� complex,� the� inverse� titration� experiment� was� performed,� by� adding� increasing�
amounts�of� DNA,� from�R�=�20� to�2.0,� to�a� solution�of�1� at� constant� concentration� (0.2� mM).�Figure� 2�
depicts�the�chemical�shift�variation�observed�for�protons�and�of�1�during�the�titration�experiment.�The�
chemical� shift� at� higher� R� values� must� be� related� to� the� free� drug� in� solution,� the� addition� of� the�
oligonucleotide� induces�a�shielding�of�the�drug�protons.�When�an�excess�of�oligonucleotide� is�reached�
(low�values�of�R),�the�drug�is�found�predominantly�in�a�bound�state.�Actually,�the�chemical�shift�variation�
of�a�ligand�is�due�to�the�sum�of�different�processes,�involving�both�specific�and�non�specific�interactions�
with�DNA�(intercalation�or�groove�binding�and�outside�binding)�and�drug�self�aggregation�phenomena.�

On�the�other�hand,�our�experience�suggests�that�shift�variations�of�oligonucleotide�proton�signals�arise�
when� a� ligand� intercalates� between� the� base�pairs� or� binds� to� the� minor� groove� [23,� 46,� 47].� The�
addition�of�the�1�to�oligonucleotide�solution�induced�progressively�changes�in�the�chemical�shift�of�the�
DNA�but�only�selected�resonances�are�changed:�i.e.�NH�imino�and�the�aromatic�proton�of�G4�(��=��0.12�
ppm� and� �0.11� ppm� respectively),� H1’� and� H3’� of� T2� (��=�0.22� ppm� and� �0.19� ppm� respectively).�
Moreover�methyl�of�T1�(��=+0.13�ppm),�H3’�of�T1�(��=+0.17�ppm)�experience�a�down�field�shift�as�well�
as�aromatic�protons�of�A3�and�T2�(��=+0.1�ppm).��The�other�protons�are�almost�unchanged�and�a�very�
small�up�field�shift�(�����0.1�ppm)�was�observed.��In�addition�the�oligonucleotide�protons,�specially,�H8�
of�A3�became�broad�due�to�the�complex�formation�(Figure�3).�No�separate�signals�were�observed�for�the�



free�and�bound�species,�because�an�intermediate�exchange,�with�respect�to�the�NMR�time�scale,�of�the�
drug�with�the�possible�sites�of�binding�of�the�oligonucleotide.�

The�same�experiments�were�performed�with�2� (Figure�4).�The�results�are�the�same�even�if,�due�to�the�
extensive�overlapping�of�2�and�oligonucleotide�protons,�the�analysis�was�quite�difficult.�All�the�aromatic�
protons� of� ligand� collapsed� at� 8.46� ppm,� 7.88� ppm,� 7.80� ppm� and� 7.38� ppm.� Even� in� these� case� the�
addition�of�2�to�the�oligonucleotide�solution�causes�notable�chemical�shift�variation�on�drug�resonances,�
whereas�the�protons�of�TTAGGG�are�almost�unchanged�a�part�from�an�up�field�shift�of�NH�imino�G4�and�
the�aromatic�proton�of� G4� (��=� �0.10� ppm),�a�down�filed� shift� of�aromatic� protons�of� � T1,�T2�and�A3��
(��=�+0.14�ppm,�+0.11�ppm+0.12�ppm�respectively)�,�methyl�of�T1�and�T2�(��=�+0.2�ppm�and�0.12�ppm,�
respectively).��

The� chemical� shift� variations� of� ligands� resonances� and� the� chemical� shift� values� of� Htel� in� the�
complexes�are�reported�in�Table�2�and�Table�3�respectively.�All�these�findings�give�a�first�indication�of�a�
probable�intercalation�binding�mode�of�1�and�2�near�the�T2A3G4�residues�adjacent�to�the�G�quadruplex�
quartets.��

The�1H�NOE�experiments,�allowing�the�detection�of�specific�interactions�between�protons�of�the�ligand�
and� protons� of� the� DNA,� were� performed� in� order� to� recognize� possible� preferred� interaction� sites.�
NOESY�spectra�were�acquired�with�R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�0.5�and�3.�The�results�are�reported�in�Table�4.��

The� sequential� NH� imino� cross� peaks� between� G4,� G5� and� G6� are� still� observed� in� 2D� NOESY� of� the�
complexes�and�it�proves�the�position�of�the�1�between�A3�and�G4�without�disrupting�the�G�quartets.�The�
presence� of� NOEs� interactions,� characteristic� of� the� presence� of� G� tetrads� (i.e.� imino� protons� with�
aromatic� protons� of� own� residue� and� with� the� 5’� neighboring),� together� with� the� weakness� of�
H8A3/H8G4,�H8A3/H6T2,�H8A3/H1’A3,�H8A3/H2”T2�and�of�H8A3/MeT2�(Figure�5(a)�and�(b))�(total�lack�
in�the�case�of�1�complex)� in�comparison�with�the�oligonucleotide�alone,�confirms�a�slight�distortion�at�
these�level�in�the�sequence.��

A� certain� number� of� NOE� interactions� between� 1� and� the� DNA� was� extracted� despite� of� some�
overlapping�between�the�signals�of�TTAGGG�and�the�1� (Table�4).�Examples�are�reported�in�Figure�5(a).�
The�NOEs�observed�between� the�drug�and� the�oligonucleotide� protons�provide� information� regarding�
the�sequence�of�the�binding�sites�and�confirm�that�1�prefers�the�A3G4�step�of�TTAGGG�G�quadruplex�as�
intercalation�site�with�the�indole�positioned�at�A3T2�step.�Specific�intermolecular�contacts�were�found,�
involving� aromatic� protons� of� indole� moiety� with� the� ribose� protons� of� A3� and� methyl� of� T2.� For� the�
acridine� moiety,� we� detected� NOE� contacts� with� aromatic� protons� and� H3’� of� G4� and� A3� residues.�
Following�these�few�experimental�NOEs,�a�model�of�the�complex�was�built.��

In�the�case�of�Htel�and�2�complex�it�was�very�hard�to�unambiguously�identify�intermolecular�interactions�
between� 2� and� DNA,� due� to� the� extensive� overlapping,� but� a� low� number� of� NOE� interactions� was�
extracted�from�the�2D�NOESY�and�allowed�to�identify�the�2�position�inside�the�G�quadruplex�structure.��
An� aromatic� proton� (7.88� ppm)� is� close� to� the� methyl,� H2’� and� H3’� of� T2� unit� and� another� aromatic�
protons�(8.46�ppm)�is�close�to�H1’�and�H2’A3�and�G4.��As�for�1,�the�interaction�site�for�2�is�at�the�level�of�
T2�A3�and�G4�residues.��



3.2.2.�NMR�9�amino�acridines�duplex�experiments�

The�dialysis�experiments�gave�an�evidence�that�only�the�1�interacts�with�the�oligonucleotide�double�helix�
ds26.� In� order� to� better� understand� the� specific� interaction� involved,� we� performed� different� NMR�
titration� experiments.� To� this� end,� we� used� a� short� oligonucleotide� duplex� 5’�CGATCG�3’,� ds6.� This�
oligonucleotide�was�used�in�a�previous�studies�with�intercalating�agents�[23,�48,�49]�and�it�is�stable�as�a�
double� helix� even� at� room� temperature� and� all� the� phosphate� resonances,� already� assigned,� are� well�
separated.��

The�titration�experiment�performed�with�1�was� fruitless:� the�addition�of�1� to� the�double�helix�did�not�
induce�shielding�and�did�not�induce�line�broadening�of�the�oligonucleotide�resonances�similar�to�those�
observed� with� “classical”� intercalating� agents.� (Figure� 1S).� For� instance,� the� intercalation� of�
daunomycins� between� the� CG� base�pairs� of� 5’�CGTACG�3’,� induces� a� significant� up�field� shift� of� the�
resonances�at�the�level�of�the�intercalation�sites,�i.e.�imino�NH�of�G2:C5�base�pairs����0.6–0.7�ppm,�5�H�
(C1)�and�5�H�(C5)����0.5�ppm.�Nevertheless� it� is�the�shift�variation�of�the�31P�resonances�that�can�give�
exclusive�indication�of�an�intercalation�process�[50].�The�intercalating�molecule�induces�a�deformation�of�
the�phosphodiester�chain,�which�usually�assumes�a�gauche–trans�conformation�with�angles�of��60°�and�
180°;�this�is�associated�with�a�low�field�shift�of�1.0–1.5�ppm�The�addition�of�1�to�the�oligonucleotide�did�
not�induce�significant�chemical�shift�variations�of�the�phosphate�signals�in�the�31P�NMR�spectra�(���<�0.2�
ppm).�Figure�9�shows�the�31P�NMR�spectrum�of�the�oligonucleotide�ds6�in�absence�(a)�and�in�presence�of�
1�(b).��These�findings�do�not�support�the�intercalation�of�1�into�the�double�helix�as�previously�described�
and�its�mechanism�of�action�targets�specifically�the�DNA�G�quadruplexes.��

The� self�complementary�oligomers�ds8�and� ds24�were�used�as� models� for�CG��and�AT�rich� sequences�
respectively.�These�sequences�are�longer�than�the�previous�one�and�are�partially�contained�into�the�ds26�
sequence.� In� both� cases� NOESY� experiments� performed� on� the� 1/DNA� complexes� did� not� show�
intermolecular� interactions.� Interestingly,�the�addition�of�1� to�a�solution�of�the�double�helix�fragments�
induces�a�line�broadening�of�the�resonances�(Figure�2S�and�3S)�of�the�oligomers.��In�particular�the�imino�
protons,� that�present�almost�unchanged�chemical� shift� (���<0.1�ppm)�were�observed� to�become�very�
broad.� The� inverse� titration� experiment� was� performed� with� ds24� and� with� ds26� oligonucleotides�
(Figure�4S�and�Figure�10)�(Table�1S),�by�adding�increasing�amounts�of�DNA�to�a�solution�of�1�at�constant�
concentration.� No� relevant� chemical� shift� variations� were� detected,� but� a� selective� line� broadening�
occurs� for� NH� indole,� aromatic� 4A� and� 2A� protons� of� 1� with� ds26.� These� findings� suggest� a� specific�
outside� binding� of� the� 1� that� can� not� happen� with� a� shorter� oligonucleotide� as� ds6� because� of� the�
hindrance�of�the�side�chains.���

3.2.3.�Stability�of�9�amino�acridines�Htel�complexes��

The� imino� proton� region� of� the� NMR� spectra� of� both� complexes� clearly� indicates� the� presence� of� G�
quadruplex�structure.�Three� imino�signals�are�observed�between�10.0�and�11.5�ppm�(Figure�6� (a),� (b),�
(c)).�These�spectra�are�consistent�with�a�single�G�quadruplex�parallel�structure�similar�to�that�of�the�Htel.�
In� the� case� of� Htel/2� complex� the� exceeding� number� of� imino� signals� in� the� NMR� spectra� of� at� 5°C�



suggests� the� presence� of� several� species� in� equilibrium� in� slow� exchange� with� respect� to� NMR� time�
scale.�

We�performed�melting�experiments�in�order�to�see�whether�1�and�2�stabilize�or�not�the�G�quadruplex�
structure.�The� imino�protons�signals�are�diagnostic� for�the�G�quadruplex�formation�and�the�melting�of�
the� structure� causes� their� disappearance� due� to� the� break� of� the� G� quartet� hydrogen� bonds.� The� NH�
signals�of�Htel�without�drugs�disappeared�between�45°C�and�55°C�(Figure�6(a))�whereas�in�the�presence�
of�1�and�2� they�can�still�be�observed�at�55°C�and�disappear�up�to�55°C�(Figure�6� (b,c)).�These�findings�
clearly� indicate�a�significant�stabilization�of�the�G�quadruplex�structure�by�the�interaction�with�ligands.�
The� slight� higher� stabilization� induced� by� 2� compared� with� 1� are� in� agreement� with� more� favorable�
specific� interactions� between� different� moieties� of� the� ligand� 2� to� the� DNA� obtained� by� per� residue�
energy�free�studies�and�discussed�below.�

Finally,� the� stability� of� the� interaction� complex� formed� by� ligand�1� and�2� with� G�quadruplex� Htel� and�
duplex� ds6� was� quantified� by� recording� the� fluorescence� spectra� of� a� solution� of� the� ligand� after� the�
addition� of� increasing� amounts� of� oligonucleotide.� Changes� in� the� fluorescence� spectra� upon� the�
addition�of�G�qaudruplex�were�observed�in�1�and�2.�No�significant�changes�in�the�fluorescence�spectra�
were� observed� upon� the� addition� of� duplex.� The� increase� of� the� fluorescence� emission� of� these�
compounds�reflects�their�interaction�with�the�G�quadruplex�Htel�(Figure�5S).�

Table�5�shows�the�logarithm�of�the�binding�constants�calculated�using�Equispec�program�assuming�a�1:1�
stoichiometry�DNA:ligand�for�the�interaction�complex.�The�calculated�values�are�not�very�high,�around�
105� M�1� which,� according� to� literature,� could� be� related� to� intercalating� species� [51].� Groove�binding�
compounds�are�expected�to�show�larger�association�constants.�

3.4.�Model�generation�

3.4.1.�9�amino�acridines�HtelT�G�quadruplex�complexes�

The� 5’�TTAGGGT�3’� sequence,� HtelT,� was� used� as� model� for� telomeric� parallel� G�quadruplex� for� the�
molecular�docking�of� the� ligands.� In�both�cases,�Autodock�placed�the� ligand� in�an� intercalated�binding�
mode�within�the�G�quadruplex.�Docking�experiments�show�that�1�fit�in�the�original�gap�region,�located�
between�the�virtual�planes�made�by�the�four�A�and�G�bases,�with�the�tryptophan�group�adjacent�to�A10�
and�T16,�and�the�acridine�moiety�placed�just�under�the�A10�base,�to�give�a�����stacking� interaction.� It�
should�be�noted� that� the�best�docked�orientation�obtained� for�1�has�proven� to�be� in�agreement�with�
experimental�data�of�the�inter�molecular�NOE�interactions�previously�discussed�(as�shown�by�the�values�
of� the� distances� reported� in� Table� 4),� thus,� supporting� the� proposed� binding� model.� On� the� contrary,�
compound�2� was� unable� to� intercalate� so� efficiently,� thus� giving� rise� to� a� less� stable� orientation.� The�
differences�observed�with�respect�to�1�could�be�due�to�the�shift�of�the�acridine�moiety�away�from�the�

center�of�the�G�quadruplex,�probably�because�of�the�greater�steric�hindrance�produced�by�the�presence�

of�the�piperidine�group.�

The� above� described� systems� were� further� optimized� using� the� QM/MM� mixed� approach.� This�
technique�allowed�us�to�obtain�a�better�and�more�complete�description�of�the�interactions�with�the�G�



quadruplex,�as�well�as�an�estimate�of�the�structural�changes�induced�in�the�G�quadruplex�by�the�binding�
of� both� ligands,�1� and�2.� In� both� cases,� major� differences� were� observed� at� the� level� of� the� acridine�
substituents,�while�the�acridine�ring�maintained�its�position�inside�the�G�quadruplex,�together�with�the�
����interactions�previously�described�(Figure�7�A�and�B).�

The� position� of� compound� 1� is� stabilized� by� four� strong� hydrogen� bonds:� two� between� the� 9�amino�
acridine� hydrogen� and� N1A10� and� N3A10� of� 1.8� and� 2.6� Å,� other� between� the� methyl� piperazine�
hydrogen�and�OPA10�of�1.95�Å�and�other�between�the�carbonyl�oxygen�and�HN2G25�of�2.12�Å�(Figure�
8A).� Considering� the� structure� of� the� G�quadruplex,� the� presence� of�1� has� influenced� mainly� the� A10�
position.�Indeed�due�to�the�presence�of�the�ligand,�A10�undergoes�a�small�clockwise�rotation�(about�6°)�
with� respect� to� the� original� structure.� This� rotation� of� A10� leads� to� the� formation� of� an� additional�
hydrogen�bond�with�T9,�while�keeping�the�two�original�hydrogen�bonds�with�A24�and�A17.�

In�the�case�of�2�an�orientation�close�to�that�of�1�was�obtained.�This�position�is�stabilized�by�six�hydrogen�
bonds:�three�between�the�9�amino�acridine�hydrogen�and�N1A10,�N2G11�and�N7A17�of�3.1,�2.3�and�2.8�
Å;�other�between�the�methyl�piperazine�hydrogen�and�OPA10�3.3�Å;�other�between�the�carbonyl�oxygen�
and�HN2G25�of�3.3�Å�and�other�between�the�acridine�nitrogen�and�HN6A10�of�3.5�Å�(Figure�8C�and�D).�

However,�the�biggest�difference�between�1�and�2�was�found�to�be�at�the�level�of�their�interaction�with�
the�G�quadruplex.�Differently�from�1,�the�interaction�of�2�resulted�in�a�clockwise�rotation�of�G11�(about�
9°)�with�respect�to�the�original�structure.�This�rotation�allowed�G11�to�form�two�new�hydrogen�bonds�
with�G26,�while�losing�two�of�the�four�hydrogen�bonds�with�G18�and�G25.��

3.5.�MD�simulation�

Computational� methods� are� widely� used� to� investigate� biomolecules� and� complexes,� and� have� been�
shown� to� provide� valuable� deeper� understanding� of� the� structural,� dynamic� and� energetic� properties�
[26,�52,�53].��

To�assess�the�overall�structural�stability�of�the�9�amino�acridines�–�G�quadruplex�complex,�we�evaluated�
the�root�mean�square�deviation�(rmsd)�of�the�whole�structure�over�the�course�of�the�MD�simulation.�G�
quadruplex� structures� without� potassium� between� the� G�tetrads� were� structurally� less� stable� than� K+�
saturation� complexes� and� significant� disorder� was� observer� during� the� MD� simulation� (results� not�
shown).�The�rmsd�values�of�the�whole�complex�remain�<�4�Å�(Figure�6S)�reflecting�the�fluctuations�of�the�
terminal�T�residues,�as�they�are�not�held�tightly�by�hydrogen�bonds�and,�hence,�are�free�to�move�during�
simulation.�To�consistently�examine�the�stability�of�the�complex�without�the�interference�of�the�terminal�
residues,�the�rmsd�values�for�the�A�and�G�quartets�core,�with�bound�ligand�1�and�2,�were�examined�and�
their�structural�integrity�were�conserved�in�both�cases�with�less�than�2.5�Å�rmsd�(Figure�11).�To�examine�
how�9�amino�acridines�occupies�within�the�A�and�G�tetrad,�we�evaluated�the�rmsd�values�for�the�ligands�
1�and�2�within�the�G�quadruplex,�showing�that�acridine�scaffolds�are�free�to�move�within�the�gap�region�
between� the� virtual� planes� made� by� the� four� A� and� G� bases,� but� remains� within� the� G�quadruplex�
(Figure�11).���



To�examine�the�overall�stability�of�the�structural�complex,�MD�simulations�at�elevated�temperature�were�
also�performed.�The�goal�was�to�identify�the�specific�interactions�observed�in�our�NMR�studies�that�can�
play�an�important�role�in�maintaining�the�G�quadruplex�structure.�We�expect�transient�interactions�will�
be�subsided�at�elevated�temperature�allowing�us�to� identify�the�stable�contacts�essential� for�retaining�
the�overall�G�quadruplex�structure.� �The�rmsd�values� for� these�studies�are�shown� in�Figure�7S�8S.�The�
MD�simulation�at�400K�indicates�that�the�rmsd�values�for�the�A�and�G�quartets�core�with�bound�ligand�2�
is� similar� to� value� obtained� at� 298K.� In� the� case� of� ligand�1,� the� higher� value� of� rmsd� indicates� that�
interactions�established�between�ligand�and�HtelT�were�not�maintained�at�high�temperature�(Figure�7S).�
Significant�disorder�was�observed�during�the�simulation�at�500K,�only�G�quadruplex�with�bound�ligand�2�
keep�the�G�quadruplex�structure�as�indicated�the�rmsd�value�for�the�A�and�G�quartets�core�(Figure�8S).�
This�suggests�that�ligand�2�has�a�more�stabilizing�effect�on�the�quadruplex�structure�as�compared�to�1.�

We� also� examined� the� essential� hydrogen� bonding� for� 9�amino�acridines� binding.� � An� interaction� was�
considered�to�be�a�hydrogen�bond�if�the�distance�between�the�hydrogen�donor�and�acceptor�was� less�
than�3.5�A.�As�mentioned�above�four�hydrogen�bounds�are�formed�with�ligand�1,�only�the�bond�between�
the� methyl� piperazine� hydrogen� and� OPA10� was� not� kept� during� the� dynamic� simulation� due� to� the�
rotation�of�the�N�Me�Piperazine�ring.�Moreover,�during�the�simulation�the�rotation�of�the�indole�group�
has�allowed�the�formation�of�two�additional�hydrogen�bonds�between�NH�and�OA17�and�OPA17�from�
6.4�and�5.0�A�to�2.7�and�1.9�A�(Figure�8�B).�In�the�case�of�ligand�2,�six�hydrogen�bounds�are�observed,�but�
weaker� compared� with� hydrogen� bonds� formed� with� ligand�1.� The� hydrogen� bond� between� 9�amino�
acridine� hydrogen� and� N2G11� and� N7A17� and� between� N�Me� piperazine� hydrogen� and� OPA10� were�
kept� during� the� simulation� (Figure� 8� C� and� D).The� N�Bz�piperidine� group� acts� as� the� indole� in�1� but,�
probably�due�to�the�bulkiness�of�the�phenyl�group,�in�this�case�the�quaternary�nitrogen�fails�to�approach�
the�phosphate�group�of�A17�enough�to�form�hydrogen�bonds.��

Finally,�the�per�residue�interaction�energy�between�compound�1�and�2�to�individual�nucleotide�residues�
of�HtelT�G�quadruplex�are�shown�in�Figure�12.�Examination�of�the�interactions�revealed�a�slight�variation�
in�the�signature�of�binding�between�compounds�1�and�2�with�the�G�quadruplex�DNA�(Figure�12A).�The�
main� difference� is� found� in� the� G25.� Figure� 12� B�C� show� the� per� residue� interaction� energy� between�
moieties� that� form� compound�1� and�2.� While� as� piperazine� moiety� in� compound�2� has� an� energetic�
favorable� contribution,� in� compound� 1� this� interaction� is� not� favorable.� The� slight� higher� HtelT�
stabilization�induced�by�compound�2�observed�during�NMR�melting�experiments�may�be�due�the�most�
favorable�interactions�between�the�different�moieties�of�2�to�the�G�quadruplex.�

4.�Conclusions�

In�summary�we�have�used�fluorescence�titration�assays,�competitive�dialysis,�NMR�studies�and�molecular�
dynamics� simulations� in� order� to� determine� the� binding� properties� of� preclinical� 9�amino� acridines� to�
DNA.� A� selectivity� of� acridine� derivatives� for� G�quadruplex� structures,� commonly� present� on� the�
promoter� regions� of� oncogenes� and� the� human� telomere� sequence,� was� observed.� � Slightly� higher�
stabilization�of�the�structural�complex�induced�by�the�interaction�of�compound�2�as�compared�to�1�was�
observed� by� NMR� melting� experiments.� Detailed� structural� studies� by� NMR� and� molecular� dynamic�
simulation�on�G�quadruplex�telomeric�complex�showed�the�core�of�both�9�amino�acridines�intercalates�



directly�between� the�virtual�planes�made�by� the� four�A�and� G� bases�via������ interactions,�but� do�not�
exactly�overlap.��The�indole�moiety�in�ligand�1�does�not�fit�as�closely�to�the�G�quadruplex�groove�as�the�
N�Bz�piperidine�group�in�ligand�2.�Structurally,�ligand�1�establishes�only�four�strong�hydrogen�bonds�with�
telomeric� G�quadruplex� while� ligand� 2� established� six.� The� most� significant� interaction� observed�
involved�the�carbonyl�oxygen�with�G25�for�both�ligands�and�the�9�amino�acridine�hydrogen�with�A10�for�
ligand� 1� and� with� A17� and� G11� for� ligand� 2.� Per� residue� interaction� free� energy� profiles� of� each�
compounds�showed�the�substituents�of�ligand�1�exhibit�two�distinctly�unfavorable�interactions�between�
the� piperazine� group� to� G25� and� the� piperidine� group� to� A10� (Fig� 13b).� The� strength� of� these�
interactions� was� further� examined� by� MD� simulations� at� elevated� temperatures� showing� the�
interactions�between�ligand�2�and�the�G�quadruplex�are�tighter�than�that�of�ligand�1.�Rmsd�analysis�over�
the�course�of�simulation�further�support�the�slight�enhanced�structural�stabilization�by�compound�2�over�
compound�1�with�relative�lower�rmsd�among�the�unbound�and�bound�complexes.�The�slightly�stronger�
interactions� between� ligand� 2� to� the� G�quadruplex� over� ligand� 1� could� explain� the� experimental�
differences�in�structural�stabilities�between�the�two�9�amino�acridines.�The�ability�of�9�amino�acridines�
to� exhibit� similar� binding� affinity� to� the� G�quadruplex� while� inducing� different� level� of� structural�
stabilization�through�intercalation�could�be�a�unique�strategy�for�altering�the�overall�biological�function�
of� telomerase�and�their�subsequent�anticancer�activity.�These�findings�will�assist� in�the�understanding�
the� parameters� influencing� the� G�quadruplex� –� ligand� interaction� and� will� serve� as� an� enhanced�
platform�for�rational�drug�design.�
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Table�1.�Oligonucleotides�sequences�used�in�this�study�

DNA�code� 5’�sequence�3’�
T20� TTT�TTT�TTT�TTT�TTT�TTT�TT�
24bclc� CCC�GCC�CCC�TTC�CTC�CCG�CGC�CCG�
Dickerson� CGC�GAA�TTC�GCG�
ds26� CAA�TCGGAT�CGA�ATT�CGA�TCC�GAT�

TG�
GA�triplex� GAA�AGA�GAGGAG�GCC�TTT�TTG�GAG�

GAG�AAG�+�CCT�CCT�CTC�TTT�C�
TC�triplex� CCT�CCT�CTC�TTT�CCC�TTT�TTC�TTT�CTC�

TCC�TCC�+�GAA�AGA�GAG�GAG�G�
TG4T� TGG�GGT�
TBA� GGT�TGG�TGT�GGT�TGG�
HT24� TAG�GGT�TAG�GGT�TAG�GGT�TAGGGT�
Htel� TTA�GGG�
HtelT� TTA�GGG�T�
24bcl� CGG�GCG�CGG�GAGGAA�GGG�GGC�

GGG�
cmyc� GGG�GAG�GGT�GGG�GAG�GGT�GGG�

GAA�GGT�GGG�G�
ds6� CGA�TCG�
ds8� GCG�ATC�GC�
ds24� AAG�AAT�TCT�TAA�GAA�TTC�TTA�ATT�
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Table�2.�1H�chemical�shift�assignments�for�1�and�2�(�)�and�shift�variation�of�1�(��)�in�the�presence�of�
Htela

1�� ��free� ��bound�Htel� �����(�bound–
�free)���

2�b� ��free�

4A� 8.36� 8.10� �0.26� 1B� 8.31�

1B� 8.28� 8.10� �0.18� 3A� 8.22�

3B� 7.92� 7.74� �0.18�� 4B� 7.92�

4B� 7.87� 7.74� �0.13� 1A� 7.90�

2A� 7.80� 7.66� �0.14� 2B� 7.80�

2B� 7.55� 7.48� �0.07� 3B� 7.49�

3A� 7.55� 7.20� �0.35� 2A� 7.30�

H1� 7.27� 7.00� �0.27� H�Phe� 7.26�7.40�

H4� 7.25� 7.00� �0.25� CH2�ring1� 4.00,�3.75,�3.49,�
2.60,�2.45��

H2� 7.10� 6.61� �0.49� CH2�ring2� 2.85,�2.15,�2.05,�
1.86��

H3� 6.76� 6.42� �0.34� CH2�benz� 3.55�

Hind� 6.94� 6.60� �0.34� CH� 2.62�

NH�ind� 9.75� 9.60� �0.15� NCH3� 2.27�

CH2�NHind� 3.45� n.d.� �� �� ��

CH2�NH� 4.60� n.d.� �� �� ��

NCH3� 2.20� n.d.� �� �� ��

CH2�ring� 2.8,2.9�

3.4,3.9�

2.27�

2.82,�4.10�

�0.53,��0.63�

�0.58,�0.20�

��

��

��

��

a�Measured�in�ppm�at�25°C,�R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�3;�b�Tentatively�the�chemical�shift�variations�are�within��0.08�ppm�and��0.5�ppm.�



Table�3.�1H�chemical�shift�assignments�for�Htel�(�)�in�the�presence�of�1�and�2a�
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a�Measured�in�ppm�at�25°C,�R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�3.0�

Table�4.�Inter�molecular�NOE�interactions�between�protons�of�the�1�with�protons�of�Htela.�The�distances�
are�calculated�on�the�basis�of�the�1�best�docked�conformation.�

TTAGGG� 1� Theoretical�distances(Å)�

CH3�T2� H1�or�H4� 4.31�(H4)�

H2’�A3� H1�or�H4� 4.37�(H4)�

H2’�A3� H2�or�H3� 4.33�(H3)�

H1’�A3� H2�or�H3� 1.68�(H3)�

H3’,�G4�or�A3� H3A� 3.96�(A3)�

a�Acquired�at�25°C,��R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�3.��2’�H�and�2”�H�stand�for�low�field��and�up�field�proton�respectively.��

�

�

�

TTAGGG/1� NH� H2/H8/H6� H1'� H2',H2''� H3'� H4'� CH3�

T1� �� 7.43� 6.05� 2.42,�2.11� 4.86� 4.11� 1.86�

T2� �� 7.43� 6.05� 2.42,�2.18� 4.86� 4.24� 1.86�

A3� �� 8.10,�8.51� 6.38� 2.98,�2.98� 5.19� 4.57� ��

G4� 11.23� 7.72� 6.07� 2.93,�2.60� 5.04� 4.32� ��

G5� 10.89� 7.48� 6.07� 2.91,�2.68� 5.03� 4.39� ��

G6� 10.53� 7.37� 6.12� 2.87,�2.66� 4.88� 4.53� ��

TTAGGG/2� NH� H2/H8/H6� H1'� H2',H2''� H3'� H4'� CH3�

T1� �� 7.60� 6.06� 2.48,2.28� 4.85� 3.96� 1.93�

T2� �� 7.46� 6.23� 2.49,�2.25� 4.93� 4.28� 1.93�

A3� �� 8.10,�8.54� 6.42� 3.02,�3.02� 5.22� 4.61� ��

G4� 11.35� 7.88� �6.11� 3.02,�2.76� 5.03� 4.43� ��

G5� 10.96� 7.59� 6.20� 3.02,2.83� 5.17� 4.46� ��

G6� 10.61� 7.46� 6.23� 3.00,�2.77� 4.96� 4.62� ��
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Table�5.�Logarithm�of�the�binding�constants�calculated�using�Equispec�program.�n.d.�not�determinded�
due�to�lack�of�changes�in�the�fluorescence�spectra.�

DNA� 1� 2�

Htel� 4.9�±�0.1� 4.4�±�0.1�

ds6� n.d.� n.d.�

�

Figure�1.�Results�obtained�by�the�competitive�dialysis�assays.�The�amount�of�ligand�bound�to�each�DNA�
structure�is�shown�as�a�bar�graph.�
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Figure�2.�1H�NMR�spectra�showing�NH�of�indole�moiety�and�aromatic�protons�of�1�in�the�free�state�(R�=�
Htel/[1]4=0)�and�at�different�R.�High�and�low�R�values�must�be�related�to�the�free�and�bound�state�of�1�in�
solution�respectively.��
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Figure�3.�1H�NMR�spectra�(11.5�10.2�ppm�and�9.0�7.0�ppm),�acquired�at�T=25°C�in�H2O,�containing�25�
mM�KH2PO4,�KCl�150�mM�and�EDTA�1�mM�(pH�6.7),�showing�resonance�of�imino�protons�G4,�G5�and�G6�
as�well�as�the�aromatic�protons�at�different�R�=�[1]/Htel.�
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Figure�4.�1H�NMR�spectra�(11.5�10.2�ppm�and�9.0�7.0�ppm)�showing�resonance�of�imino�protons�G4,�G5�
and�G6�as�well�as�the�aromatic�protons�at�different�R�=�[2]/Htel.�
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(a)                                                                                     (b)          

A

B
C�

H8A3/H2”T2� D

E

H8A3/MeT2�

F

(a)                                  (b)                              (c) 

Figure�5.�Selected� region� of�2D�NOESY� spectra�of�Htel/1� (a)�and� Htel/2� (b)� complexes�at�25°C� in�H2O,�
containing�25�mM�KH2PO4,�KCl�150�mM�and�EDTA�1�mM�(pH�6.7).�The�weakness�of�H8A3/H2”T2�and�of�
H8A3/MeT2��(total�lack�in�the�case�of�Htel/1)�confirms�a�slight�distortion�at�these�level�in�the�sequence.�
The�peaks�A,�B�and�C�are�intermolecular�NOEs,�(A)�H1�or�H4�with�CH3T2,�(B)�H1�or�H4�with�H2’,�H2”�A3,�
(C)�H3�with�H2’,H2”�A3,�(D)�Ar�with�MeT2�(E)�Ar�with�H2’,H2”T2�(F)�Ar�with�H2’,H2”A3.�
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Figure�6.�Imino�protons�regions�of�the�NMR�spectra�of�Htel�(a)�Htel/1(b)�and�Htel/2�(c)�at�different�
temperatures.��
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Figure�7.�Lateral�(A)�and�upper�(B)�views�of�the�best�docked�conformations�for�1�and�2.�1�is�shown�in�
green�stick�and�2�in�yellow�stick.�In�DNA,�the�base�pairs�are�shown�using�the�ladder�representation,�with�
the�backbones�displayed�as�arrows.�



Figure�8.�Time�dependence�of�hydrogen�bond�distances�observed�between�G�quadruplex�and�ligand�1�(A�
and�B)�and�2�(C�and�D).�A)1.�Hb�and�N1A10�(cyan)�2.�Hb�and�N3A10�(green)�3.�Hf�and�OPA10�(blue)�4.�Od�
and�HN2G25�(red).�B)�1.�Hi�and�OaA17�(blue)�2.�Hi�and�OPA17�(red).�C)�1.�Hb�and�N1A10�(blue)�2.�Nc�and�
HN6A10�(red)�3.�Hf�and�OPA10�(green)�D)�1.�Hb�and�N2G11�(blue)�2.�Hb�and�N7A17�(red)�3.�Od�and�
HN2G25�(green).�
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Figure�9.�1H�decoupled�31P�NMR�spectra�of�(a)�ds6�at�T�=�25°C,�(b)�R�=�[1]/[DNA]=�3.0�

Figure�10.�1H�NMR�spectra�showing�NH�of�indole�moiety�and�aromatic�protons�of�1�in�the�free�state�(R�=�
[ds26]�/[1]=0)�and�at�different�R.�High�and�low�R�values�must�be�related�to�the�free�and�bound�state�of�1�
in�solution�respectively.��
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Figure�11.�Time�dependence�of�the�RMSD�of�ligand�1�and�2�on�the�complex�(cyan�and�yellow,�
respectively)�and�A�and�G�quartet�heavy�atoms�(blue)�with�ligand�atoms�(1�and�2�are�shown�in�red�and�
green,�respectively)�at�298K.�
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Figure�12.��Per�residue�interaction�energy�in�Kcal/mol�between�compound�1�and�2�(A),�between�acridine�
(blue),�piperazine�(red)�and�tryptophan�(green)�moiety�in�compound�1�(B)�and�between�acridine�(blue),�
piperazine�(red)�and�piperidine�(green)��in�compound�2�(C).�
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�

Structure�and�stability�of�human�telomeric�G�quadruplex�with�preclinical�9�
amino�acridines�

Supporting�Information�

Figure�1S.�1H�NMR�spectra�(15�12�ppm�and�9.0�5.5�ppm)�showing�resonance�of�imino�and�aromatic�and�
ribose�H1’�protons�region�at�different�R�=�[1]/[d(CGATCG)]2.��
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Figure�2S.�1H�NMR�spectra�(15�12�ppm�and�10�5.5�ppm)�showing�resonance�of�imino�and�aromatic�and�
ribose�H1’�protons�region�at�different�R�=�[1]/[d(GCGATCGC)]2�
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�

Figure�3S.�1H�NMR�spectra�(15�12�ppm�and�10�5.5�ppm)�showing�resonance�of�imino�and�aromatic�and�
ribose�H1’�protons�region�at�different�R�=�[1]/[�d(AAGAATTCTT)2]��
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Figure�4S.�1H�NMR�spectra�showing�NH�of�indole�moiety�and�aromatic�protons�of�1�in�the�free�state�(R�=�
[d(AAGAATTCTT)�2]�/[1]=0)�and�at�different�R.�High�and�low�R�values�must�be�related�to�the�free�and�
bound�state�of�DMF1�in�solution�respectively.��
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Figure�5S.�Fluorescence�titration�spectra.�Fluorescence�spectra�of�a�1 �M�solution�of�1�(left)�and�2�(right)�

after�the�addition�of�increasing�amounts�of�Htel�(from�0�to�25 M)�in�potassium�phosphate�buffer.�

Excitation�wavelength�is�265nm.��
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Figure�6S.�Time�dependence�of�the�RMSD�of�heavy�atoms�of�complete�G�quadruplex�(blue)�with�ligand�
atoms�(1�and�2�are�shown�in�red�and�green,�respectively)�at�298�K.�
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Figure�7S.�Time�dependence�of�the�RMSD�of�ligand�1�and�2�on�the�complex�(cyan�and�yellow,�
respectively)�and�A�and�G�quartet�heavy�atoms�(blue)�with�ligand�atoms�(1�and�2�are�shown�in�red�and�
green,�respectively)�at�400K.�
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Figure�8S.�Time�dependence�of�the�RMSD�of�ligand�1�and�2�on�the�complex�(cyan�and�yellow,�
respectively)�and�A�and�G�quartet�heavy�atoms�(blue)�with�ligand�atoms�(1�and�2�are�shown�in�red�and�
green,�respectively)�at�500K.�
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Table�1S.�Selected�1H�chemical�shift�assignments�for�ds24�(�)�in�the�presence�of�1a�
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a�Measured�in�ppm�at�15°C,�R�=�[drug]/[DNA]�=�4.0�

ds24/1� H2/H8/H6� H1'� NH/H5/CH3�

A1� 7.74,� 5.60� ��

A2� 7.89,� 5.52� ��

G3� 7.50� 5.16� ��

A4� 7.88,� 5.79� ��

A5� 7.94,� 5.97� ��

T6� 6.96� 5.96� 1.07�

T7� 7.20� 5.73� 1.33�

C8� 7.38� 5.82� 5.39�

T9� 7.31� 5.93� 1.54�

T10� 7.34� 6.05� 1.54�

G3C8� � � 12.13�

A4T7� � � 13.58�

A5T6� � � 13.42�
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The synthesis of oligomers containing two or three acridine units linked through 2-aminoethylglycine using solid-phase
methodology is described. Subsequent studies on cell viability showed that these compounds are not cytotoxic. Binding to several
DNA structures was studied by competitive dialysis, which showed a clear affinity for DNA sequences that form G-quadruplexes
and parallel triplexes. The fluorescence spectra of acridine oligomers were affected strongly upon binding to DNA. These spectral
changes were used to calculate the binding constants (K). Log K were found to be in the order of 4–6.

1. Introduction

Small organic molecules with specific interactions with DNA
have become antitumor, antiviral, and antibiotic drugs [1,
2]. Duplex DNA-binding drugs interact in two main ways,
through groove binding and through intercalation. Medic-
inal chemistry has made a considerable effort in searching
for and testing of a large number of drugs with increased
selectivity to a range of DNA sequences or structures. More
recently, some of this interest has moved to the search of
new ligands for G-quadruplexes [3]. This structure motif is
formed by the planar association of four guanines in a cyclic
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding tetrad.

Guanine-rich sequences form G-quadruplex structures
and have been found in telomeres [4] and in transcriptional
regulatory regions of critical oncogenes such as c-myc and
c-kit [5, 6]. Ligands that selectively bind and stabilize these
structures have become anticancer drugs of interest [7].

The G-quadruplex stabilization occurs in most cases
by π-π stacking and electrostatic interaction. G-quadruplex
ligands are normally planar aromatic molecules that are
prone to stacking with G-tetrads. Some of them are also

positively charged or have hydrophilic groups to favor
electrostatic interaction [8].

Although there is a long way to go in the develop-
ment of potent drugs that target G-quadruplexes, some
promising lead compounds have been achieved [9]. Several
ligand structures have been studied, such as anthraquinones,
cationic porphyrins, perylene derivatives, and a large num-
ber of compounds [9]. Among the acridine compounds,
3,6,9-trisubstituted acridines have inhibitory activity in the
nanomolar range and they have entered preclinical studies
[8, 10, 11].

In previous studies we described the preparation of
sequence specific oligomers of DNA-intercalating drugs
using protocols based on solid-phase synthesis in an attempt
to facilitate the preparation of compounds with improved
DNA-binding selectivity [12, 13]. It has been proposed that
bis- and tris-intercalating drugs show promising activity and
selectivity [14, 15]. Here we described solid-phase synthesis
protocols for the preparation of several acridine oligomers
linked through 2-aminoethylglycine units as well as their
DNA-binding properties. Although the acridine derivatives
described in this study are not cytotoxic, they show a clear
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Table 1: Sequences of oligonucleotides.

No. Name Sequence (5′–3′)

1 T20 TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT

2 24bclc CCC GCC CCC TTC CTC CCG CGC CCG

3 Dickerson CGC GAA TTC GCG

4 Ds26 CAA TCG GAT CGA ATT CGA TCC GAT TG

5 GA triplex GAA AGA GAG GAG GCC TTT TTG GAG GAG AGA AAG + CCT CCT CTC TTT C

6 TC triplex CCT CCT CTC TTT CCC TTT TTC TTT CTC TCC TCC + GAA AGA GAG GAG G

7 TG4T TGG GGT

8 TBA GGT TGG TGT GGT TGG

9 HT24 TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG GGT

10 24bcl CGG GCG CGG GAG GAA GGG GGC GGG

11 cmyc GGG GAG GGT GGG GAG GGT GGG GAA GGT GGG G

affinity for several DNA G-quadruplex structures, especially
those sequences found in the promoter regions of c-myc [16]
and bcl-2 [17, 18] oncogenes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals. The phosphoramidites and ancillary reagents
used during oligonucleotide synthesis were obtained from
Applied Biosystems (USA) and Link Technologies Ltd.
(Scotland). The rest of the chemicals were purchased
from commercial sources. The Slide-A-Lyzer Mini Dial-
ysis Units 3500MWCO were purchased from Pierce.
Acridine-9-carboxylic acid was obtained from Aldrich. 2-
(Acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid was prepared by reac-
tion of acridine-9-carboxylic acid with glycine methyl
ester and subsequent saponification of the methyl ester
as described [10]. Boc-(2-aminoethyl)glycine(Fmoc) (Boc-
Aeg(Fmoc)-OH) was obtained from Iris Biotech and Fmoc-
glycine (Fmoc-Gly-OH) was obtained from Bachem. Boc-6-
aminohexyl hemisuccinate was prepared by reaction of Boc-
6-aminohexanol with succinic anhydride.

2.2. Oligonucleotide Synthesis. Oligonucleotide sequences
(Table 1) were prepared on an automatic Applied Biosystems
3400 DNA synthesizer on 1 μmoL (CPG resin) scale using
commercially available 2-cyanoethyl phosphoromidites.
After the assembly of the sequences, oligonucleotide-
supports were deprotected using 32% aqueous ammonia
at 55◦C for 16 h. Ammonia solutions were concentrated to
dryness and the residue was desalted by a NAP-10 (Sephadex
G-25) column.

2.3. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Acridine Oligomers. Acridine
dimers and trimers (1–4, Figure 1) were prepared with
the 2-aminoethylglycine scaffold, which allows the growth
of a polyamide skeleton on solid-phase and the following
incorporation of acridine unit.

The assembly of 2-aminoethylglycine derivatives was car-
ried out on methylbenzhydrylamine (MBHA) polystyrene-
1%-divinylbenzene solid support applying an Fmoc/Boc
hybrid strategy using Boc-Aeg(Fmoc)-OH, Fmoc-Gly-OH,
and acridine-9-carboxylic acid as building blocks (Figure 2).

Fmoc-Sarcosine-OH (5 eq) was coupled to the resin
using standard coupling conditions (5 eq. PyBOP and 10 eq.
DIEA, 1 h), then the Fmoc group was removed (20% of
piperidine in DMF, 30min), and Boc-6-aminohexyl hemi-
succinate (Boc–NH–(CH2)6–OCOCH2CH2COOH) was
coupled (5 eq R-COOH, 5 eq. PyBOP and 10 eq. DIEA, 1 h)
to the support. The residual unreacted amino groups were
acetylated with 5 eq. of acetic anhydride and 5 eq. of DIEA.

Next, the Boc group was removed (40% trifluoroacetic
acid in dichloromethane) and the 2-aminoethylglycine
skeleton was synthesized by repetitive couplings of Boc-
Aeg(Fmoc)-OH until reaching the desired dimer or trimer
compound. The last Boc group of the sequence was removed
and the resulting amino group was acetylated (5 eq. acetic
anhydride and 5 eq. DIEA).

Once the aminoethylglycine backbone was built, the
Fmoc-protecting groups of the side chains were removed
(20% of piperidine in DMF, 30min), and Fmoc-Gly-
OH followed by 9-acridine carboxyl acid was coupled to
the support. The progress of the coupling reactions was
followed by ninhydrine test and by UV monitoring of the 9-
methylene-9H-fluorene released during deprotection, which
allowed optimization of the coupling conditions.

The acridine dimer 1 and trimer 3 were obtained
by treatment of the appropriate solid supports with HF
anhydrous at 0◦C. Finally the acridine dimer 2 and trimer
4 were obtained by treatment of dimer 1 and trimer 3
respectively with 32% aqueous ammonia (1 h, 55◦C).

Good yields and purities were obtained for the products
(around 85% for 1 and 2, 75% for 3 and 4). HPLC and
MALDI-TOF spectra are shown in Supplementary Material
available onlie at doi: 10.4061/2010/489060.

The compounds were analyzed by MALDI-TOF, 1
[M+Na+] = 1080.3 (expected 1054.2), 2 [M] = 885.2
(expected 884.0), 3 [M] = 1418.9 (expected 1416.5), and 4
[M] = 1247.4 (expected 1246.4). MALDI-TOF spectra were
obtained using a Perseptive Voyager DETMRP mass spec-
trometer, equipped with nitrogen laser at 337 nm using a 3 ns
pulse. The matrix used contained 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
(DHB, 10mg/mL in water).

Analytical HPLC was performed using XBridge OST C18
(Waters), 2.5 μm, 4.6 × 50mm column using a 10-minute
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Figure 1: Structure of the acridine derivatives prepared.

linear gradient from 9% to 45% B, flow rate 1mL/min;
solution A was 5% ACN in 0,1M aqueous TEAA, and B 70%
ACN in 0.1M aqueous TEAA. HPLC chromatograms andMS
spectra can be found in Supplementary Material.

Fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Jasco FP-6200
spectrofluorometer equipped with a Peltier temperature
controller, λem = 435 nm (λexc = 252 nm).

UV spectra were recorded using a Jasco spectrophotome-
ter V-650, λmax = 252 nm, 360 nm.

2.4. Cell Viability Assays. The in vitro cytotoxicity of the
compounds (Figure 1) was evaluated by colorimetric assays
with tetrazole salts (MTT) on Jurkat clone E6-1 (human
leukemia), GLC-4 clone (human lung carcinoma) cell lines,
and one mouse fibroblast cell line (NIHT-3T3).

GLC4 and Jurkat cell lines were cultured in RPMI and
NIH3T3 in DMEM and supplemented with 10% fetal calf
serum, 10000 u/mL penicillin, 10 μg/mL streptomycin and
200mM L-glutamine. Cells were grown in a humidified
atmosphere of air containing 5% CO2 at 37◦. Cells were
plated in triplicate wells (1.5·104 cells well) in 100 μL
of growth medium in 96-well plates and proliferate for
24 h and then treated with increasing concentrations of
acridine oligomers. After 72 h of incubation, 10 μM of MTT
(5mg/mL in Phosphate buffer saline 10%) was added for
an additional 4 h. The absorbance at 570 nm was measured
on a multiwell plate reader after addition of 100 μl of
isopropanol : 1N HCl (24 : 1). Cell viability was expressed
as a percentage of control and IC50 was determined as the
concentration of drug that produced a 50% reduction of
absorbance at 570 nm.

2.5. Competitive Dialysis Assays. 100 μL of a 50 μM oligonu-
cleotide (Table 1) in potassium phosphate buffer (185mM
NaCl, 185mM KCl, 2mM NaH2PO4, 1mM Na2EDTA,
6mM Na2HPO4 at pH 7) was introduced into a separated

dialysis unit. A blank sample containing only buffer without
oligonucleotide was also prepared. All 12 dialysis units were
then placed in the beaker containing the 1 μM solution
of the appropriate acridine derivative. The samples were
allowed to equilibrate with continuous stirring at room
temperature overnight. After the equilibration period, DNA
samples were removed to an Eppendorf tube. SDS is usually
added to denature the DNA sample and release the acridine
oligomer, but in our case the presence of K+ ions induced the
formation of a white precipitate, which interfered with the
measurement of the fluorescence spectra of the samples.

In order to measure the compound retained in the
dialysis unit, samples were treated with snake-venom phos-
phodiesterase to degrade the DNA and release the acridine
oligomer. 350 μL of potassium phosphate buffer (without
EDTA), buffer at pH 8.5, 50 μL of 100mM MgCl2, and
1 μmof snake venom phosphodiesterase solution were added
for an additional overnight incubation at 37◦C. Finally, the
fluorescence of each sample was measured (λex and λem were
set to 252 and 435 nm, resp.).

2.6. Fluorescence Assays. The study of the interaction equilib-
rium of acridine derivatives and oligonucleotides consists of
recording the fluorescence spectra of a 0.2 μM solution of the
acridine derivative after the addition of increasing amounts
of oligonucleotide (from 0 to 10 μM) in potassium phosphate
buffer (185mM NaCl, 185mM KCl, sodium phosphate,
1mM EDTA, pH 7). These experiments were carried out by
adding small volumes of an oligonucleotide stock solution
to the 0.2 μM solution of the acridine derivative. After 24 h
the emission spectra of the resulting solutions were recorded
from 300 to 500 nm at 252 nm excitation wavelength at 25◦C.

The macroscopic binding constant (K) corresponding to
the reaction

DNA + ligand−−→← Interaction complex (1)
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Figure 2: Solid-phase synthesis of dimer and trimer acridine derivatives. (a) (i) Fmoc-Sar-OH, PyBOP, DIEA; (ii) 20% piperidine, DMF;
(iii) Boc–NH–(CH2)6–OCH2CH2COOH, PyBOP, DIEA; (b) (i) 40% TFA, DCM; (ii) Fmoc-Aeg(Boc)-OH, PyBOP, DIEA; (iii) Repeat steps
(i) and (ii) n times; (c) (i) 40% TFA, DCM; (ii) Ac2O, DIEA, DMF; (d) (i) 20% piperidine, DMF; (ii) Fmoc-Gly-OH, PyBOP, DIEA; (e) (i)
20% piperidine, DMF; (ii) acridine-9-carboxylic acid, PyBOP, DIEA; (f) anhydrous HF (0◦); (g) 32% aqueous NH3.

was calculated from the multivariate analysis of fluorescence
data recorded in the range 300–390 nm using the hard-
modeling program Equispec [19]. This program performs a
nonlinear least squares optimization of K and of the pure
fluorescence spectra corresponding to each of the species
considered (DNA, ligand, and interaction complex). A 1 : 1
stoichiometry DNA : ligand for the interaction complex was
assumed. The logarithms of the binding constants calculated
are given as their weighted means with twice their standard
errors (units of the least significant digit). Results are shown
in Table 2.

2.7. Circular Dichroism. An increasing amount of 1 (from
0 to 8 μM) in potassium phosphate buffer (185mM NaCl,
185mM KCl, sodium phosphate, 1mM EDTA, pH 7) was

added to a 1 μM solution of the oligonucleotide. The
CD spectra were recorded after 24 h on a Jasco J-810
spectropolarimeter attached to a Julabo F/25HD circulating
water bath in 1 cm path-length quartz cylindrical cells, using
a 50 nm/min scan rate, a spectral band width of 1 nm, and
a time constant of 4 s. All the spectra were corrected with
the buffer blank, normalized to facilitate comparisons and
noise-reduced using Matlab software. CD spectra are shown
as supplementary data.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis of Acridine Oligomers. The synthesis of acridine
dimer and trimers has been described previously [13]
using a Boc-(2-aminoethyl)glycine derivative carrying the
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Table 2: Logarithm of the binding constants (log K) calculated from data recorded throughout fluorescence titrations using Equispec
program assuming a 1 : 1 stoichiometry DNA : ligand for the interaction complex (details in materials and methods). Compounds 1–4
correspond to the acridine dimers and trimers prepared in this study. HT24, 24bcl, cmyc, and Dickerson correspond to oligonucleotide
sequences shown in Table 1.

1 2 3 4

HT24 4.9 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 0.3 n.d.

24bcl 6.8 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.2 n.d.

cmyc 5.5 ± 0.3 4.9 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 0.2
Dickerson n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

n.d. not determined.

2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetyl residue. The synthesis of
this monomer was long and yields were low.

An alternative method developed is to first assemble
the Boc-(2-aminoethyl)glycine backbone on solid-phase,
and then the intercalating agent is added. This strategy is
more convenient for rapid synthesis, as it is unnecessary to
construct each intercalating monomer.

Thus, acridine oligomers were assembled using the
methylbenzhydrylamine (MBHA) resin by applying an
Fmoc/Boc hybrid strategy and using Boc-(2-aminoethyl)-
(Fmoc)glycine [Boc-Aeg(Fmoc)-OH] as building block
(Figure 2). The Boc groupwas used to protect the aminoethyl
group of each unit, which thus facilitated elongation of
the backbone. Fmoc was the semipermanent protecting
group for the amino group of glycine through which the
intercalating compound was introduced. The succinyl linker
was selected to connect the solid support and the oligomer.
This linker is used in oligonucleotide synthesis and it is labile
to ammonia. Unfortunately, the linker is not compatible with
Fmoc chemistry. It has been described that an intramolecular
side reaction can lead to premature loss of the oligomers
during the base treatment used to remove the Fmoc group
[20]. Thus, N-methylglycine (sarcosine) was incorporated
between the amino-support and the succinyl linker. The
presence of the N-methyl group prevents the potential side
reaction [20]. 6-Aminohexanol was used to connect the
succinyl linker and the oligomer backbone, as described for
the synthesis of peptide nucleic acid (PNA) oligomers [21].

The (2-aminoethyl)glycine backbone was assembled by
consecutive additions of Boc-Aeg(Fmoc)-OH to obtain the
dimer and trimer sequence. Acetylation of the N-terminal
position was carried out using acetic anhydride and a base.

Next, the removal of the Fmoc group allowed the
addition of a Fmoc-glycine unit as a spacer, which was
followed by the addition of acridine-9-carboxylic acid. The
acridine dimer and trimer were synthesized in this way
(Figure 2).

After assembly of the oligomers, the resulting supports
were treated with ammonia. The desired oligomers were
not released from the support even after prolonged time
and high temperatures. We therefore treated the supports
with anhydrous HF to yield the acridine oligomers 1 and
3, which contain the sarcosyl succinyl linker. At this point
HPLC spectra showed a major peak that had the expected
molecular weight for the oligomers 1 and 3 carrying the
sarcosyl succinyl linker (see supplementary data). This

observation indicates that the simultaneous incorporation
of all acridines proceeded with excellent yields. Ammonia
treatment of acridines 1 and 3 in solution now yielded the
desired acridine dimer 2 and trimer 4 in excellent yields and
purity (see supplementary data). Compounds 1–4 were fully
characterized and their properties were analyzed.

The pKa of the acridine ring of acridine-9-carboxylic acid
and 2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid was measured by
UV titration. pKa of acridine-9-carboxylic acid was 5.5 ±
0.1 and 2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid 4.1± 0.2.We
therefore estimated that the acridine rings of compounds 1–4
are mainly unprotonated at pH 7.0.

3.2. Cell Viability Assay. The in vitro cytotoxicity of the com-
pounds was evaluated by colorimetric assays with tetrazole
salts (MTT). This assay is based on the capacity of living
cells to incorporate and reduce MTT. This reaction can be
followed by the change of absorbance of the reduced and
oxidized forms. This reaction is done by the action of the
mitochondrial enzyme succinatehydrogenase, which is active
only in living cells. The intensity of color is directly correlated
with the number of living cells in the sample. No cytotoxicity
activity was observed in compounds 1–4 at concentrations
up to 50 μM.

3.3. Competitive Dialysis Studies. In order to evaluate the
selectivity of the compounds for DNA structures, a compet-
itive dialysis experiment was performed using 11 oligonu-
cleotides (Table 1) representing several nucleic acid struc-
tures [22]. The more acridine accumulated in the dialysis
unit indicates a higher binding affinity to the oligonucleotide
present in the dialysis unit. As model for single stranded
structures we used T20 and the C-rich complementary strand
of bcl-2 (24bclc). This last oligonucleotide folds in an i-form
quadruplex structure at acidic pH but has no structure in
the conditions used in the dialysis (pH 7) [18]. As duplexes
we used the self-complementary sequences Dickerson-Drew
dodecamer (Dickerson) and a 26 mer (ds26). A parallel
triplex (TC triplex) and an antiparallel triplex (GA triplex)
were also prepared by mixing a hairpin Watson-Crick
sequence and the corresponding triplex-forming sequence.
Finally, the following G-quadruplex sequences were pre-
pared: the tetramolecular parallel G-quadruplex TG4T [23],
the antiparallel thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) [24], the
human telomere sequence (HT24) [25], and the promoter
sequences of c-myc (cmyc) [16] and bcl-2 (24bcl) [17, 18].
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Figure 3: Results obtained by the competitive dialysis assay. The amount of ligand bound to each DNA structure is shown as a bar graph. The
fluorescence of each sample was measured using an excitation wavelength of 252 nm and an emission wavelength of 435 nm, respectively.
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Figure 4: Fluorescence titration spectra. Fluorescence spectra of a 0.2 μM solution of the acridine derivative after the addition of increasing
amounts of oligonucleotide (from 0 to 10 μM) in potassium phosphate buffer. Excitation wavelength is 252 nm.

We used the protocol described by Ren and Chaires
[26] with a few modifications. The buffer solution was
similar to that described in [26] but K+ was included
(185mM) to ensure the formation of the most stable G-
quadruplex structures. At the end of the dialysis experiment,
the amount of acridine derivative bound to the DNA
was analyzed by fluorescence measurement of the acridine
compound. After dialysis, we observed that the spectra of
the acridine derivatives of some samples (especially those
from G-quadruplexes) differed greatly from the fluorescence
spectra of the initial compounds. This difference is attributed
to the interaction of the acridine derivatives with the G-
quadruplex. In order to release the acridine oligomer, the
addition of SDS is recommended [26, 27]. Using SDS, the
presence of K+ ions resulted in the formation of a white
precipitate with SDS which did not allow the measurements
of the fluorescence spectra [27]. In order to solve this

problem, the oligonucleotide was digested with snake venom
phosphodiesterase at the end of the dialysis experiment.
Thus, the fluorescence spectra of the acridine derivatives
were recorded with high accuracy without the interference
of DNA and without the use of SDS.

We measured the binding preferences of compounds 1–4
and the acridine monomers acridine-9-carboxylic acid and
2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid (Figure 1). Acridine-
9-carboxylic acid showed affinity only for duplex ds26
(Figure 3). Unexpectedly, the addition of the glycine residue,
used as spacer, induced a change in the affinity. 2-(Acridine-
9-carboxamide)acetic acid showed the highest affinity for the
G-quadruplex sequences cmyc and 24bcl and less affinity for
duplex ds26.

Dimer 1 (dimer with the sarcosylsuccinyl linker) has a
similar profile as 2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid. In
this case, the G-quadruplex 24bcl is preferred to the cmyc
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sequence. Some affinity for the TC triplex is observed but no
affinity for duplex ds26. Surprisingly, dimer 2 (without the
sarcosylsuccinyl linker) lost most of the selectivity although
some residual higher affinity for G-quadruplex 24bcl was
observed.

In contrast, trimer 3 (trimer with the sarcosylsuccinyl
linker) presented lower binding affinity than the other
compounds. However, trimer 4 (without the sarcosylsuccinyl
linker) recovered most of the affinity for 24bcl and cmyc
showing a similar profile to that observed for dimer 1.

3.4. Measurement of G-Quadruplex-Affinity Constants by
Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Dialysis experiments suggest that
some of the acridine derivatives prepared have special affinity
for 24bcl and cmyc G-quadruplexes. In order to confirm this
observation, binding constants were estimated using mole-
ratio experiments monitored with fluorescence spectroscopy.
Hence, increasing amounts of oligonucleotides 24bcl, HT24,
cmyc, and Dickerson were added to a solution with a
fixed concentration of the acridine derivatives, and the
fluorescence spectra were recorded at excitation wavelengths
252 and 360 nm.

At both wavelengths, changes in the fluorescence spec-
tra upon the addition of oligonucleotides were observed.
Figure 4 shows the changes in the fluorescence spectra of
acridine dimer 1 at excitation wavelengths 252 nm when
oligonucleotides 24bcl, HT24, cmyc, and Dickerson were
added. A dramatic increase in fluorescence intensity was
observed around 360 nm upon addition of G-quadruplex
DNA sequences (24bcl, HT24, and cmyc). The greatest
changes were seen with 24bcl and cmyc. Similar results
were found with compounds 2, 3, and 4 as well as
2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid (see supplementary
data). Interestingly, when the Dickerson dodecamer was
added, no changes in the fluorescence spectra were detected.
The progressive modification of the fluorescence spectrum
of these compounds reflects their interaction with the G-
quadruplex.

Fluorescence data obtained at an excitation wavelength of
252 nm were analyzed with the hard-modelling EQUISPEC
program in order to calculate the corresponding binding
constants (Table 2). The values of the logarithm of the bind-
ing constant (logK) obtained lie in the range 4–6, suggesting
a weak interaction with DNA. Of all the compounds, dimer
1 showed the highest binding constants, thereby suggesting
a stronger interaction with DNA than the other compounds
studied. However these values were slightly lower than the
binding constants calculated for other similar ligands, such
as the acridine monomers BRACO-19 (logK = 7.4) and
BSU6048 (logK = 6.5) [28] or a hemicyanine-peptide ligand
(logK = 7.1 [29]), when interacting with human telomere
quadruplex.

Changes in the fluorescence spectra at an excitation
wavelength of 360 nm were also recorded. Fluorescent emis-
sion at this wavelength 360 nm was much lower than that
recorded at 252 nm; so the fluorescent signal was low. Upon
addition of the oligonucleotide to a solution of compounds
1–4, the formation of a new maximum at 442 nm was
observed (see supplementary data). Although the fluorescent

intensity was low, we could estimate the binding constant of
the stronger interactions of compound 1 with 24bcl (7.2 ±
0.4) and cmyc (5.5±0.2) sequences (see supplementary data).
These values are in agreement with those recorded at an
excitation wavelength of 252 nm (Table 1).

Finally, CD spectra of the DNA : ligand mixtures showed
no significant differences in relation to those of DNA (see
supplementary data). This observation suggests that the
DNA G-quadruplex structure is not altered significantly
upon binding of the acridine derivatives.

4. Conclusions

In summary, here we have described a new optimized
protocol for the synthesis of acridine oligomers with a (2-
aminoethyl)glycine backbone. In this method, the Boc-(2-
aminoethyl)glycine backbone is first assembled on solid-
phase, and then the intercalating agent is assembled on the
backbone. This strategy is faster and more efficient than
the one described previously [13] and yields the desired
oligomers with good yields. A succinyl linker was used to
connect the oligomers to the solid support. The succinyl
linker attached to sarcosine was unexpectedly too stable and
oligomers could not be directly released from the support by
a single ammonia treatment. Instead a two-step protocol was
used obtaining the desired compounds and an intermediate
oligomer carrying a long succinyl sarcosine chain at the C-
terminal position.

Competitive dialysis experiments have shown differences
on the affinity of acridine oligomers to G-quadruplexes.
Higher affinities are found in G-quadruplex sequences
present on the promoter regions of c-myc and bcl-2 onco-
genes. This affinity is modulated by the number of acridines
and the presence of the succinyl sarcosine chain at the C-
terminal position, dimer 1 and trimer 4 being the more rele-
vant compounds for G-quadruplex binding. The monomer
2-(acridine-9-carboxamide)acetic acid also shows binding
properties of interest and it is the simplest compound to
be prepared. Unfortunately, the compounds synthesized in
this study did not have antiproliferative activity in spite
of their affinity to quadruplex. This observation contrasts
with other reported quadruplex-binding acridine derivatives,
such as BRACO-19 [11, 30] which shows anticancer activity.
The lower affinity to telomere G-quadruplex sequence and
the larger size of the acridine derivatives described in the
present study may hinder cellular uptake and may explain
the absence of antiproliferative activity.

The acridine nucleus is described to interact to G-
quadruplex. Depending on the substituents, the acridine
nitrogen can be charged when bound to DNA, and with the
ring stacked on a G-tetrad, the charge will occupy a position
similar to that of the potassium cation that stabilizes the G-
quadruplex [28]. The introduction of protonable side chains
on the acridine ligand enhances binding by electrostatic
interactions [28]. In our case the acridines had no protonable
substituents and the acridine nitrogen was not charged when
bound to DNA. For this reason, the affinity of oligomeric
acridines to G-quadruplexes is due to the multimeric nature
of the compounds as well as the addition of a glycine
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to acridine-9-carboxylic acid. An interesting possibility for
future development is the introduction of protonable sites
at the oligomeric acridines, which may increase solubility
in water, affinity to target, and cellular uptake. The method
described here will contribute to accelerating the preparation
of potential active oligomeric compounds.
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Figure S3. Circular dichroism spectra of cmyc sequence in the presence of compound 1. 
To a 1 μM solution of the oligonucleotide were added an increasing amount of 1 (from 0 
to 8 μM) in potassium phosphate buffer (185 mM NaCl, 185 mM KCl, sodium 
phosphate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7). The CD spectra were recorded after 24 hours. 
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Background: DNA-intercalating drugs are planar molecules with several fused aromatic rings that form stacks
between DNA base pairs, reducing the opening and unwinding of the double helix. Recently, interest on
intercalating agents has moved in the search for new ligands to G-quadruplex structures.
Methods: The DNA binding properties of 4-aminoproline oligomers functionalized with one, two or three units
of acridine and/or quindoline have been analyzed by competitive dialysis. A NMR/molecular dynamics study
was performed on G-quadruplex telomeric sequence and the 4-aminoproline dimer carrying two quindolines.
A model of the complex with the telomeric DNA quadruplex is described.
Results and conclusions: A selectivity of quindoline 4-aminoproline oligomers for G-quadruplex and triplex
structures was observed, especially for those quadruplex sequences found in telomeres and in the promoter
regions of c-myc and bcl-2 oncogenes. In this model the quindoline dimer is stabilized by π–π stacking
interactions between the aromatic rings of the ligand and the nucleobases of the telomeric sequence that are
located above and below the molecule.
General significance: The results of this work can be used for the design of newmolecules with high affinity to
telomeres which may have anticancer properties.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

DNA-intercalating drugs are planar molecules formed by several
fused aromatic rings that form stacks between DNA base pairs, thus
reducing the opening and unwinding of the double helix. Each
intercalating drug binds strongly to particular base pairs due to
several interactions, ranging from van der Waals interactions to the
formation of hydrogen bonds with adjacent nucleobases [1,2]. The
selectivity of intercalating drugs may be improved by linking several
intercalating units. Various authors have described the synthesis of
bis- or tris-intercalating drugs with promising activity and selectivity
[3,4].

Recently, interest on intercalating agents hasmoved in the search for
new ligands to G-quadruplex structures [5]. This structure motif is
formed by the planar association of four guanines in a cyclic Hoosgsteen
hydrogen bonding tetrad. Guanine rich sequences are able to form
G-quadruplex structureswhich have been found in telomeres [6] and in
transcriptional regulatory regions of important oncogenes such as
c-myc, and c-kit, [7,8]. Ligands that selectively bind and stabilize these
structures have become interesting anticancer drugs [9]. G-quadruplex
stabilization occurs in most of the cases by π–π stacking and
electrostatic interaction. G-quadruplex ligands are normally planar
aromaticmolecules that are prone to stackingwithG-tetrads [10]. Some
of them are also positively charged or have hydrophilic groups to favor
electrostatic interaction [11].
In previous papers we have described the preparation of sequence

specific oligomers of DNA-intercalating drugs using protocols based
on solid-phase synthesis in an attempt to facilitate the preparation of
compounds with improved DNA-binding selectivity [12,13]. The
preparation of several acridine oligomers linked through 2-ami-
noethylglycine units by solid-phase synthesis protocols was also
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described [14]. These compounds show a clear affinity for several DNA
G-quadruplex structures. Here we describe the DNA-binding proper-
ties of a complete series of 4-aminoproline oligomers carrying up to
three units of acridine and quindoline molecules. Competitive dialysis
experiments show a very high affinity of quindoline 4-aminoproline
oligomers for G-quadruplex especially those quadruplex sequences
found in the promoter regions of c-myc[15] and bcl-2 [16,17]
oncogenes. A detailed NMR/molecular dynamics studywas performed
on G-quadruplex telomeric sequence and the dimer quindoline-
quindoline which is the oligomer with higher affinity for quadru-

plexes. A model of the complex that explains the affinity of the
quindoline dimer with the DNA quadruplex is described.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Compounds

(1) Acridine-9-carboxylic acid, (2) 2-(acridine-9-carboxamide) acetic
acid, (3) 10H-Indolo[3,2b]quinoline-11-carboxylic acid, (4) 2-(10H-
Indolo[3,2b]quinoline-11-carboxamide) acetic acid and (5–18) acridine
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Fig. 1. Structure of the acridine and quindoline derivates.
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and quindoline 4-aminoproline backbone oligomers were synthesized
according topublishedprocedures [13]. Their formulas are shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Oligonucleotide synthesis

All the standard phosphoroamidites and reagents for DNA
synthesis were purchased from Applied Biosystems and from Link
Technologies. The synthesis of the oligonucleotides was performed at
1 μmol scale on an Applied Biosystem DNA/RNA 3400 synthesizer by
solid-phase 2-cyanoethylphosphoroamidite chemistry. The following
sequences were prepared: T20: d(5′-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT-3′),
24bclc: d(5′-CCC GCC CCC TTC CTC CCG CGC CCG-3′), 6-mer: d(5′-CGA
TGC-3′), Dickerson: d(5′-CGC GAA TTC GCG-3′), ds26: d(5′-CAA TCG
GAT CGA ATT CGA TCC GAT TG-3′), GA triplex : d(5′-GAA AGA GAG
GAGGCC TTT TTG GAGGAG AAG-3′)+d(5′-CCT CCT CTC TTT C-3′), TC
triplex: d(5′-CCT CCT CTC TTT CCC TTT TTC TTT CTC TCC TCC-3′)+d
(5′-GAA AGAGAGGAGG-3′), TG4T: d(5′-TGGGGT-3′), TBA: d(5′-GGT
TGG TGT GGT TGG-3′), HT24: d(5′-TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG
GGT-3′), T2AG3: d(5′-TTA GGG-3′), 24bcl: d(5′-CGG GCG CGG GAG
GAAGGGGGCGGG-3′), cmyc: d(5′-GGGGAGGGTGGGGAGGGTGGG
GAA GGT GGG G-3′). The resulting oligonucleotides were purified by
HPLC and desalted in a Sephadex (NAP-10) G25 column.

2.3. Competitive dialysis assays

A total 200 mL of the dialysate solution containing 1 μMcompound
was used for each competition dialysis assay. A volume of 100 1vμL at
50 μM monomeric unit of each of oligonucleotide sequence was
placed in dialysis unit. Potassium phosphate buffer containing
185 mM NaCl, 185 mM KCl, 2 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM Na2EDTA and
6 mM Na2HPO4 at pH 7 was used for all experiments.
The samples were allowed to equilibrate with continuous stirring

at room temperature overnight. Dialysis samples were removed to an
Eppendorf tube. In order to measure the compound entered in the
dialysis unit, dialysis samples were degraded to liberate the derivate
as described previously [14].
Finally, the fluorescence of each samples was measured (λex and

λem were set to 252 and 435 nm in acridine derivates and 276 and
500 nm in quindoline derivates) and normalized for each compound.

2.4. NMR spectroscopy

The NMR spectra were recorded by Bruker AV-600 spectrometer
operating at a frequency of 600.10 MHz for 1H. 1H spectra were
recorded at variable temperature ranging from 5 °C to 75 °C. 1H
chemical shifts (δ) were measured in ppm and referenced to external
DSS (2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate sodium salt) set at
0.00 ppm. Estimated accuracy for protons is within 0.02 ppm.
The samples for NMR measurements were dissolved in 500 μl

H2O/D2O (9:1) containing 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM
EDTA (pH 6.7) for the quadruplex d(5′-TTA GGG-3′)4 and containing
10 mMKH2PO4, 70 mMKCl and 0.2 mMEDTA (pH 7.0) for the double
helix d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2. Thefinal concentration of the oligonucleotide
solutions ranged between 0.6 and 0.7 mM. A stock solution of 9 and 3
was prepared in DMSO-d6 at the concentration of 6 and 12.5 mM,
respectively.
NMR titration was performed by adding increasing amounts of

drugs to the oligonucleotides solution at R=[ligand]/[DNA] ratio from
0 to 0.75 (after this value the drug precipitates) for 9 and from 0 to 3.0
for 3. ). In order to better identify the drug protons in the complex, the
inverse titration experiment was performed, by adding increasing
amounts of DNA, from R=20 to R=1.5, to a solution of 9 at constant
concentration (0.2 mM).
Standard homonuclear 2D-NMR experiments were performed to

assign the resonances of the complexes, including DQF-COSY, TOCSY
and NOESY [18,19]. The mixing times were set at 150 ms and 300 ms

for NOESY and 60 ms for TOCSY. For samples in H2O, the excitation
sculpting sequences from standard Bruker pulse program libraries
were employed.
Typically, 2048×1024 data points were acquired using TPPI and

transformed to a final 4 K × 4 K real datamatrix after apodisationwith a
90° and 90°-shifted sine-bell squared function in f2- and f1-domain,
respectively. Baseline correction was achieved by a 5th-degree
polynomial function.
The sequential assignments in free and bound oligonucleotides

were performed by applying well established procedures for the
analysis of double stranded and quadruplex structures.
The program Sparky [20] was used to assign the NOESY cross-

peaks. The d(5′-TTA GGG-3′)4 and d(5′-CGAT CG-3′)2 NMR spectra
were previously assigned [21,22].

2.5. Molecular modelling

The structure of compound 9 was built using a Silicon Graphics
4D35GT workstation running the Insight II and Discover software and
was generated using standard bond lengths and angles. Molecular
mechanics (MM) andmolecular dynamics (MD)was carried out using
both CVFF and AMBER forcefield. Molecular docking experiments
were performed on an Apple® QuadXeon MacPro workstation with
Autodock 4.0. This software uses an empirical scoring function based
on the free energy of binding [23,24]. Among the stochastic search
algorithms offered by the Autodock suite, we chose the Lamarckian
Genetic Algorithm (LGA) which combines global search (Genetic
Algorithm alone) to local search (Solis and Wets algorithm [25]).
Genetic algorithms are based on the evolutionary concept in which
the solution to an adaptive problem is spread among a genetic pool. In
molecular docking, the “solution” corresponds to the best binding
position for the ligand, and it is represented by a “chromosome” file
containing translation, orientation, and torsion “genes.” Basically, a
genetic algorithm creates a randomly placed population of individuals
(ligands) and then applies cycles of genetic operators (mutation and
crossover) giving rise to new generations until a suitable solution is
achieved. The “solutions” are evaluated through their free energy of
binding and (for 9) looking at their agreement with the NOE data. The
small molecule compounds (3 and 9) and the quadruplex (obtained
from Protein Data Bank [http://www.rcsb.org], PDB ID: 1NP9) were
processed using the Autodock Tool Kit (ADT) [26]. Gasteiger–Marsili
charges [27] were loaded on the small molecules in ADT and Cornell
parameters were used for the phosphorous atoms in the DNA.
Solvation parameters were added to the final macromolecule
structure using Addsol utility of Autodock. Each docking consisted
of an initial population of 50 randomly placed individuals, a maximum
number of 200 energy evaluations, a mutation rate of 0.02, a crossover
rate of 0.80, and an elitism value of 1. For the local search, the so-
called pseudo-Solis and Wets algorithm was applied using a
maximum of 250 iterations per local search. The probability of
performing local search on an individual in the population was 0.06
and the maximum number of consecutive failures before doubling or
halving the local step size was 4. Fifty independent docking runs were
carried out for each ligand. The grid maps representing the system in
the actual docking process were calculated with Autogrid. The grids
(one for each atom type in the ligand, plus one for electrostatic
interactions) were chosen to be sufficiently large to include the entire
width of the DNA fragment in which the original inhibitor was posed,
together with a portion of minor and major grooves. The simpler
intermolecular energy function based on the Weiner force field in
Autodock was used to score the docking results. Results differing by
less than 1.0 Å in positional root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) were
clustered together and represented by the result with the most
favorable free energy of binding. Since we could not use rmsd as the
only accuracy criterion, we opted for a more subjective yet more
representative criterion, which was to classify the resulting binding
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mode by consistence with the NOE results and visual inspection as
intercalation, minor groove binding, or others (major groove binding,
interaction with phosphate groups and so on).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Competitive dialysis studies

To evaluate the selectivity and the affinity of acridine and quindoline
derivates for different DNA structures, we performed a competitive
dialysis experiment using 11 nucleic acid structures [14].
As models for single stranded structures we used T20 and 24bclc.

As duplexes we used the self-complementary sequences Dickerson–
Drew dodecamer (Dickerson) and a 26 mer (ds26). A parallel triplex
(TC triplex) and an antiparallel triplex (GA triplex)were also prepared
by mixing a hairpin Watson–Crick sequence and the corresponding
triplex-forming sequence. Finally, the following G-quadruplex se-
quences were prepared: the tetramolecular parallel G-quadruplex
TG4T [28], the antiparallel thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) [29], the
human telomere sequence (HT24) [30], and the promoter sequences
of c-myc (cmyc) [15] and bcl-2 (24bcl) [16,17]. The amount of the
bound ligand was directly proportional to the binding constant for
each DNA structure [31,32].
Fig. 2 displays the oligonucleotide affinity for each compound.

Fig. 2A showed the results for acridine derivates 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7.
Acridine-9-carboxylic 1 interacts only with duplex ds26, the derivate
2 with a glycine residue, induced a change in the affinity showing a
slight quadruplex preference, in particular for cmyc and 24bcl. On the
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Fig. 2. Results obtained by the competitive dialysis assay. The amount of ligand (Fig. 1) bound to each DNA structure is shown as a bar graph. The nucleic acid names are given on the
left, and structures are described in Materials and methods. The values are normalized for each compound. A) Acridine derivatives: monomers 1, 2, 5, acridine dimer 6 and acridine
trimer 7. B) Quindoline derivatives: monomers 3, 4, 8, quindoline dimer 9 and quindoline trimer 10. C) Dimers carrying acridine and quindoline 11, 12. D) Trimers carrying acridine
and quindoline 13–18.

Fig. 3. Low field region of 1H NMR spectra of (T2AG3)4/9 complex in H2O, 25 mM
KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 6.7), 25°C at different R=[9]/[(T2AG3)4]. The
resonances belonging to the bound species are indicated by an asterisk.
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contrary, the acridine 4-aminoproline oligomers 5, 6 and 7 only
interacts with quadruplex structures.
Fig. 2B shows that quindoline-11-carboxylic acid 3, quindoline-11-

carboxamide acetic acid 4 monomer 8 and trimer 10 derivatives do
not present any selectivity. The affinity and selectivity for the
quadruplex structures increases up in the dimer 9. The oligonucleo-
tide affinity and selectivity drop down in the mixed dimers 11 and 12
(Fig. 2C). No selectivity and affinity improvement are observed for the
mixed trimers 13–18 (Fig. 2D) compared with the mixed dimers.

3.2. 1H NMR experiments and molecular modeling on the [9]/[(T2AG3)4]
complex

On the basis of dialysis studies compound9demonstrated the higher
affinity and selectivity for the quadruplex structures studied in this
work. In order to study in depth this binding, compound 9, which had
the higher affinity for quadruplex structures,was titrated into a solution
of quadruplex model (T2AG3)4 contained in the human telomere
sequence and the resultingmixtureswere analyzed by 1H-NMR. T2AG3
is short model sequence contained in HT24 oligonucleotide. This
oligonucleotide has been used previously for NMR characterization of
drug binding on telomeric DNA sequences [33]. The short oligonucle-

otide has amore simple NMR spectrum thanHT24 sequence facilitating
the study of the interactions of the drug with the DNA sequence.
We performed competitive dialysis experiments with compound 9

including the T2AG3 oligonucleotide (Fig. 1S supplementary section).
The affinity of compound 9 for HT24 is slightly higher than T2AG3 but
it is in the range of the high affinity group that includes quadruplex
forming oligonucleotide: HT24, cmyc and 24bcl sequences.
Moreover, the buffer conditions used in the competitive dialysis

experiments are not appropriate for NMR studies as the salt concen-
tration is too high. NMR experiments were performed in 25 mM
KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA. Competitive dialysis experi-
ments for quindoline dimer, 9, in both (dialysis and NMR) buffer
conditions are included in the supplementary section (Fig. 1S). There are
small changes but essentially the relative affinities are similar in both
buffer conditions.
The spectra in H2O showed three signals, in the region of

11–12 ppm, belonging to Hoogsteen-bound guanine imino proton of
the G quartets (Fig. 3). The addition of 9 to the quadruplex solution till
a ratio R=[9]/[(T2AG3)4]=0.75 basically did not change the imino
proton resonances but causes the appearance of two new down field
signals (+0.3 ppm) belonging to a bound species in low chemical
exchange. Unfortunately the very low solubility of 9 in water

Fig. 4. 2DNOESY spectrum of (T2AG3)4/9 complex at R=[9]/[(T2AG3)4]=0.75, 25 mM
KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA (pH 6.7) at 25°C. Intra and inter residues
interactions were shown. Extra aromatic protons of 9 and (T2AG3)4 contacts were
observed with: (a) CH3T2, (b) H2′G5, (c) H2′G4 (d) CH3T2.

Table 1
Intermolecular NOE interactions and inter-proton distances (Å) for the complex of 9
with (T2AG3)4a.

9 d(TTAGGG)4 db

H (7.80 ppm) 1′-H A3 4.60 I
8-H G4 5.06 II
2′-H G4 5.20 II
2′′-H G5 4.38 II
3′-H G5 5.61 II
4′-H G5 3.58 I
4′-H G6 4.95 II
CH3 T2 2.86 I

H (7.26 ppm) 1′-H A3 3.92 II
1′-H A3 5.18 I
CH3 T2 3.75 I

Distance violations (N0.3 Å)

a Acquired at 25 °C, H2O-D2O (90:10 v/v), pH 6.7, 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1
mM EDTA. 2′-H and 2′′-H stand for low field and up field proton, respectively.
b Obtained from the best structures of the complex resulting from the molecular

docking studies. The distances are referred to the T1–G6 also in different strands (I and II).

Table 2
1H chemical shift values for the complexes d(5′-TTA GGG-3′)4a and d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2b

with 9.

Protons (TTAGGG)4/9 Protons (CGATCG)2/9

NH G4 11.60 NHC1G6 n.d.
NH G5 11.20 NHG2C5 12.92
NH G6 10.51 NHA3T4 13.66
6H T1 7.40 NH2 C1 8.28, 7.07
6H T2 7.29 NH2 C5 8.63, 7.07
8H A3 8.42 6H C1 7.67
2H A3 8.05 8H G2 8.03
8H G4 7.76 8H A3 8.34
8H G5 7.48 2H A3 7.93
8H G6 7.34 8H G6 8.00
CH3 T1 1.67 6H T4 7.25
CH3 T2 1.75 6H C5 7.53
1′H T1 5.99 5H C1 6.00
1′H T2 6.22 5H C5 5.70
1′H A3 6.24 CH3 T4 1.45
1′H G4 6.00 1′H C1 5.76
1′H G5 6.00 1′H G2 5.91
1′H G6 6.09 1′H A3 6.36
2′2′′H T1 2.33, 2.08 1′H T4 6.00
2′2′′H T2 2.33, 2.03 1′H C5 5.77
2′2′′H A3 2.85, 2.85 1′H G6 6.20
2′2′′H G4 2.80, 2.56 2′2′′H C1 2.45, 1.93
2′2′′H G5 2.86, 2.69 2′2′′H G2 2.89, 2.78
2′2′′H G6 2.83, 2.60 2′2′′H A3 3.02, 2.75
3′H T1 4.65 2′2′′H T4 2.48, 2.07
3′H T2 4.72 2′2′′H C5 2.40, 2.08
3′H A3 5.08 2′2′′H G6 2.68, 2.41
3′H G4 4.98 3′H C1 4.63
3′H G5 5.02 3′H G2 5.04
3′H G6 4.85 3′H A3 5.07
4′H T1 3.98 3′H T4 5.08
4′H T2 4.05 3′H C5 4.86
4′H A3 4.44 3′H G6 4.72
4′H G4 4.49 4′H C1 4.17
4′H G5 4.30 4′H G2 n.d.
4′H G6 4.47 4′H A3 4.53

5′5′′H C1 4.02
5′5′′H G2 4.02, 4.02
5′5′′H C5 4.20, 4.17
5′5′′H G6 4.12, 4.06
5′5′′H A3 4.28, 4.14
5′5′′H T4 4.34, 4.22

a Measured at 25°C in ppm (δ) and referenced from external DSS, H2O- D2O
(90:10 v/v), pH 6.7, 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA.
b Measured at 15°C in ppm (δ) and referenced from external DSS. Solvent H2O-D2O

(90:10 v/v); pH 6.7, R=[9]/[DNA]=1.
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precluded to continue the titration experiment. Thenon-exchangeable
protons of the oligonucleotide showed the appearance of two new
signals at 7.80 and 7.26 ppm, belonging to the drug, together with a
signal at 8.40 ppm attributed to H8A3 in the bound species (Fig. 2S).
The spectrum of the 9 without oligonucleotide, because of the high
symmetry of the molecule showed only 4 signals on the aromatic
protons region (Fig. 3S). In order to better identify the drug protons in
the complex, the inverse titration experiment was performed, by
adding increasing amounts ofDNA, fromR=20 to R=1.5, to a solution
of 9 at constant concentration (0.2 mM) (Fig. 4S). The results are the
same of the direct titration (Fig. 2S).
Despite this, NOESY spectra were acquired at R=[9] /[(T2AG3)4]=

0.5 and 0.75 that revealed few but significant contacts of 9 with T2,
A3, G4, G5 and G6 protons indicating a binding to the quadruplex.
Some examples are reported in Fig. 4 and Table 1 lists the NOE data
and the distances values of the final structure obtained by MD. All the
protons of the bound species were attributed and the assignments are
reported in Table 2.
A slight stabilization of the complex was proved by a melting

experiment that resulted in an increase of the melting temperature
(Tm) in comparison with the free oligonucleotide (Fig. 5)
The dimer structure of 9 was built using the fragment library in

Insight II and Discover. Each fragment was optimized by conjugate
algorithm and the resulting monomer was also optimized. The dimer
was built by joining two monomers and the final structure was
optimized oncemore. Analysis of the resulting geometries revealed that

the energetically most favorable conformation was that in which the
two aromatic rings adopt a folded structure (Fig. 6) with an angle
between aromatic systems around 60°, showing a π stack arrangement.
The so-derived structurewas then used as a starting point to study its

interaction with the quadruplex by using a molecular docking experi-
ment. Becauseof the interactionbetween thedimer structureof9 and the
quadruplex, all the conformation of the dimer obtained by molecular
docking were found to be different than the structure previously
optimized and used as a starting point in the calculation. Moreover,
none of 9-quadruplex complexes resulting from the calculation has
shown the ability of the 9molecule to intercalate within the quadruplex,
probably due to steric hindrance caused by the large size of the dimer.
The analysis of the best solution obtained from molecular docking

shows that the dimer molecule binds externally on the two opposite
sides of the same strand, stabilized by π–π stacking interactions
between the two aromatic rings of the dimer and the aromatic
systems of the nucleotides, clamping one strand of the quadruplex
(see Fig. 7). By adopting this conformation, the ligand is able to
interact with T2, A3, G4 and G5 of various strands, a situation which
leads to a significant stabilization of the complex in according the
melting experiment. The complex is further stabilized by the presence
of a strong hydrogen bond between the ligand amide nitrogen and the
OP2 oxygen belonging to G4, at a distance of 2.25Å.

Fig. 5. Thermal denaturation of the parallel (T2AG3)4 quadruplex structure (25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.7). On the left the spectrum of DNA alone is shown
and on the right the spectrum of the complex with 9.

Fig. 6. Energy minimized structure of 9.

Fig. 7. Lateral (left) and upper (right) views of the 9-quadruplex best-solution obtained
from molecular docking calculations. Both molecules are represented by their solvent
accessible surfaces (SAS), green for the 9molecule and yellow for the quadruplex (PDB
ID:1NP9).
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The goodness of this conformation was confirmed by NOE data
with the distance calculated on the basis of the modeling obtained
(Table 1).
We built the model of compound 3 and the quadruplex. It was

energy-minimized and subjected to a restrained molecular dynamics
calculations (MD). The resulting structure was used to obtain a
prediction for the complex with the quadruplex structure, using again
a molecular docking experiment. Unlike the previous case, the
compound 3 behaves as a true intercalating agent, fitting completely
within the quadruplex, in the pocket between the A3 and G4 units
belonging to the four strands (Fig. 8). These results agree with the
interaction between 5-N-Methyl quindoline derivatives and the same
quadruplex structure already described in the literature [33,34].
The resulting complex is only stabilized byπ–π stacking interactions

between the aromatic ring of the ligand and the rings of bases that are
located above and below the molecule. The ability of the 3 to fit within
the quadruplex, and then to behave as a true intercalating agent,
indirectly proveswhat has been stated before, namely that in the case of
the dimer 9, this possibility is precluded only by steric factors and not by
structural and/or electronic characteristics of the molecule.

3.3. 1H NMR experiments on the [9]/[d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2] complex

The increase in the line broadening of the resonances of NHG2C5,
NHA3T4 imino, aromatic and anomeric protons can easily be followed

during the titration experiments with 9, as shown in Fig. 9. The imino
proton NHC1G6 is difficult to monitor because of the fraying which
involve the base pairs terminal ends. A slight shielding at maximum of
0.09 ppm was shown for the aromatic protons. The protons were
attributed and the assignments are reported in Table 2. The addition of
9 into double stranded oligonucleotide produces a generalized line
broadening. The 1H NOESY spectra of the complex with 9 suggest,
even with few number of NOEs interactions, the binding at the level of
G2, C5 bases (H8G2/Har, H5and H6C5/Har).
The same titration experiment performed with 3 shows no line

broadening of imino proton resonances and no chemical shift variations
(Fig. 5S Supporting Information) even at high [3]/[d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2]
ratio. These observations suggest that compound 3 does not interact
with short double helix oligonucleotides as it was also confirmed by 2D
NOESY experiments which do not show any contact points between
drug and oligonucleotide.

4. Conclusions

In summary we have used competitive dialysis experiments in
order to determine the DNA binding properties of a complete series of
4-aminoproline oligomers carrying up to three units of acridine and
quindoline molecule. A high selectivity of quindoline 4-aminoproline
oligomers for G-quadruplex and triplex structures was observed.
Selectivity for quadruplex was also found for some acridine oligomers
but the affinity was lower compared with quindoline oligomers. The
affinity of acridine 4-aminoproline oligomers was similar to the
affinity described for acridine oligomers built on the 2-aminoethyl-
glycine backbone [14] indicating that both backbones provide similar
DNA-binding properties to the resulting oligomers.
A detailed NMR/molecular dynamics study on G-quadruplex

telomeric sequence and the 4-aminoproline dimer carrying two
quindolines shows the reasons of the affinity of the quindoline dimer
with the telomeric DNA quadruplex. First the most stable conforma-
tion of the quindoline dimer alone adopts a structure in which the two
aromatic rings stack with an angle around 60°. This structure fits on
the quadruplex clamping one strands and the complex is stabilized by
π–π stacking interactions between the aromatic rings of the ligand
and the nucleobases of the telomeric sequence that are located above
and below the molecule. The results of this work and specially the
model of the complex can be used for the design of new molecules
with high affinity to telomeres which may have anticancer properties.

Fig. 8. Schematic drawing of the lowest energy intercalation complex 3-quadruplex
obtained from molecular docking calculation. The ligand is represented in stick, while
quadruplex is in rings style, surrounded by the solvent accessible surface.

Fig. 9. Imino and aromatic protons region of 1H NMR spectra of d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2/9 complex in H2O, 10 mM KH2PO4, 70 mM KCl and 0.2 mM EDTA (pH 7.0), 15 °C at different R=
[9]/[d(5′-CGA TCG-3′)2].
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Figure 1S. Competitive dialysis assay for compound 9. A) 185 mM NaCl, 185 mM KCl, 2 mM 
NaH2PO4, 1 mM EDTA and 6mM Na2HPO4 (same conditions than competitive dialysis 
experiments shown in Figure2). B) 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA (same 
conditions than NMR studies). The oligonucleotide sequence T2AG3 used in NMR studies is 
included in addition to the oligonucleotides shown in Figure 2. �
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Figure 2S. Aromatic protons region of 1H NMR spectra of (T2AG3)4/ 9 complex in H2O, 25 mM 
KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.7, 25°C at  R = [9]/[ (T2AG3)4]=0 and R=0.75. 
The addition of the 9 causes the loss of the original symmetry of T2AG3.

Figure 3S. Aromatic protons region of 1H NMR spectrum of 9 in D2O, 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM 
KCl and 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.7, 25°C. 
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Figure 4S. Aromatic protons region of 1H NMR spectra of (T2AG3)4/ 9 complex in H2O, 25 mM 
KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.7, 25°C at different R = [ (T2AG3)4]/ [9].
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Figure 5S. Imino and aromatic protons region of 1H NMR spectra of (CGATCG)2/ 3 complex in 
H2O, 10 mM KH2PO4, 70 mM KCl and 0.2 mM EDTA (pH 7.0), 15°C at different R = [3]/[ 
(CGATCG)2].
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Abstract: Several acridine derivatives were synthesized and their anti-proliferative activity 
was determined. The most active molecules were derivatives of 5-methylacridine-4-
carboxylic acid. The DNA binding properties of the synthesized acridines were analyzed 
by competitive dialysis and compared with the anti-proliferative activities. While inactive 
acridine derivatives showed high selectivity for G-quadruplex structures, the most active  
5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide derivatives had high affinity for DNA but showed poor 
specificity. An NMR titration study was performed with the most active 5-methylacridine-
4-carboxamide, confirming the high affinity of this compound for both duplex and 
quadruplex DNAs. 

Keywords: acridine; DNA-binding drugs; solid-phase synthesis; G-quadruplex; NMR  
 

1. Introduction 

DNA-intercalating drugs are planar molecules composed by several fused aromatic rings that form 
stacks between DNA base pairs, thus reducing the opening and unwinding of the double helix. Each 
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intercalating drug binds strongly to particular base pairs as a result of several interactions, ranging 
from van der Waals forces to the formation of hydrogen bonds with adjacent nucleobases [1,2]. 

Telomeres are specialized DNA-protein structures at the termini of chromosomes crucial for 
chromosomal stability and accurate replication. Human telomeric DNA contains tandem repeats of the 
sequence TTAGGG. The guanine-rich strand can fold into four-stranded G-quadruplex structures 
involving G-tetrads, which are currently an attractive target for the development of anti-cancer  
drugs [3,4]. Acridine derivatives inhibit telomerase, presumably through their interaction with the  
G-quadruplex structures found in telomeric DNA [5,6]. A wide range of small molecules have been 
studied as quadruplex-binding and stabilizing ligands [7]. Most of these share common structural 
features, namely: (i) a planar heteroaromatic chromophore, which stacks by �-� interactions onto the  
G-quartet motif at the terminus of a quadruplex; and (ii) short alkyl chain substituents usually 
terminated by an amino group that is fully cationic at physiological pH. The precise nature of these 
substituents has been found to influence quadruplex affinity and selectivity [8,9]. 

Topoisomerase alters DNA topology through the decatenation and relaxation of supercoiled DNA [10]. 
By unwinding double-stranded DNA, this essential enzyme allows for normal cellular functions, such 
as replication and transcription [10]. DNA topoisomerases exist in various eukaryotic and prokaryotic 
forms [11] and are classified in two large groups named type I and type II. Topoisomerase-targeting 
anti-cancer drugs can be divided into two broad classes depending on their mechanism of action,  
either catalytic inhibitors or “topoisomerase poisons” [12]. The latter can be further subclassified into 
two groups: non-intercalating compounds, such as etoposide, and intercalators, like amsacrine and 
doxorubicin [13]. Intercalators act by forming ternary complexes with topoisomerases and DNA to 
inhibit re-ligation. However, the selectivity of intercalators for a particular DNA sequence is very low. 
Most often, selectivity is obtained from interactions of side-chain substitution in the major and minor 
grooves [14]. Another strategy to improve the selectivity of intercalating drugs is by linking several 
intercalating units. Various authors have described the synthesis of bis- or tris-intercalating drugs that 
show promising activity and selectivity [15–18]. 

The consensus is that acridine analogs target DNA through intercalation and disrupt enzyme 
recognition and/or association [19]. Acridine-4-carboxamides are a series of DNA intercalating 
topoisomerase poisons that show anti-tumor activity [20]. Among these, N-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]acridine- 
4-carboxamide (DACA) is a DNA-intercalating agent that inhibits both topoisomerase I and II [21] 
and is currently in phase II clinical trials. There are tight correlations between ligand structure, 
cytotoxicity and DNA-binding kinetics [22]. 

In the present study, we designed, synthesized and studied acridine and 5-methylacridine 
derivatives as potential anti-tumoral agents. During the selection of the acridine derivatives, we 
considered solid-phase methods for the preparation of the target compounds. Recently, we used 
peptide [23] and oligonucleotide chemistry [24] to prepare DNA-intercalating oligomers with several 
backbones for the assembly of a number of intercalating units. The modular character of solid-phase 
methods allows the rapid preparation of larger molecules that have G-quadruplex specific affinity [25,26]. 
The cytotoxicity of the acridine and 5-methylacridine derivatives to a tumoral cell line was assessed in 
MTT cell viability assays, thus identifying compounds exerting anti-tumoral activity. The DNA 
binding properties of the synthesized acridines were studied by competitive dialysis experiments. The 
affinity of the most active 5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide derivative to G-quadruplex telomeric and 
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duplex DNA sequences was further analyzed by NMR. This analysis confirmed the binding of this 
compound to both quadruplex and duplex DNA sequences. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Synthesis of the Acridine Derivatives  

We selected acridine-9-carboxylic acid (1) and 5-methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid (2) as starting 
compounds for the preparation of the new derivatives (Figure 1). Compound 1 is commercially 
available and has no anti-proliferative properties [24]. Compound 2 has been described as an 
intermediate in the synthesis of the bis-acridine derivatives of DACA [18]. Thus, in this study, we 
undertook the synthesis of compounds with this unit. Two types of derivatives were prepared. First, the 
replacement of the dimethylamino group of DACA for two residues of lysine (3) or arginine (4) was 
studied (Figure 2). These derivatives were prepared to check whether the protonable dimethylamino 
group can be replaced by amino acids with amino (Lys) or guanidino (Arg) groups. The synthesis of 
compounds 3 and 4 was performed by a standard solid-phase peptide approach using Fmoc-amino acids. 
After assembly of the dipeptide carboxylic acid 2 was coupled to the �-amino group of the dipeptides. 
Next we studied the possibility to generate compounds holding two units of the 5-methylacridine ring 
present in the 5-methyl derivative of DACA [18]. To join the units, we chose the L-threoninol 
backbone connected by phosphodiester links [27] for several reasons. The length of the threoninol 
linker is compatible with DNA structure and can be obtained in an enantiomerically pure form. 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of N-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]acridine-4-carboxamide 
(DACA) and starting compounds 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 2. The acridine and 5-methylacridine derivatives synthesized in this study. 
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Threoninol has two distinct hydroxyl groups and one amino group. The intercalating agent can be 
attached at the amino group position, thus leaving the hydroxyl groups to build the backbone using 
standard solid-phase oligonucleotide methods [23,27]. To this end, the primary hydroxyl group of 
threoninol was protected by the 4,4�-O-dimethoxytrityl (DMT) group and the secondary alcohol was 
used to prepare the phosphoramidite derivative (Scheme 1). 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the threoninol phosphoramidite derivative. 

 
Reagents and Conditions: i. Dimethoxytrityl chloride, DMAP, Pyr, o.n.; ii. O-2-cyanoethyl-N,N-
diisopropyl chlorophosphoramidite, DCM, DIEA, 0 °C then 25 °C for 1 h. 

For the synthesis of intercalating oligomers 7 and 8, the threoninol backbone was grown on solid-
phase, and then the intercalating agent was assembled on solid support. This strategy is more 
convenient for rapid synthesis, as it is unnecessary to construct each monomer with its intercalating 
agent, as described previously [23]. Here we report a hybrid synthesis. First, the phosphoramidite 
described above was assembled into a dimer (Scheme 2). 

Modified standard phosphoramidite chemistry was used. This consists of cycles of 3 chemical 
reactions: (1) removal of the DMT group with 3% trichloroacetic acid in dichloromethane;  
(2) phosphoramidite coupling using 10-fold excess of phosphoramidite and 40-fold excess of tetrazole 
and (3) oxidation of phosphite to phosphate with hydroperoxide solution in acetonitrile. The use of 
iodine for the oxidation of phosphites was avoided as we have previously observed some side  
products attributable to the premature removal of the Fmoc group. Also a capping reaction with acetic 
anhydride and N-methylimidazole was omitted in order to avoid the acetylation of the amino group 
observed in the synthesis of oligonucleotide-peptide conjugates using Fmoc-amino acids [28].  
To guarantee a high coupling yield, two consecutive phosphoramidite coupling reactions were 
systematically performed. Finally, Fmoc groups of threoninol were removed to allow coupling of 
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carboxylic acids 1 or 2, thereby providing the desired dimers 7 and 8 in satisfactory yields. Monomeric 
threoninol derivatives 5 and 6 were prepared as described [23]. 

Scheme 2. Solid-phase synthesis of acridine oligomers. 

 

Reagents and Conditions: (a) i. 20% piperidine, DMF, 30 min; ii. 5 eq. Trityl-O-(CH2)5COOH,  
5 eq. PyBOP, 10 eq. DIEA in DMF, 1 h; (b) i. 3% trichloroacetic acid in DCM, 10 min;  
ii. 10 eq. compound 11, 40 eq. tetrazole in acetonitrile, 10 min × 2; iii. 70% aq. tert-
butylhydroperoxide/acetonitrile (14:84 v/v), 10 min; (c) i. 20% piperidine, DMF, 30 min; ii. 5 eq. 
compound 1 or 2, 5 eq. PyBOP, 10 eq. DIEA in DMF, 1 h; iii. 3% trichloroacetic acid in DCM, 10 
min; iv. TFA 95%, 2 h. R = acridine (7) or 5-methylacridine (8). 

2.2. Cell Viability Assay  

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the compounds 1–8 was evaluated by colorimetric assays with a 
tetrazole salt (MTT) on the human colon carcinoma HBT38 cells. This assay is based on the capacity 
of living cells to incorporate and reduce the tetrazole salt. This reaction can be followed by the 
absorbance change of the reduced and oxidized forms. The reduction is observed only in living cells 
and the color intensity is directly correlated with the number of viable cells. The IC50 values for 
compounds 1–8 are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Anti-proliferative activity: n.a. not active. 

Compound IC50 (µM) HBT38 
1 n.a. 
2 75 
3 n.a. 
4 n.a. 
5 n.a. 
6 60 
7 n.a. 
8 25 

The acridine derivatives 1, 5 and 7 did not show anti-tumoral activity. These results were expected 
as acridine-9-carboxylic acid [24] as well as 2-aminoethylglycine and aminoprolyl oligomers have no 
antiproliferative activity [24,25]. On the other hand, the 5-methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid derivatives 
2, 6 and 8 had moderate activity, dimer 8 being the most active compound. In contrast, the peptide 
derivatives 3 and 4 lost this activity. This is partially in agreement with the antiproliferative properties 
assigned to 5-methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid derivatives [17,18,20–22]. We expected some activity 
for peptide derivatives 3 and 4 because these compounds have a positively charged residue linked to 
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the carboxylic acid function as in the case of 5-methyl-N-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]acridine-4-carboxamide 
that have potent antitumor activity [21]. But in our study the addition of lysine and arginine residues 
instead of the N-dimethylaminoethyl group were detrimental for the antiproliferative activity. Also, 
literature reports that 5-substituted bis(acridine-4-carboxamide) derivatives have good anticancer 
activities [18]. In this work we observed the best antiproliferative activity for the dimer carrying two  
5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide units linked through threoninol phosphate backbone confirming the 
increase of activity by linking two DNA intercalating units. To our knowledge this is the first 
bisintercalating molecule linked by phosphate bonds with increased activity. In order to confirm that 
the activity may be mediated by DNA binding, competitive dialysis experiments were performed.  

2.3. Competitive Dialysis Studies  

To evaluate the selectivity and the affinity of intercalating derivates for DNA structures, we 
performed a competitive dialysis experiment using 11 nucleic acid structures [25]. The DNA 
sequences were selected to represent all the potential DNA structures that may be present at 
physiological pH: single-stranded, duplex, parallel and antiparallel triplexes and quadruplexes.  
As models for single-stranded structures, we used T20 and 24bclc. As duplexes, we used a  
self-complementary sequences Dickerson–Drew dodecamer (Dickerson) and a 26 mer (ds26). A 
parallel triplex (TC triplex) and an antiparallel triplex (GA triplex) were also prepared by mixing  
a hairpin Watson–Crick sequence and the corresponding triplex-forming sequence. Finally, the  
following G-quadruplex sequences were prepared: the tetramolecular parallel G-quadruplex TG4T [29]; the 
antiparallel thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) [30]; the human telomere sequence (HT24) [31]; and the 
promoter sequences of c-myc (cmyc) [32] and bcl-2 (24bcl) [33]. The amount of bound ligand was 
directly proportional to the binding constant for each DNA structure [34,35]. Figure 3 shows the 
oligonucleotide affinity for each compound and Figure 3A the results for acridine and 5-methyl 
acridine carboxylic acids 1 and 2. Acridine-9-carboxylic acid 1 interacts only with duplex ds26, the 
methyl derivative 2 induced a change in the affinity showing also a triplex preference. While acridine 
derivatives 5 and 7 showed quadruplex selectivity, the methyl analogs 6 and 8 lost most of the 
selectivity, although they presented a higher affinity for most DNA sequences (Figures 3C,D). In 
contrast, the peptide derivatives 3 and 4 presented lower binding affinity for DNA (Figure 3B). 
Comparing the competitive dialysis results with the antiproliferative activity we can observe that the 
peptide derivatives 3 and 4 have both low affinity for any DNA molecule and no antiproliferative 
activity. Acridine derivatives 5 and 7 have interesting binding affinities for DNA quadruplex 
sequences but this affinity does not trigger inhibition of cell grown of HBT38 cancer cell lines. This is 
agreement with previous work on 2-aminoethylglycine and aminoprolyl acridine oligomers [24,25]. 
Finally, the most antiproliferative compounds 6 and 8 have a strong affinity for all type of DNA 
sequences. Although we cannot discard the hypothesis that the antiproliferative activity of these 
compounds is due to direct binding to proteins, we can hypothesize that the antiproliferative activity of 
these compounds may be mediated by DNA binding. This is in agreement with the inhibition of DNA 
topoisomerases described for this family of compounds [12,17,18,20–22]. 
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Figure 3. Competitive dialysis assay: The amount of ligand bound to each DNA structure 
is shown as a bar graph. 
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2.4. NMR Spectroscopy  

On the basis of cell viability studies the compound 8 demonstrated the highest anti-tumoral activity. 
Competitive dialysis experiments also show that compound 8 has affinity to all types of DNA 
sequences in spite of the presence of a negative phosphate backbone that may hinder binding with the 
DNA polyanionic molecule. As it is the first time that a bisintercalating molecule having a negatively 
charged phosphate backbone is shown to have DNA binding properties we confirmed that compound 8 
is able to bind to both duplex and quadruplex DNA molecules. First we tried the classical methods 
such UV- and fluorescence-based melting assays [36], fluorescence intercalator displacement  
assay [37], and mass spectrometry [38]. But any of these methods provide conclusive results and some 
of these methods were not compatible with the fluorescence properties of the acridine derivatives. For 
these reasons and in order to confirm the interaction with DNA, 8 was titrated into a solution of the 
quadruplex model (T2AG3)4 of the human telomere sequence and the resulting mixtures were analyzed 
by 1H-NMR. Similar experiments were performed with the starting carboxylic acid 2. T2AG3 is a  
short model sequence contained in the HT24 oligonucleotide. This oligonucleotide has been used  
previously for NMR characterization of drug binding on telomeric DNA sequences [39]. The short 
oligonucleotide has a more simple NMR spectrum than HT24 sequence, thus facilitating the study of 
the interactions of the drug with the DNA sequence. 
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The NMR spectra for the quadruplex showed three signals in the region of 10–12 ppm, belonging to 
Hoogsteen-bound guanine imino proton of the G quartets (Figure 4). During the addition of 8 to the 
quadruplex solution until reaching a ratio R = [8]/[(T2AG3)4] = 3, the imino proton signals caused by 
G4, G5 and G6 splits in the downfield-shifted region were related to the bound quadruplex form. This 
result confirms an 8 quadruplex interaction complex associated with drug toxicity. The imino protons 
signals were broad and disappeared at high R indicating that more than one species in equilibrium 
were present in solution (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Imino proton region of (TTAGGG)4 resulting from the titration of the 
quadruplex with compounds 2 and 8. 

ppm ppm1112 11.5 11.0 10.5

Compound 2 Compound 8  

The oligonucleotide sequence 5�-CGATCG-3� was used as model for a DNA duplex. In the region 
of 13–14 ppm, the NMR spectra of the duplex showed two signals, these belonging to imino proton of 
A3T4 and G2C5 (Figure 5).  

During the addition of 8 to the duplex solution until reaching the ratio  
R = [8]/[(CGATCG)2] = 1, the imino proton signals caused by G2 decreased the intensity of the signal, 
thereby indicating a preferred site of interaction at this level. The equivalent experiments with 
compound 2 showed slight differences. During the addition of 2 to the quadruplex solution until 
reaching the ratio R = [2]/[(T2AG3)4] = 3, the imino proton signals caused by G4, G5 and G6 split in 
the downfield-shifted region, thus indicating a binding interaction. In this case the imino proton signals 
were not broad at high R (Figure 4), indicating that only one bound species was present in the solution. 
Free quadruplex species structure was still present at this ratio. 

During the addition of 2 to the duplex solution until reaching the ratio R = [2]/[(CGATCG)2] = 1, 
the imino proton signal decreased in the intensity and was broad, suggesting the presence of multiple 
binding sites and complex equilibria (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Imino proton region of (CGATCG)2 resulting from the titration of the duplex 
with compounds 2 and 8. 
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In summary, NMR titration experiments confirm the interaction of compound 8 with both duplex 
and quadruplex DNA sequences, even when the quadruplex complex equilibria in solution were 
involved, whereas the interaction was more specific with the double helix, compound 2 showing the 
opposite behavior. 

3. Experimental  

3.1. Oligonucleotides and General Information  

Standard phosphoroamidites and reagents for DNA synthesis were purchased from Applied 
Biosystems and from Link Technologies. The synthesis of the oligonucleotides was performed  
at a scale of 1 �mol on an Applied Biosystem DNA/RNA 3400 synthesizer by solid-phase  
2-cyanoethylphosphoroamidite chemistry. The following sequences were prepared: T20: d(5�-TTT 
TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT-3�), 24bclc: d(5�-CCC GCC CCC TTC CTC CCG CGC CCG-3�), 
Dickerson: d(5�-CGC GAA TTC GCG-3�), ds26: d(5�-CAA TCG GAT CGA ATT CGA TCC GAT 
TG-3�), GA triplex : d(5�-GAA AGA GAG GAG GCC TTT TTG GAG GAG AGA AAG-3�) +  
d(5�-CCT CCT CTC TTT C-3�), TC triplex: d(5�-CCT CCT CTC TTT CCC TTT TTC TTT CTC TCC 
TCC-3�) + d(5�-GAA AGA GAG GAG G-3�), TG4T: d(5�-TGG GGT-3�), TBA: d(5�-GGT TGG TGT 
GGT TGG-3�), HT24: d(5�-TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG GGT TAG GGT-3�), 24bcl: d(5�-CGG GCG 
CGG GAG GAA GGG GGC GGG-3�) and cmyc: d(5�-GGG GAG GGT GGG GAG GGT GGG GAA 
GGT GGG G-3�). The resulting oligonucleotides were purified by HPLC and desalted in a Sephadex 
(NAP-10) G25 column. Acridine-9-carboxylic acid (1) was obtained from Aldrich and  
5-methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid (2) (Figure 1) was prepared following the strategy described 
previously [40]. Threoninol derivative (5) (Figure 2) was prepared following the literature [23]. NMR 
spectra were recorded on a Varian Mercury 400 (small compounds) or a Bruker AV-600 (oligo-
nucleotides) spectrometers. 
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3.2. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Peptide Derivatives 3 and 4  

Peptide derivatives 3, 4 were synthesized using Fmoc solid phase peptide synthesis.  
Fmoc-protected amino acids were obtained from Nova Biochem. The side chain of lysine was 
protected with the t-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) group and the arginine side chain was protected with the 
2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl (Pbf) group. Amino acids were assembled on  
4-(2',4'-dimethoxyphenyl-Fmoc-aminomethyl)-phenoxy resin (Rink amide resin) solid support which 
allowed the cleavage in a single step treatment with 95% TFA, providing peptide amides in high yields 
and purities. Synthesis of amino acids derivatives: a cycle for each amino acid addition consisted of the 
following steps: (1) 20% piperidine in DMF; (2) 5% DIPEA in DCM; and (3) Fmoc-protected amino 
acid coupling with TBTU, HOBT and DIPEA catalysis then (1) 20% piperidine in DMF; (2) either 
compound 1 or compound 2 coupling with PyBOP, HOBT and DIPEA catalyst; and (3) cleavage with 
95% TFA. The compounds were analyzed by MALDI-TOF: 3 [M+] = 493.3 (expected 493.3) and 4 
[M+] = 549.3 (expected 549.3), and by HPLC obtaining a single peak of retention time 7.9 and  
8.2 min, respectively. Analytical HPLC was performed using an XBridge OST C18 (Waters) column (2.5 
μM, 4.6 × 5.5 mm) using a 10-min linear gradient from 9% to 45% B, and a flow rate of 1 mL/min; 
solution A was 5% ACN in 0.1 M aqueous TEAA, and B 70% ACN in 0.1 M aqueous TEAA. 
MALDI-TOF spectra were obtained using a Perseptive Voyager DETMRP mass spectrometer, 
equipped with a nitrogen laser at 337 nm using a 3 ns pulse. The matrix used contained  
2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB, 10 mg/mL in water). 

3.3. N-((2S,3S)-1,3-Dihydroxybutan-2-yl)-5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide (6) 

5-Methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid (2, 100 mg, 0.42 mmol) was reacted with EDCI (121 mg,  
0.63 mmol), HOBt (85 mg, 0.63 mmol), L-threoninol (44 mg, 0.42 mmol) and 100 μL DIEA in DMF. 
Purification by chromatography on silica gel (10% methanol over AcOEt) yielded the compound 6  
(50 mg, 35%) as a foam. UV (�max): 249, 343, 359 and 385 nm. Fluorescence spectra: exc: 385 nm, 
em: 433 nm. HPLC: a single peak of retention time 9.0 min. 1H-NMR, �H (400 MHz, CDCl3): 8.99 
(dd, 1H, J = 7.1 and 1.6 Hz), 8.87 (s, 1H), 8.15 (dd, 1H, J = 8.4 and 1.1 Hz), 7.90 (d, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz), 
7.65 (dd, 1H, J = 8.4 and 7.1 Hz), 7.50 (dd, 1H, J = 8. 4 and 7.0 Hz), 4.39–4.35 (m, 1H), 4.34–4.29 (m, 
1H), 4.16–4.08 (m, 2H), 2.96 (s, 3H), 1.35 (d, 3H, J = 6.4). [M+] = 324.8 (expected for C42H48N5O12P2 
324.4). 

3.4. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Acridine Oligomers 7 and 8  

The assembly of L-threoninol derivatives (7, 8) was carried out on Rink amide polystyrene solid 
support. An optimized oligonucleotide synthesis was used to build the main chain and then the 
intercalating agent was introduced (Scheme 2). Oligomer synthesis: a cycle for each L-threoninol 
backbone addition consisted of the following steps: (1) 3% trichloroacetic acid/dichlorometane;  
(2) coupling of compound 11 with tetrazole activation, 2 times; and (3) oxidation with 70% aq.  
tert-butyl hydroperoxide/acetonitrile (14:84 v/v) then (1) 20% piperidine in DMF; (2) either compound 
1 or compound 2 coupling with PyBOP, HOBT and DIPEA catalyst; (3) 3% trichloroacetic 
acid/dichlorometane; and (4) cleavage with 95% TFA. The compounds were analyzed by  
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MALDI-TOF: 7 [M+] = 876.8 (expected for C42H48N5O12P2 876.8), 8 [M+] = 905.4 (expected for 
C44H52N5O12P2 904.9) and by HPLC obtaining a peak of retention time 4.1 and 13.2 min, respectively. 

3.5. (9H-Fluoren-9-yl)methyl (2R,3R)-1-(bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)-3-hydroxybutan-2-
ylcarbamate (10) 

N-[(9H-Fluoren-9-yl)methyloxycarbonyl]-L-threoninol (compound 9, 500 mg, 1.53 mmol) was 
dissolved in anhydrous pyridine (10 mL) and reacted with 4,4�-O-dimethoxytriphenylmethyl chloride 
(1.84 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (0.20 mmol, DMAP). The mixture was stirred at room 
temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched with methanol (0.5 mL) and the solvents were 
removed under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in dichloromethane (100 mL) and the 
organic phase was washed with saturated aqueous NaCl (50 mL). The solvent was evaporated and the 
residue was purified by chromatography on neutral aluminum oxide. The product was eluted with 
dichloromethane and 1% of methanol. The pure compound was obtained as an oil (733 mg, 76%).  
1H-NMR, �H (400 MHz, CDCl3): 8.55–6.77 (m, 21H), 4.45–4.33 (m, 3H), 4.22 (t, 1H, J = 7.0 Hz), 
4.08 (m, 1H), 3.76 (s, 6H), 3.43 (dd, 1H, J = 9.8 and 5.0), 3.25 (dd, 1H, J = 9.8 and 3.8 Hz), 1.16 (d, 
3H, J = 6.3 Hz). 13C-NMR, �C (100 MHz, CDCl3): 158.6; 158.5; 1475; 145.0; 144.1; 144.0; 139.6; 
130.1; 129.2; 128.3; 127.9; 127.7; 127.1; 125.2; 119.9; 113.2; 69.2; 68.9; 66.7; 58.4; 20.2; 19.5. 

3.6. (9H-Fluoren-9-yl)methyl (4R,5R)-7-(2-cyanoethoxy)-8-isopropyl-1,1-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-5,9-
dimethyl-1-phenyl-2,6-dioxa-8-aza-7-phosphadecan-4-ylcarbamate (11)  

Compound 10 (1.1 mmol) was dried by evaporation with anhydrous ACN. The residue was 
dissolved in anhydrous DCM (20 mL) and diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) (4.6 mmol) was added under 
argon atmosphere. The solution was cooled to 0 °C in a ice bath and 2-cyanoethoxy-N,N-diisopropyl-
aminochlorophosphine (2.2 mmol) was added dropwise with a syringe. After the completion of the 
reaction, DCM (50 mL) was added and the organic layer was washed with saturated aqueous NaCl 
(100 mL). The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue was purified by column 
chromatography on neutral aluminum oxide. The product was eluted with hexane/ethyl acetate 2:3. 
The desired compound was obtained (556 mg, 61%). 1H-NMR, �H (400 MHz, CDCl3): 7.77–6.80 (m, 
21H), 5.09 and 4.99 (d, 1H, J = 9.6 and 9.5 Hz, respectively, two isomers), 4.41–4.38 (m, 3H),  
4.36–4.29 (m, 2H), 4.22 (t, 1H, J = 7.0 Hz), 3.93–3.79 (m, 1H), 3.79 (s, 6H), 3.55–3.34 (m, 4H), 2.36 
(t, 2H, J = 6.3 Hz), 1.27–1.11 (m, 15H). 31P-NMR, �P (81 MHz, CDCl3): 148.88, 148.63 (phosphoric 
acid as external reference). 13C NMR, �C (100 MHz, CDCl3): 158.6; 158.4; 144.8; 144.9; 144.1; 144.0; 
136.0; 130.1; 130.0; 129.1; 128.3; 127.9; 127.7; 127.1; 127.0; 126.8; 125.1; 119.9; 117.6; 113.2; 69.0; 
68.9; 66.6; 58.4; 56.2; 55.2;43.2; 43.1; 24.7; 24.6; 24.4; 24.3; 20.3, 19.5; 19.4. 

3.7. Competitive Dialysis Assays 

Slide-A-Lyzer Mini Dialysis Units 3500MWCO were purchased from Pierce. A total 200 mL of the 
dialysate solution containing 1 �M of the compound was used for each competition dialysis assay. A 
volume of 100 �L of 50 �M monomeric unit of each of oligonucleotide sequence was placed in the 
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dialysis unit. Potassium phosphate buffer containing 185 mM NaCl, 185 mM KCl, 2 mM NaH2PO4,  
1 mM Na2EDTA and 6 mM Na2HPO4 at pH 7 was used for all experiments. 

The samples were allowed to equilibrate with continuous stirring at room temperature overnight. 
Dialysis samples were transferred to an Eppendorf tube. In order to measure the compound entered in 
the dialysis unit, dialysis samples were treated with a snake venom phosphodiesterase to release the 
intercalating compound as described previously [25]. 

Finally, the fluorescence of each sample was measured (�ex and �em were set to 252 and 435 nm  
for compounds 1, 5 and 7 and to 258 and 460 nm for compounds 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 and normalized for 
each compound. 

3.8. Cell Viability Assays 

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the compounds (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) was evaluated by colorimetric 
assays with a tetrazole salt (MTT) on the HTB-38 (human colon carcinoma) cell line. The cell line was 
cultured in RPMI and supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 200 mM L-glutamine. Cells were 
grown in a humidified atmosphere of air containing 5% CO2 at 37°. Cells were plated in triplicate 
wells (1.5 × 104 cells per well) in 100 μL of growth medium in 96-well plates and allowed to 
proliferate for 24 h. They were then treated with increasing concentrations of the compounds. After  
72 h incubation, 20 �M MTT (5 mg/mL in phosphate buffer saline 10%) was added for additional 4 h. 
Absorbance at 570 nm was measured on a multiwell plate reader after removing the medium and 
addition of 50 �L of dimethyl sulfoxide. Cell viability was expressed as a percentage of control and 
IC50 was determined as the concentration of the drug that produced 50% reduction of absorbance at 
570 nm. 

3.9. NMR Spectroscopy 

The NMR spectra of oligonucleotides were recorded at 25 °C on a Bruker AV-600 spectrometer 
equipped with a z-gradient triple resonance TXI and were processed with TOPSPIN v.1. The 
instrument was operated at a frequency of 600.10 MHz for 1H. 1H chemical shifts (�H) were measured 
in ppm and referenced to external DSS (sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate salt) set for 
0.00 ppm. Estimated accuracy for protons is within 0.02 ppm. The samples for NMR measurements 
were dissolved in 500 �L H2O/D2O (9:1) containing 25 mM KH2PO4, 150 mM KCl and 1 mM EDTA 
(pH 6.7) for the quadruplex d(5�-TTAGGG-3�)4 and containing 10 mM KH2PO4, 70 mM KCl and  
0.2 mM EDTA (pH 7.0) for the double helix d(5�-CGATCG-3�)2. The final concentration of the 
oligonucleotide solutions ranged between 0.7 and 0.6 mM. A stock solution of 2 and 8 was prepared in 
DMSO-d6 at the concentrations of 10 and 20 mM, respectively.  1H-NMR titration was performed by 
adding increasing amounts of 2 and 8 to the oligonucleotide solutions at an R= [Ligand]/[DNA] ratio 
equal to 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2 and 3. 

4. Conclusions  

Several compounds with the 5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide core group present in a DNA 
intercalating dual topoisomerase I/II inhibitor (DACA) derivative were prepared and their  
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anti-proliferative properties were studied. Solid-phase methods were used for the rapid generation of 
the 5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide derivatives. As the protonable dimethylamino group was 
considered relevant for the biological activity [22], we first studied the replacement of this group by 
natural amino acids with protonable groups like lysine and arginine. Unfortunately, the resulting 
peptide-acridine compounds lost DNA binding capacity and thus were inactive. In contrast, the 
threoninol derivative carrying the 5-methylacridine-4-carboxamide unit retained the anti-proliferative 
properties of the 5-methylacridine-4-carboxylic acid. Linking two units of the 5-methylacridine-4-
carboxamide with a threoninol phosphate backbone generated the most active compound, in spite of 
the presence of the negative phosphate backbone. This finding demostrates that linking several 
intercalating units with a negative backbone may indeed be a useful strategy to obtain novel  
DNA-intercalating drugs as the DNA-binding properties are not negatively affected and compounds 
have increased solubility in aqueous solutions. 
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